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This book is devoted to an examination of a highly interesting problem
in modern science:

the nature and essence of cerLain phenomena of electromag-

netic comnunication between living organisms.

This subject does not get much

attention in varld literature, and it is the object of heated arguments and
I
discussions but no common point of view has as yet developed in this area.

iThe

material outlined in this book ranges from the experiments in mental

suggestions to animals, then to people, to the idea of creating a "thought
register," an "electronic hypnotizer" and "thought transference over distanceb."
As a bold excursion into tomorrow and a good object of conversation with
young people, thij book is of great cognitive importance.
popular language designed for mass readership.

I
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ii.

It is written in

The problem of signal transmission by living organisms over distances without
the use of the organs of sound, vision and olfaction is one of the most complicated
and knotty problems of modern biology and science in general.

The subject under

discussion is the so-called telepathy, mental information (according to B. B.
Kazhinskiy) or, in plain language, the possibility of thought transference over
distances.
1any scientists are inclined to believe, on the basis of numerous recent
observations and experiments, that the transference of strong emotions, experiences,
ideas about the f.,cms of objects and even elementory concrete assignmentsover
distances is quite feasible.

But all too frequently, such transference is observed

when a person is in distrosz, particularly in circumstances of mortal danger.
Normally our concepts are associated with the range of our immediate
perceptions ( or perceptions made possible by the use of various aids) of time and
space which are by themselves infinite.
therefore limitied.
,

Our possibilities in this respect are

Reality undoubtedly extends far and wide beyond the framework

of our perception.
There are naturally numerous phenomena all around us which either remain unidentified or about which we know only indirectly, through actual contact with some
ol their aspects.

Telepathy is obviously one of such phenomena.

why the scientists have unfortunately not yet reached a unanimous

This is probably
opinion about the

possibility of transferring such a type of information.
Without dinying in principle the reality of such a phenomenon, that is the
transfer of this type of information (which represents, as was already mentioned,
an entirely new quality still unknown to science) by one individual to another over
a long distance, we still find it difficult to understand that the material
substrate, the carrier of "tel ,phathema", ,.;
an electromagnetic field.

1!

.I

In his book, B. B. Kazhinskiy frequently bentions the

xistence of formations

in the cells and organs similar to the elements of a radio scheme.
formations ore actually described by numerous researchers,

Indeed,, such

and their existence- in

and outside the cells is il'longei denied, eveii thduh their function still
unknown.

remains

One thing i6 certain:-whatever the functional direction of such formations

(in particular, intracellular, perLcellhlar, etc.), the electrical processes accompanying Lhe numerous functions of the organisms--the biol6gi£.l currents -of the
brain, heart and muscles, the ionic changes, etc.,--canpot but help produce various
types of electrical oscillations in them.

The professes that should (!) occur in

them in a field of changing electrical potentials 'ae similar .tc those, occurring in
a radio transmission or receiving device, that is.changing capacity and induction
as well as the general of radio waves.

This is all the more probable since the

mentioned processes are characierized by a definite periodicity, that is they are
continuous in nature.

It is also difficult to imagine that such prncesses ,Are not

used by the organism ab the result of evolution and that the me'ntioned- eIectrical
changes are merely "production waste", an unused byproduct of the.major physiological
functions.

Nature would hardly have produced such "waste" in %zch an easy and

"slipshod" manner.
dowever, taking into account the low intensity of these radio signals, it 4s
doubtful whether they could serve as a method of transferri-.

mntal information.

Arguing against this point of view, are the expetiments carrfnd out: by the American
scientists.

They experimented in the transmission of a "telopathema" over long
r

diatances and from great depths, without any additional devices,: directly from one
person to anoth--- :rom z submarine completely inclosed in steel.

The huge body of

water and the metal hull of the submarine were to screen the incoming wea
and prevenat them from reaching the recipient bubject.

signals

It should be pointed out

that a number of researchers insist that In some 'ases the metal tDtriers do not.
block the passage of mental information signals.
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The weakness of such signals is one of the greatest causes ofall the doubts.
The calculations made by V. Arkad'yev show that the bik-radio signals are so weak
that a "telepathema" could hardly extend beyond the cranium.

It is therefore dif-

ficult, and perhaps impossible, to imagine that the radio waves originating in
various biological processes in the organism are the material carrier of biological
rommunication over distances of hundreds and thousands of kilometers.
E*'en if we were to assume that such a weak signal could still overcome great
distances, the atmospheric interferences which are dozens if not hundreds and
thousands of times strongdr than the useful signal would inevitably prevent the
reception or perception of that signal, by the recipient.
But there are circumstances that tehd to refute such doubts.

It is a known

fact that the different filters used in radio engineering are capable of separating
the incoming signals from interferences which are even strongvr than the signal
itself.

Such filters are particularly effective in the field of ultrashort waves

(and in the opinion of a number of resiprchers, the waves originating in the brain
are within that range) which are not very much affected by interferences.
We have no reason to believe that 'such natural "filteis" could not have
developed in a living organism.over th

ages even though such an assumption still

itils to prove the possibility of transferring mental infoi'ation over hundreds
apd Lhousands of kilometers in view of the fact that ult,

waves propagate

within the range of visibility.
Even if we assume that in our nervous system the processes of reception and
amplification occur at a molecular leve! or even at a cell level (conditionally
identifying them with amplification cascades), which is in principle possible, it
is actually difficult to find the range of possible amplification in such a system
of weak primary signals in viei of the enormous quantity of nerve eiiments in the
brain (over 10 billion).

It is also quite ponsible that a cerLain cype of "radio

device" produced in the course of evolution within the organism of animals and

3

men facilitated the developmeL-a

of a unique method of coniunication,

b!ological

radio commonicatlon.
To what extent these assumptions and hypotheses are justified, only the
future will tell.

Time will probably shed some light on this very vague problem

as to whether the traterial carrier of information is a field, waves or particles.
Whatever the case may be, the vagueness and doubts surrounding this question
aqe the entire problem aside.
should not iidtce science to -.

The existence of this

form of biological communication is confirmed by nomerous researchets.

And the

tact chat not all the experiments and observations bear out the existence of such
a~communication still proves nothing.
It is a known fact that in the study of a biological object or a "biological
pattern, an alternative principle is frequently inapplicable, at least at the
present level of our knowledge.
Prudent caution in this connection is, in our opinion, in order and it can be
justified primarily in the selection and evaluation of the methods of proving the
existence of a new type of Information.

It should be borne in mind, for example,

that-the person transmitting the information is not free of his convictions (on
the contrary, he acts in accordance vith them) resulting from his previous individual experiencevwhich, to some extent, may correspond to the experience and thinking
process of thd recipiezt subject (aflc

dll, the individual experience is part of

the collective experience, and vice versa).

As a result, the recipient m'y in

some cases, repeat the same thing as the inductor, independently -f him.
One of the decisive conditions or criteria for the evaluation of tho
authenticity vi the preliminary deductions and conclusions made by man in regard
to a particular phenomenon or fact is their repeated occurrence as well as the
possibility of recording them repeatedly for the purpoce of a systematic stud'1 and
summation of the observations.

This is parLicularly important in this case as we

lo not know what actually occurs in the course of transmission, what makes it
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possible or what interferes with it; nor do we have any instr-ent for the objective

recording of the phenomena of this type of biological cxewuncation.
The chief method of analyzing observations in telephathy is the processing of

the data obtained through variation statistics on the basis of Lht tneorg of
probability.

We have Po reason to doubt the cuthenticity and correctness of the

probability theory, but it is possible that an analysis of the phenomena of
biological communication may rcqu.-re other =ethods of oh-Jective ahalysis.
The process of thought transference

is without a doubt. csoclated with

material processes in our surrounding medium. An understanding of th

natuce of

these processes and their correct interpretation calls for a very broad study of
the problem.

Now that practically every day brings us new remarkableldiscoveries

and the phycisists learn about enormous quantities of new "elementary" particles
with still unknown functions, we are fully justified in the assumption that the
unknown functions performed by these particles include also the function of
thought transference.
In all probability, mental information (or, as we would rather call it, a
special form of biological communication) originated at an early stage in the
development of the animal kingdom and is now dying away, particularly in the case
of man, in view of the development of better and more effective forms of communication under the impact of natural dnd social factors.
This type of communicaticn could havc developed particularly under conditions
of a sparse distribution of biological objects over a vast 'erritory where

he

usual visual, auditory and olfactory forms of communication were ineffective as
they could not help one creature find another one.

On the other hand, this type

of information began to lose its significance when biological specimens were found
in large concentrations, as well as for other reasons, in the process of evolution.
It seems to us that if this function did not die away under conditions of great
concentrations of living organisms, the bio-radio transmissions would involuntarily
be intercepted by ocher creatures, and the resulting dibori.tation would prevent

thtL-

from effectuating cour.icaion by other rcans,

nu. the development of a

second signal sysce=--orai co-uncaticn 3mang =en ant' combinations of sound signals
among animals--is apparently displacurg, and in many cases 'as already displaced.
this type of information.

in other words, this functioo is dying away and displaced

by other distant se;sse organs in propcrtion as the cerebral cortex develops in the
general evolution of the animal kingdom.

Possible support for this asstption is

found in the fact that the weakening of the inhibitory function in the cerebral
cortex of mental patients and people in a state of hypnosis intensifies their
capacity for thought transference.

If the fatigability of the cer:rums plays an

important part in the genesis of hypnosis, it is quite natural that such fatigue
should first appear In the cerebral cortex.
In this connection, we should like to point

uL ne following:'one of the

most widespread symptoms of psychic disorders in mental patients is the feeling
that someone on the outside exerts a hypnotic influence on them.

It is not im-

possible that the old capacity for perceiving mental infoirmaion, tlo longer controlled by the higher departments of the cerebral, cortex, "is awakened" in the
patient by the weakened functions of the cerebral cortex ind he begins to receive
n-c.-ing signals which in healthy individuals are filtered ouc in tie cortex before
they reach

he sphere of consciousness.

Biological co.unication of the teiepathic type in perle may emer!- from
under the evolutionary incrustations of the higher sections of the brain Ocimarily
in cases associated with stress and painful experiences when the i:iividual functions
are out of the control of the corresponding compartments of the cerebral .ortex.
There is a ce'uain amount of verisimilitude in such an assumption as the informnrion
is received subconsciously, the person does not sense it and it appears to him that
he does everything on his own volition without suspczting the external influence of
an "inductor".

We are familiar with 3uch subconscious signal reception from the

fallous experiment with infrasound carried out by
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ood.

It

is characteristic that not a single legible phras-

-itted in any of the experiments.

-yet
as

been trans-

This is another indirect indication that we

have "inherited" the phen...enon of biological comunication from the animals
'hich have no concept of any logical sequence of words =uch less phrases or details
of a particular subject.

It is probably not accidental that in most cases we

perceive the biological effect over a distance as a 2remonition concerning someone
c!ose to us or a foreboding of some event.

The info.-nation is probably transmitted

at a level of tha first signal system or such senzes as fear, a se.
etc.

of danger,

It is quite natural therefore that the capacity for infor-nation transmission

first reached its highest development among insects and other representatives of
the lower animal kingdom.
As was pointed out earlier, such a form of biological communication is at
present most probably an anachronism. .But this does not necessarily mean that it
"is no longer of asay interest to science.

A profound study of this phenomenon will

help us ascertain its physical naLure and place it in the service of rAnkind.
A few words about the author.

Bernard Bernardovich Kazhinskiy is an electrical

engineer, a candidate of physico-mathematical sciences, a man of great erudition and
with an unquenchabi

desire t--understand everything and explain everything.

Ka.hinskiy is pioneering the scientific exploration of

B. B.

his problem in our country.

In his rich, bold and creative life he has come in contact with numerous outstanding scientists where he often found understanding and support for his ieas.

lie

worked in close comr.,unication and cooperation with K.E. Tsiolkov ::iy, V. H.
Bakhterev, A. V. Leontovich, P. P. Lazarev, and the famous animal trainer V. L. Durov,
and was familiar with the science fiction writer A. R. Belyayev, etc.

B. B.

Kazhinskiy is one of the heroes, Kachinskiy, in A. R. Belyayev's popular science
fiction novel, The Ruler of the World.

B. B. Kazhinskiy's ideas on biological

radio communication as well as his understandi 0g and observations serve as the
basic scientific material for this publication.
B. B. Kazhinbkiyls book is a kinJ of history of investigarionr, into telepathy
carried out in our country in the past-40 years.
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In this book the author has

collected a large quantiLy of interesting data, scate-..ncs b, scientists and his
0:n observations. nnd processed the entire =zterial in the 'aLte-pt to provide a

theorctical justitication for the phenonenon of telepathy.

But in our opinion, the

solution of this problen by the author is not quite satisfactory.

B. B. Kazhinskiy

attributes everything, one-sidedly, to electromagnetic processes describing and
treating everything from thaL point of view, whereas, as has already been pointed
out,

Lhaiprowl,. may prove to be c . ilezbi,

more complic ted.

Describing a number of formations, organs and their functions, which are in
effect still unknown and inexplicable, the author frequently make' unjustifiable
analogies aitempting to explain then not by scientific facts but on the basis of
speculative and hasty conclusions and deductions.

For example, the author's

assumption about the emission of rays by the eyes and the functions of the
epiphysis are highly hypothetical.

Besides, it is hardly possible to explain

such a complex phenomenon as memory by hysteresis, as the author does.

The

presentation of Penfield's interesting observations is not sufficiently tied in
with the Xext.
B..B. Kazhinskiy's book is well written and imaginative (in the style of a
memoir) and represents a definite value not only from the point of view of the
history of the problem, but also because it is one of the first attempts in our
country to provide a scientific ground Lur this problem.

V. A, Kozak
Candidate of Me("cal Sciences

Dedicated to the shining memory of my teacher and mentor, member
of the.academy of sciences ci the Ukrainian SSR. Pro. Aleksandr
Vasil'yevich Leontovich.

Author's Preface
The investigations submitted to the readers' attention are dev%6ted to one of
the truly phenomenal occurrences in nature, the capacity of man to transfer mentaL
information or mentally influence another man at a distance.
This phenomenon was called biological radio comunication, but generallyit
has long been knnwn as telepathy.

it was not very long ago that scientists reacted

with irritation and even hostility to this word.

The point is that to many

people the idea of biological radio communication appeared absurd and antiscientific,
and the purson devoting h..,*elf to an investigation of that problem was considered
quite hopelese from a scientific point of view.

Such a person could not expect any

sympathy, much less support.
Fortunately, ell this has now receded into the past.

Today the idea of

biological radio communication is no longer as ocd and unattractive as'before; it is
entering the field of science as a rich and highly promising new discipline, with
physicists, biologists, physiologists and chemists ready to further its development.
Trom a phenomenon frightening people off by its uniqueness and novelty, telepathy
is gradually developing into an object of increasing attention on the part of thc
researchers.
True, even now the very idea of tnought transference over discanL"c
be unreal to some scientists.

This, of course, is due to the f-cc

Opp,',r.

that the subjoct

of biological radio communication has not been popularized by the press.

This

theme has not been subject to the open creative disputes and discussion that would
encourage a further development of the idea and its popularization among the broud
masses of the Soviet people.
It is the purpose of this book to fill

that gap and to dissipate the remain-

ing scepticism and distrust toward biological radio communication still held by
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2ome people by proving, on thi. basis of numerous experimental data and observations,
the indisputzble realicy of the phenomenon of mental Influence that czn bc exerted
over distances and its rightful place as an object of scientific study.
In this book the author .nade use primarily of experimental data as well as a
number of facts he has personally encountered throughout the rmny years of his
scientific-research work. A considerable part of this material deals with Investigations which have already beek PLparIally Published; te'still unpublished investigations were recorded in protocols of scientific conferences, in personal correspondence
or public appearances, lectures and convirsations.

Examples cited from other sources

are used to the extent that they confirm the correctness of the authors's theses.
Investigations in this area were initiated back in 1919.

Forty-two years have

elapsed since the author developed and publicized his hypothesis of the existence
of "ganglions" or "apparatuses" in the central nervous system which are similar to
the known electrical systems in structure and purpose: simple current generators,
condensers, amplifiers, radio transmitting and receiving devices, etc.
hypothesis, in turn, was based on the assumption tha

That

the human thought process is

accompanied by phenomena of an electromagnetic nature; that is the emission of
el'ctromagnetic waves of a biological origin capable of being transmitted and producing
producing an influence over long distances.
Three years later (1922), foilowi,_g a number of experiments in the department
of physics of the Timiryazev Agricultural Academy in Moscow,

the author -,ucceeded

in finding in isolated preparations of an animal's nervous system certain nerve
elements structurally resembling solenoid loops and paired capacitor plates similar
to the well- unown elements of the closed Thompson oscillation circuit, a vibrator
of discrete currents and eletromagnetic waves.
To verify the correctness of his deductions from that discovery, the author
constructed a chamber (for the first time in the practice of physiological research)
designed to block the passage of electromagnetic waves, a so-called Faraday cell
for experimental purposes.

The experiments carried out with'tthat device fully
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confirmed the author's assumptions and heightened his belief in the electromagnetic
nature of the processes accompanying -the thinking process.
A further study of the physical characteristics of the organ of hearing, from
the point of view'of the nascent theory of biological radio cormunicaLtons, made
it possible (in 1943) to adopt an entirely new viewpoint on that organ as an analyzer
of a heretofore unknown stimulant reaching the brain, a bio-electromagnetic wave of
accoustical frequency.
An investigation of the structure of the organ of hearing i..Lne light of the
new experimental-data suggested (in 1952) a working hypothesis: the eye not only
"sees" but also emits into space electromagnetic waves of a certain frequency
capable of producing an effect over a distance on a human being (and on animals
in general) on whom Che gaze is focused.

These waves can influence his behavior,

induce him to do certain things and generate various emotions, images and thoughts
in his mind.

Such an emission of electromagnetic waves of a certain frequency by

the eye is called a bio-radiation "ray of vision".
A thorough study of the emotional effect of the "ray of vision" on the behavior of V. L. Durov's test animals enabled the author to decipher and elaborate
(in 1953) the somewhat vague assumptions made by V. L. Dorov back in 1924: the
nimals have an inherent capacity to understand each other's behavior.

That

capacity, according to V. L. Durov, is developed in an,,nals to such an extent that
in some measure takes the place of their tongue and speech.
opinion, however, that this capacity is based on two factors.

It is the author's
The first and :7ell-

knows; factor (based on Pavlov's conditioned reflexes) is the visual and suditory
perception and "reflex" understanding by one animal of the behavior of another
animal (or man).

Another factor, heretofore unknown in science, is the concom-

mitant interception by the nervous system of one animal, and the conscious ( or
subconscious).analysis aid synthesis '.n its brain, of the stimulating signals in
the form of bio-radiation waves emitted by the organism of another animal (or man).
These signals are most frequently transmitted by means of a hio-radiation
"ray of vision".

Consequently, even in the case of animals, there is a reason for
11

considering both of these factors which 1.
man as signal of signals,
above-said,
animals.

that is

P. Pavlov referred to in the case of

the sucond si,;nai system.

the author introducc= a new concept,

On the basis of the

the second bignal system in

As for the human mind endowed with the higher capacity of a soundLess

and invisible .bio-radiation co.nunication,

that capacity,

in

the author'-

opinion,

represents the third signal system of man.
In about 1933 the author of this book told of his investigations and conclusions to Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolcovskiy, an outstanding scien._
country, who listened with a great deal of enthusiasm.
out that thj

c of our

K. E. Tsiolkovskiy pointed

theory of biological radio communication "may lead to the revelation

of the'sacred mysteries of the living microcosm, to the solution of the great
riddle oi thiinking matter".
,iaire nave bee:

uLble advances in this field in the past three'decades.

Now that experiments in the USSR and abroad have proved the possibility of transmitting preconceived mental information over distances as well as the electromagnetic and blo-radiation nature of this phenomenon and, finally, that we encounter incidents of thougih

transference in

the assertion that this phenomenon is

daily life

with increasing frequency,

supernatural sounds archaic.

The more we

study the nature of these phenomena the sooner will the cloak of mystery disappear
and the problem itself will take its rti;e in the field of exact sciences.
This is what the great Russian scientist D. I. Mendeleyev wrote in 1875'about
such phenomena (mostly of a medlamistic nature)l;

"They should no, be ignored but

thoroughly examined, that is we must find out which of their aspects can be explained by kno._- natural phenomena and which of their characteristics are fabrications and hallucinations and shameful frauds and, finally, we must ascertain
whether some of them belong to - category of still unexplainable phenomena governed
by still unknown laws of nature.

After such an examination, these phenomena will

lose their aura of mystery, to which so many subscribe, and there will be no room
-for mysticism."
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The gist of D. I. M!ndeleyev's stateunt, of course. applies fully also to the
phenomena of telepathy.

Psychology as a science should look into the telepathic

capacities of the brain along with the instinct, consciousness a::d Lthougit-thing it

some-

has so far failed to do by shying away from any bold and decisive venture

into the new and vast unexplored area of knowledge dealing with these characteristics

of the human psyche.
Mhat are thought, consciousness, sensation?

"Sensation is z direct connection

between consciousness and the external world, a conversion of the energy of external
stimulants to a fact of consciousness.

This conversion is obscried by every person

millions of tioes at every step", V. I. Lenin wrote in his
Empiriocriticism (V. 1. Lenin, Works, Vol. 14, p. 39).

L'Nterialism and

He also emphasized that

thought and matter are "actual", that is they exist, and that the brain is material
and thought is nonmaterial.
Thought is nonmaterial, it is a product of material processes accompanying the
thinking process.

ihat is transmitted over a distance is not the thought, resultin&

from the activity of the cerebral cortex, but the electromagnetic and radiation
waves which, according to the theory of biological radio co rmunication, are emitted
outward by the brain during the process of thinking when electric impulse Surrents
pass through the cerebral ends of the analyzer (as an active part of the oscillation
circuit of the nerve chains).

The incoming bio-electromagnetic and bio-radiation

waves (a product of the thinking p:ocess of the first man) carry the energy of an
external stimulant in the form of consciousness to the brain of the o-her man.
Consequently, to the entire volume of psychic operations of thu brain, already
known in science as the

total of the higher natural psychic functions of the

brain cels, we must add a new and heretofore unknown higher psychic function consibting in the capacity of transferrfng and intercepting the bio-electromagnetic
and bio-radiation waves accompanying every thought process.

Representing a physical

phenomenon, the electromagnetic and radiation waves emitted i'ythe brain of one man
in the process of thinking, reach over distances into the nerve cells of the brain
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of 3nother man stimulating the operation of the second brain: the thinking process
initiated in this brain is in every way similar to the thinking of ti< Zirst brain.
And this represents the third signal system of man.
Following the example of P. I. Gulyayev, Dnctor of Biological Scienct3, the
author refers to the bio-electromagnetic and radiation wave as telepathema finding
it to be a very appropriate name.

However, the term "telepathy" (inasmuch as it

is associated with the wrong and distorted interpretation of the phenomena of
such as
thought'transference over distances) should be bxpressed by a new t.-:*-,
"biological radio comunication", for example, which offers a clearer depiction
of the natural capacity of man (and axnimals) to intercept mental information and
sensations (through a physical medium) as one of the brain functions performed by
the nerve cells, the biophysical apparatuses.
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CHAPTER I
A CLEAR CASE CF BIOLOCICAL RADIO COMMUNICATION
It happened in the last days of a sunny August of 1919 in Tbilisi.
M., a~youth of 1, had been ill with typhoid fever for several weeks.

My friend
liewa. con-

fined to bed at home, and I went to visit him every day after work.
Returning home from a visit to the patient one night (I lived about one kilomeer from

's apartment), I went to bed and, as usual, was soon fast asleep.

In

the middle of the night I quite clearly (I would say quite materially) !-:ard a
sound: it was a fairly loud metallic sound like a silver spoon striking against ai.
drinking glass.

I awoke fimmediately and thought tha~t the cat had apparently upset some of thf
tea dishes on the writing table.
looked at the desk.

Propped on my elbow I turned on the light and

There were no dishes on the desk, nor was the cat in the room.

Looking at my watch (it was exactly 2 a.m.),
aim

I turned off the light and fell asleep

The next day I went straight from work to the patient.

Strangely enough, as

Iwas apprui:niig M's house I was gripped by a vague feeling of alarm.

That was

the first time it happened to me.
,oming up to the front entrance, I immediately saw that something unusual had
h#ppfaaei in the house.
wide open.

Everything looked strange.

The door facing the street was

With bated breath I rushed into the'apartment... My young frien4 was

ly Ing dead.. .Standing near him was his bereaved mother and some other woaen drensed
in:mourning.
Helping to carry the body from the bed, my foot accidently caught on the night
table near the bed, and suddenly I heard the same silvery sound as the one that had
awakened me on the previous night.
explain.

I felt a strange sensation which I could not

Looking at the night ttble with an unac,.untable feeling of apprehension

I noticed a saucer, a drinking glevs 4!th a silver spoon.
up the spoon and tapped lightly against the glass.

7
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Without thinking I picked

The familiar cobnd came to ma

again.

"But how could I hear that sound a, hcmc at vight?",

I kept thinki'ng instead

of helping the grieving old people or trying to cdnsole them in some way.
persistent thought of the '!mater

But the

1 nature" of the sound I had heard at night just

would not leave me.
Confiding the story in- ief to M's mother, I asked her to tell me some details
she may have noticed at tIe'
mother said.

e of her son's death. "It was exactly at 2 a.m.", M's

"Following ti'doctor's prescription, I gave the medicine at that time

ladling it out from the glass with a spooi. But as I brought the s~poon up to his lips
I s-3w that ti'e luster of his'eyes grew diner.

He did not.take the medicine.

He

was dead."
There was an oppressive silence.

The reader can easily imagine how I felt,

facing the mother whose beloved son had just died in her arms.
word or remark could heighten her suffering.

Any unnecessary

But I kept interrogating her, like

an inquisitor, compelling her to reach deeper into her memory.

Conscious of all

that, I still could not and had no right to act in any other way.

I again asked her

to show me how she took the medicine out of the glass wich the spoon.
Her hand shaking, M's mother reached into the glass with the spoon 'for the
medicine.

And again, for the fourth time, I heard the same clear silvery sound I

had heard the previous night!
I am not superstitious, but at that noment I felt a cold shiver run down my
back: I realized thit today, near the still warm body of my dead

rnend, a mysterious

act of a man reaching the threshold of a new great truth of nature had occurred.
There was no longer any doubt in my mind that this very sound i had heard at night
and the sound of the teaspoon on that ailht table near the bed of my dead friend
were the same sound.
I was gripped by a prssionste and Irresistible desire to try and solve the
mywterious meaning of that phenomenon.
since that memorable day.

This idea nevcr left me for a sxngle moment

I constantly thought 6f different analogies and all sorts

of assumptions but for a lon; time was unable to find an answer to the main question:
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how could I intercept the "transmission" of th. silvery sound from a distance?
The idea of a possible comsnon analogy between ordinary radio transmission and
the transmission of sensations over distances occurred to me and looked promising,
but this problem required a deeper knowledge of the rapidly developing radio engineering, particularly radio-transmission and reception devices, as well as human
physiology.

I had to find in the human organism theIelements that were structurally

and functionally similar to the basic components of atransmitting and receiving
radio station.

In short, I had to make a thorough study of the nervous system.

Searching for Analogies
Going deeper into the history of radio engineering, I began to trace in minute
detail Aieksandr Stepanovich Popov's device called the "Thunderstorm Marker".
known, that device (Fig. 1) consists of a coherec AB and a relay CD.
designed to close the electric bell circuit GH.

As is

The relay is

When the resistance of the metal

powder in the coherer drops under the effoct of electrc.agnetic waves, the current
of battery P activates the relay GD.
closes the contact E.

The electromagnet C attracts the reed D which

This closes the GH bell circuit.

to the electromagent-G, the bell begins to ring'

When the reed H is attracted

In its back swing the bell hammer

hi: t -9 coherer tube AB, restoring the resistance of the metal powder in the coherer
ond op~ning the bell circuit until the next round.

When the coherer resistance

drops again, under Lhe effect of the elctceemgdetic waves (coming from the o.itside),
the current of battery P activates the relay CD knd the whole cycle of operations
is repeated.
The device registers the electromagnetic waves coming to the outside.
Something s ,nilar, in my opinion, Is observable in the transmissions of mental
information from man to man over a distance.
This deep conviction of mine could not be shaken even by the statement of the
brilliant scientist A. S. Popov to the effect thal the human organism had no such
organ of sensing electromagnetic waves in the ether;
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if

an instrument were invented

isgtionz,
t could be used ior transmitting

that could replace our electroma&AeLic
signals over a distance.

0

Fig. 1. Diagram of the first
l ve.reiver
in the world invented by A. S. Popov
who called a "thunderstorm marker".

On the contrary, A. S. Popov's reasoning convinced me that I had selected the
right method of investigation. What I saw in it was not a denial of the existence
of such an organ of senses in us but rather an impelling urge to look for it.
Again and again I directed my attention to the bazic elements of a radio receiver
and transmitter.

The "'radio conductor", or coherer, appearing in the diagram of

A. S. Popov's radio receiver, attracted particular attention.
invented by the physicist E. Branly.

The coherer was

Branly discovered the polarization of tiny

metal particles (iron shavings) when electromagnetic waves ar
and called this phenomenon "=rdio cnduction" [14].

passed through them,

In this case, P'.ording to

Branly, iron particles are arranged in a continuous "contact chain" u:der the effect
of the electromagnetic waves (just like iron shavings are arr.c.oed along the
magnetic lines at the poles of a strong magnet).

Permeated with an electromagnetic

wave, suca P "contact chain" of particles becomes a good conductor of electric
current fed to it from an outside source.
A more plausible explanation of this phenomenon is, in my opinion, p::ovided
by the English physicist 0. Lodge [50]: under thi effect of electromagnetic waves
penetrating the medium containing the iron shavings (the coherer tube), the
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mnicroscopic air gzp ,cwee-. each pair of adjacent shLvings is

destroyed, as a

dielectric, by the scintillations forming something like current conducting
I"
"bridges" between the adiacent particles; this
sistance at the coherer contacts.

cuCnrs for the drop in the re-

The strong vibrations set up by the bell namer

stzikes on the coherer disrupts there "bridges" and restores the norml resistahce.
0." Lodge introduced the term "coherer".

II

Fig. 2. Structural diagram
of the neural tracts.

But Dr. Branly was wrong in anot.hei

ud more important respect.

He boJleved

that there was an analogy between the phenomenon of "ralio conduction" and t::e
,conductivity of the neural impulses in the nervous system.

He subsc:Ibed to the

opinion, currently held at that time, that the structure of the nervous conductive
path (Fig. 2) cc..sists of anatomically separated units, neurons.
According to the theory based on this schemt,

the internal fibers (neural

fibrills) of one neuron conducting the nervous current (impulse) do not change into
the neurofibrillar fiiiA 8f another neuron.
adjacent'neurons areW
of two adjacent lii
of the nerve cnd.,

.

But the terminal ramifications of the

contiguous with each other.

Contact at the boundary

neuron chain is achieved by gluing the neural plasma
t. neural fibrill3r apparatus of each chain link (each
20
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neuron) appears to be electrically insulated from a si-ilze adjacent link.
Drawing a parallel between the passa;,e of the neural impulses in the nervous
system and the passage of an electric current through a "radio conductor", Branly
advanced the hypothesis of the functioral identity of a neuron and iron partLicle
of a "radii.ebnductor"': just like a "radio conductor" is made inoperative by a
Ii'

mechanical break in the contact between two adjacent iron shavings in the coherer
(when the contact in the chain of iron shavings is borken), the passage of the
neural impulse from one neuron to another, when the contacts between the ends of
the adjacent ne,-ons are not tight enough or are broken.
The idea of such an identity, as it turned out, had a substantial shortcoming.
t
The point is that the co-.:act between two adjacent neuron ends could be disrupted
only by a traumatic injury to the nerves.

Refeeing to Branly's hypothesis, a

Russian woman doctor A. I. Bobrova [13] writes that such a break in the contracts
would cause anesthesia and a hysterical paralysis which, in effect, means an unnatural condition of the nervous system.

Obviously, we Wust consider the operation

of the nerves in their natural condition.
This inconsistency of Branly's views makes his analyses valueleis.

This is

what professor A. V. Leontovich, an experienced experimenter in the physiology of
nerves, says in his book The Physiology of Domestic Animals:

"It was only recently

that a grcat popularity was enjoyed by the theory according to which the dendrites
(branchy neuron ends--B.K.) are capable of motion, and these moveenis were used
'histologicaliy' to explain practically every physiological and psychological
phenomenon: sleep, narcosis, memory, habit and exercise resu!L,

attention, etc.

ExperimenLs have unfortunately failed to confirm the changes in the position of the
dendrites".
Academician V. M. Bekl-erev's theory takes in

entirely different view of the

passage of the neural impulse from one neuron to another:

"The contipuous parts of

the neurons are something like condenser armatures, and when an electric "neural
current" adheres to one armature, that is to one dendrite or pericellular appiratus,
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a reverse 'neural current' usually appears on the contiguous dealdriLes or ceils
and the usual current direction is therefore retained on the dendrites of the two
neighboring cells" [44].
Academician V. H. Bekhtere. obviously set himself the task of explaining only
the eluctrical p3ssahility of the neural impulse rhrough the contact, even though
he left out of account the nature of the electrical phenomenon which make it
sible for the neural "accion current" to 1*s

poe-

through that contact-condenser.

But

still V.H. Bekhterev's statement gave me a clue to the method of approaching the
Using this as a reference pc~nt, I conceived

solution of the problem I was iacing.

the clear and simple idea (fn'December 1919) that if a diagram of a particular
t
closed neural path (Fig. 3), containing facings of condenser D and, of course, a
source of "action current", were to include (through a condenser connection) the
loops of solenoid Q to produce a self-indJC£ncc in tha

schme,

the result would

be a biological oscillation circuit in which the biological electromagnetic
oscillations are accompanied by the emissionof electromagnetic waves of a bioloSical origin.

LiLA
Fig. 3. Diagram of the Thomson
(closed) oscillation:circuit.
1 - acutal radio circuit
2 - "biological" circuit

This will represent (with sone modifications, of course), the natural organ
inherent in our central nervous system including the cerebral cortex and capable
of emitting and, as A. S. Popov stated, "Perceivi;ig electromagnetic waves in the
ether".
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The reader will now have a chance to see for himself whether this conclusion
is scientifically well grounded.

Can any proof of it be found in animate natu-re?

The Nervous System and Radio Engineerine
Plunging into the scudy of the structure of the human nervous system in 1919,
I was looking primarily for an answer to the question of how I could hear the
silvery sound-- that sound sensation I had intercepted from a remote source, the
nervous system of ry dying friend.

I quite naturally began by studying the

minutest structural details of the human auditory neural appar-,'...

Uy elder

brother, Dr. Kizimir Bernardovich Kazhinskiy, an ear, thropt and nose specialist,
helped me in my initial studies of the anatomy of the organ of hearing.

It was

through him that I also became acquainted with the rerarkable works of the
professors I. M. Sechenov, V. M. Bekhterev, N. E. Vvcdenskiy, A. A. Ukhtomskiy,
V. Yu. Chagovets, A..V. Laontovich, etc., especially in the field of electrophysiology.
The books my brother gave me included the interesting work of the 'rench
physician Mallard (51] and the already mentioned "Textbook of the Physiology of
Domestic Animals" by A. V. Leontovich.

His book contained an almost complete ac-

count of the experiments on the effect of an electric current on the tissues of
Lite organism, and convincing proof of the presence of electric processes in a
living organism.

The study of that material broadenod my knowledge of the

physiology of nerves a great deal and facilitated the problem of drawing an
analogy-between the natural purpose of the individual elements of the nervous
system and the possible function of these elements as parts of a biological radio
comunication apparatus.
We will now discuss these analogies. According to A. V. Leontovich's interpretation, there are two types of nervous systems, neural and nonneural ("Remakov").
The first of them is made up of special units, neurons. Thv ganglionic cell 1
(Fig. 4) usually lies in the brain (or spinal cord), and together with its dendrites

*
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major part o: the white brain mntter or the periphiral nerves.
4 (from the Greek word "telos" meaning end

The t'eldendrons

and "dendron." tree) are either branchy

ends of the neurite or resemble a netting or basket weave.
the muscle, a gland or surround the ganglionic cell

Or

The telodendrons end in

another neuron when these

In Lhe latter case the telodendrons are

ends are like a netting or basket weave.

called pericellular appar3ctlses, or siply pericellulars.
Wherever the end sections of telodendrons or the pericellidar apparatus of
one nturon approach the ganglionic cell of another neuron, the protoplasm of the
neural fiber c..' these ends do not simply change to the protoplasma of the ganglionic
cell but are separated from it by a borderline surface.

in a physical sense, the

body of this ganglionic cell is separated from the surrounding
jacent neuron branches by a membrane.

ends of the ad-

In 1897, the English scientist Sherrington

[60] proposed that these protoplastaic contacts be called "synapses."
We can now provide a more contemporary description of the synaptic.contact,
such as the motor neuron of the spinal cord of a mammal, for example, according
to a later source, John Eccles' book [77].

The body (or soma, as it is otherwise

known) of the motor neuron measures about 72 spaces across.
from it about 1 mmlbefore they branch out into thin ends.
soma is the trunk of the neurite, the axon.

The 'dendrites extend
Extending down from the

It gradually narrows down, and at about

50-102 spaces from the soma the cells are covered with a myelin membrane.

The ad-

jacent soma surfaces, irregularly formed circles and ovals (7 of Lhem) with tiny
spots inside, are special swellings (synaptic plaques) representing the ends of the
telodendiuns extending from the contiguous neuron.
In the somatic protoplasma of the ganglionic cell are microscopic bodies, or
nissl granules, so-.called after the name of the scientist who had studied them.
The other part of ti". cell soma Is of a fibrous structure.

The extension of

this fibrous portion of the cell that represents its outgrozing neurite in its internal fibrous (fibrillar) part is called the "axial cylinder" or axon.
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The

of the
nork
nervous system (like any other work) involves an expendi-

ture of energy.

The main if not thz. exclusive source of energy of the neural

current is, according to Bekhterev [10], the granular portion of the somatic
protoplasm of the ganglionic eell.

Every excitation of the narve leaves a d-fi-

nite trace in the ganglionic cell.

A persistent and lengthy excitation in the

soma of the cell, on the otherzhand, reduces the quantity.of the nissl granules.As it is being used up, the neural energy is restored by the inflow of nutritive.
material from the blood circulation.
about it:

This is what A.V. Leontovich [4 1 wunites

"All the smallercblood vessels of the brain are apparently inclosed

in very delicate tubes, so-talled perivascular spaces, which do not consist of
Lhe Ondinary lymph but of also-called cerebrospinal fluid very rich in water.
Similar lymphatic spaces apparently also appear in the peripheral nerves beginning
with the brain spaces beneath the dura mater.

Thus

it appears that the neural ele-

ments get their nutricion not directly from the blood but through the cerebrospinal
fluid."
Figure 5 shows a diagram of the sensitive and motor tracts, according to
'1

Ramon-y-Cajal.

The neural impulses (perception, sensation, excitation, etc.) follow

the sensitive tract from the human skin and muscles to the cortex, that is from the
perip .ery to the center (as indicated by arrows pointing to the brain).
Live tract is therefore also called the centripetal tract.

The sensi-

There is also a motor

tract which the neural impulses (volitional brain commands, r flexes or reaponses
to irritation, etc.) follow from the brain to the skin and muscles, that is from
the center to the periphery (as indicated:by arrows pointing away from the brain).
The motor tract is therefore also called a centriftgal tract.
Through the instrumentality of the centripetal tract, our brain "analyzes"
the impressions received from the .utside world.

The commands of the brain and

responses (reflexes) of the central nervous systen are transmitted co the outside
world by the cenrifugal tract.
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Fig. 5. Location of sensitive and motor neural tracts
(according to Ramon-y-Cajal)
A
- pyramidal tract running from the motor cells of the cortex;
C & D - sensitive cells of the ganglion invertebrale;
ChK
- sensitive nervorum spinalium;
B
- motor cells of the naterior spinal cord crescents adjoining
the telodendrons of the pyramidal cell;
DK
- motor cells in the medulla oblongata, Arrows indicate direction of neural impulse movement.
We have now come to the problem of the possibility of the nervous system
emitting electromagnetic waves.

First of all, it appears that particular physico-

chemical processes are always taking place in our nerves; they are more intensive
when the nerves are irritated r.
"at rest.."

less so (or absent altogether) when the nerve is

It is an established fact that when the nerve is stimulated, the sub-

stance contained in the axon fibrills is

subjected to a chemical decoinpostion

followed by a restoration when the stimulation is nbscnt.

The substance in the

nerve fWri.ls, a very compli,;ated chemical composition, is an electrolyte.
In physics the electrolyte is known as the second type conductor in galvanic
elements.

When conductors of the first type -- coal and zinc -- are immersed in the

electrolyte and their outside ends connec.Led by a metal conductor, the chemical
process, the decomposition of the electrolytic substance, sets up an electric current.

In other words, the salt solution of the electrolytc pzsses electrodyn .mic
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properties which remain hidden when there is no current (potential state) and are
revealed in the course of the decay process (dynamic state).
The nerve substance, fibrill, contains a certain percent of the salts, that
is it represents a unique electrolyte.

This explains the possible formation of

electric currents in the neuriLe axon which aTe rzferred to as "action currents."
These currents accompany the decay process of che neural substance both durilg
artificial irritation or stimulation (as fr

o;:ample in experiments with a nerve

preparation isolated frot' the rest o( the nervous system) and during apneural impulse, that is when the process occurring in man is what we call the psychic operation of the central .ervous system, including the brain.
Here it wo,.;

oe quite important to refer to the authoritative opinion of

Academician V.Hi. Bekhtercv describing fro

anenergy point of view the passages of

the neural current (impulse) in both tracts of the human nervous system. In his
work [10], pv.ished

posthumously in 1928, he writes:

"...We know that neural

current is fund noL only in the peripheral conductors and the spinal cord, which
and, as my laborahas been iiown for a long time, but also in the -erebral cortex
tory inestgations have shown, is accompanied by a negative electric oscillation

f

in th, form of action current..., which activates the neural impulses.
S

ile p~asage of the neural current from one neuron to another...

To explain

I once proposed

•,nly of categories based on the dL.jerence in the potential energy of two
neightring neurons interconnected by a contact...
But how are the brain cells activated, and what accounts fo- the stimulus
that results in the discharge of the reserve energy of the nerve cells?

In this

case we must oear in mind that all the acceptor apparatuses, as I admitted in my
work published in 1896 (Review of Psychiatry, 1896, and Neurolog.

Zentralblatt in

the same year), chould be considered as special transformers designed to convert
various forms of external energy to neural cuirent; the lacter, flowlrB to the
cerebral cortex through a number of neurons by means virMartinoti cells, associated

Ramon-y-Cajal cells and collaterals, reaches the cortical cells whalh send to the
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periphery descending, or centrifugal, but mostly branching,

.nductors.

These con-

ductors, in turn, form a number of neurons which the current follows to the periphery stimulating, in some cases, the contractive muscular tissue (the lined and
smooth) thereby converting the nervous energy to mechanical operations; in other
cases it produces corresponding changes in the glandular apparatuses.

In the latter

case, the work is connected with the seperstion of the chemical product entering the
blood (when the ductless glands are involved) or emerging to the outside through
excretory ducts or, finally, discharging into the appropriate body .:avity. The
above-mentione method produces a complete energy circuit whereby a particular
external energy acts upon th external or internal receptors and is transformed
into a neural current issociated with the ionizaltion process; the latter stimulates
the discharge of the reserve cell energy setting up a reverse current connected wiLh
the ionization process; extending along the neuron chain, the current reaches the
muscles and glandular organs which perform their respective function."
Reviewing the structure of the nerve elements as outlindd in the mentioned
textbook by A.V. Leontovich [44] from the point of view of biological radio communication, it occurred to me as far back as 1919 that a numbei of analogies between these nerve elements and the components of radio stations could be drawn.
But even in those valuable sections of A.V. Leontovich's book dealing with electrophysiology i was unable to find any indica:ion of the possible phenomenon of
self-induction in the spiral windings of the neurite and the specift7 purpose 2
these spirals related to it, like "self-induction coils" in a living oranif-,
example.
Looking for an analogy between the elements of the nervous systcm and thosc
of a radio station, it became clear to me that the author of the book did not find
it possible (at least in tf ,se times) tc consider the spiral in the nerves as "selfinduction coils."

This conclusion is also supported by the 'act that elsewhere In

the same book A.V. Leontovich makes only fleeting reference to the condensor phenomenon in the nervous system, according to V.M. Bekhterev's theory .
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It may be

pointed out in passing that I also failed to find any indication of an analogy with
the oscillations of the Thompson circuit in V.M. Bekhrerev's works.

Consequently,

this problem is entirely new, still unexplored and waiting for ne to develop it.
Still ,ore hypotheti -L are some of my other analogies as for example the
nerve corpuscle, called the "Krause bulb" (Fig: 6), which is sensitive to cold.
Since these-corpuscles are located primarily at the periphery

uf

Lhe nervous sys-

tem, it may be assumeJ that their pur ose is to intercept the electromagnetic waves
coming from the outside, that is to serve as antenna loops.'

Fig. 6. The sensitive 1te -,ld) neural corpuscle,
the "Krause bulb," taken from the skin of
a peripheral human organ.
The outer shell of the corpuscle includes nerve fibers
with branching ends inside the shell (according to Dogel').
Note the similarity between this corpuscle and the antennal
loop shown next to it.
The ganglionic cell (Fig. 7) is a microscopically small nucleus of the intervertebral nerve ganglion of the sensitive trdcL which lies in tha spinal cord.
The nucleus is surrounded with an intra-protoplasmic fibrill net with a primary
fibrill extendino, from it to the axial cylinder of the nerve.

The nkiclear cor-

puscle is surrounded by another net made of plexiform nerve fllum whose two terminal
branches extend away from the axiaL cylinder of the nerve.

Such a nerve ganglion,

in my opinion, could serve as a detectoi, ampliflcr or even generacor of electromagietic oscillations.
Studying the structure of the cardiac nerves in the mentioved b'jok by
Dr. MHllard [513, I found a resemblance between the ganglionic "bulbs" of the
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Fig. 7.

A ganglionic cell with an intraprotoplarmic net
of fibrills and with a "primary fibrill," axial
nerve cylinder, and several secondary fibrill
branching off from it.

Not the s!irtiriry with diagram of a thernolonic triode tube shown
next to it.
cardiac nerves (Fig. 8) described in it, and Round's thermoionic tubes as detectors,
amplifiers or generators of oscillating currents.

A spiral-shaped filum enters the

"bulb" from the side, in addition to the main filum, and then branches away f... it.
In some places the spiral does not wind around the main filum which leads away from
the bulb "basket" but merely envelops it here and there.
spiral but two of them, next to each other.

We olso find not one

Finally, one also observes a successivw

connection of several bulbs, one after the other, in the form of a wreath or a
peculiarly shaped bunch of grapes.

There are no suggestions in Mallard's boo,,

about the possible "radio engineering" purposes of these bulbs and th, r gr
connections.

It seemed to me that such an individual bulb ce

d be iss:;neir l

role of a cathode triode detector or degenerator, and their group cornection the
role of similar triode tubes of cascade amplifiers of bio-electromagnetic waves.
For the initial study of the electromagnetic essence of the phenomenon of
thought transference under consideration, I suggested a screening device modeled
on the well known Faraday cage.

If a man cransferring mental information were put

into that device, it would block the electromagnetic waves emitted by his central
nervous system and prevent them from getting outside through the walls of the
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Faraday cage thus insulating them from the possible effect outside the
cage.
It was also proposed to construct devices, on the principle of that cage, designed to protect the human central nervous system against the effect of the bioelectromagnetic waves coming from th e outside.

Should these proposals be borne out

by experiment, it would be possible to develop individual cages for everyone desiring to be proLec*.eJ against such external influ.,,es by introducing a very thin metal
"webbing" into his clothes.

Groups of the population and large bodies .. f people'

could be protected by installing metal nettings in the outside or inside walls of the
buildings.

Similar nettings, held within frames, would cover the window and door

openings and be connected to the nets in the walls.

It is understood ilso that the

edges of the nets would be just as solidly connected with the metal sheets of the
roof.

The lower edges of the wall ncts would be extended downward and grounded.

Fig. 8.

A ganglionic cell of the cardiac nerves
(according to Mallard):

A - a solitary cell resembling a triode radio tube;
B - with spiral winding around the axon, it resembles
a solitary triode radio rube;
C - group cells shaped like a bunch of grapes and rebembling radio tubes connected in series.
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Later in the book we will tell about the results of the experimental verification of my idea.

The First Sallies Into the Open
Looking into the above-listed znalogies and developing rayschemes, I of
course still consider them as a very crude approximation.

They may not be quite

2
right, I thought, but given proper publicity , they may still prove to be useful

m.aterial for scientijic discussions, or stimulate oLher researchers to more productive work on such a new problem.

The reader will soon see rbhr in some respects

my expectations were justified.
My working hypothesis that thought is an electr-omagnetic wave inevitably attracted a great deal of attention in the technical and medical communities every-where I spoke about it,

particularly after the Ocrober Revol._tion which stimulated

in the people a great and s1(

;P-PRCSJWhdesire for knowledge.

neering community to speak on the mentioned hypoLhesis,
in 1920-1922 in Tbilisi, Telavi.

Invited by the engi-

I made a number of reports

IMcile%/ (on the Dniepr) aid in Moscow at the , ll-

Russian Congress of the Association of Naturalists.

The Congress was held in the

large auditorium of the Timiryazev (at that time Petrovsko-Razumovskaya) Agricultural
Academy.

A special Congress decision adopted after my report made it possible fic:

.ne to devote myself exclusively to the further development of my hypothesis.
protocol of the Congress (of 16

..-ury

1922) read:

value of the speaker's thesis, as a working hypothesis,

"Resolved

The

Mindful of Lht

the Congress f!ndr it

necessary to offer Comrade Kazhinskiy all possible cooperation -.n his proposed

.-

search on the mentioned problem, to work at a salary of an Association scientist
it

also fir"4s it

desirable to acquaint the Association and the student body with

this report by way of arranging public lectures."
Three days after the Lxport I gave the first lecture under the title
Thought:
students.

Electricity."

"Human

The large auditorits was packed by a lively crowd of

The front rows were occupied by the Academy's professors and teachers.

These included professor A.V. Leontovich whom I met for the fiL&L time.
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At that lecture I demonstrated my ideas of the eleme, s of the nervous system, already familiar to the reader, and my 3zn3agies between
nents of radic stations as

he:h and the compo-

elil as the scheces of transmitting and receiving human

biological radio stations .(Fig. 9).

[HL4....
Fig. 9.

Initial diagrams of transmitting i and
receiving II biological radio stations
of the human nervous system

A.V. Leontovich took the f.lbor directly after my speech.
qite alarmed at the time, not knowing what that qo r fojTArvE
He spoke quietly, convincingly and fairly long.
eral opinion on my report.

Frankly, I felt
scientist would say.

In conclusion he expressed a gen-

It wao quiv favorable.

gave way to a feeling of relief and even pleasure.

My state of alarm gradually
Professor A.V. Leontovich was

the first to offer a favorable scientific appraisal of my proposers, and in public
at that.

When he finished, the audience broke out in loud applause which I, in all

honesty, attk.buted to the credit of A.V. Leontovich.
ing, and we shook hands.

I walked up to him, applaud-

We were joined by the chairman of the Naturalist Associa-

tion, A.P. Modestov, who solemnly congratulated me on my success.
were surrounded by a crowd of young people.
diagrams and graphs from the walls.
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By that time we

Many of them helped me to collect my

On the way back, I walked with A.V. l.eoncovich for a considerable part of
the way.

I told him about myself, my life and work.

and he graciously invited me to visit hi

We parted near his apariment.

at home.

Laboratory Experiments
Soon efter my lecture, professors A.V, Leontovich and A.P. modestov made it
possible for me to study in the physiological department of the Timiryazev
Agricultural Academy where I plunged inLo the investigation of preparations of
animal nerves, studied the histology of most of the nerve eianents of interest to
me, etc.
We know from physiology that the stimulation impulse travels along the motor
nerve at a speed close to 30 meters per second.
our experiments (with a live frog).

This figure was confirmed also b-,

W¢ealso made the lollowing experiment:

ono U

two separately prepared neural motor tracts of a frog together with the nerve mt.,c
(legs) was placed in a salt solution of an electrolyte possessing maximum electr-c
and magnetic properties (under the effect of an artificial electromagnetic field
and with the aid of a solenoid surrounding the electrolyte), and the other was
placed at the same time in distilled water (thai is in a dielectric).

The musclu

contractions produced in these two preparations by irritating the nerve with.
current were clearly different from each other both in the strength if

the m

contraction and in the tine iL !ook the impulse to travel along the nerve f
in the first case the force of contraction was relatively great ane the s
the impulse was higher than the nor
were below the norm.

(7 30 meters/sec), ano in &|';.. cnj

This led to an important conclusion:

the manner and speed c

o
the st' ulation impulse passage along the nerve are determined by the electro-a .-

netic properties of the surrounding medium to a marked degree.

In other words. u'ce

external electromagnetic field surrounding the animal's nervous system produces P
marked effect on the performance of the nervous sydtem.
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In one experient carried out in

"

L

ch's

.hysilogicalaboratory

photographs were made of the needle deflections of a galvanometer as the nerve was
being irritated by induction currents (that is nerve stimulating currents) which
showed that the voltage of the nerve's motor force (produced in ir-by. the btimulation impulse) is eq-,al to or even a little greater than 0.001 volt,

Such a voltage

of the nerve's electromotive force isquite sufficient t6 reduce to zero the electric resistance of the nerve fMum as the "action current" passes through it.
Continuing my investigations, I plunged into a world of ultra..:oscopic
magnitudes and those close to the threshold of visibility that could be detected
only through a powerful microscope.

I soon became convinced not only of the exist-

ence of spiral windings of the nerve filum representing the "live"'solenoids vith.
magnetic properties I had been looking for,

but i also realized that it was

possible to compare the varicose dilatations (which I called "plaques") at some of
the ends

of the peripheral nerve branches to two condenser'armatures.

In most cases, or I should say in all cases, of pericellular nerve appsrat ,es,
these "plaques" were found to be double, that is two plates arranged next to each
other.

A close look through the microscope at a preparation dyed with a good

i

methylene blue (a dyeing method specially developed by professor A.V. Leontovich)
revealed that a barely visible nerve filum lead to each of these plates.

This

enabled me to look upon the "plaques" n, the windings of a microcondenser connected
to the two PALVEbof a closed Thompson oscillation circuit.

In some preparations

the nerve filum was helical, and I compared ic to a microsolenoid

onnected through

a microcondenser in such an oscillation circuit.
Althougt I was overjoyed by every 3uch observation, I unfortunately failed to
detect any signs of enthusiasm on the face of my supervisor, A.V. Leontovich.

I

was under the impression that he did not attribute any "electrical" significance. to
the morphological characteristics of the nerve.

But to me these nerve elements

appeared as nothing less than "live" solenoids and condensers, the self-induction
and capacity apparatuses which make up the long sought for Thompson ocillation
circuit in a living nervous system.
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But the chairman of the Society of Naturalists, A.P. Modestov, revealed an
entirely different attitude when I invited him (in July 1922) to examine these
"plaques" and "solenoid" windings on nerve preparations through the microscope.
Leaving the microscopic side, A.P. Modestov..ecame highly enthusiastic and, embracing me, announced that this was "a real discovery."

He insisted that I im-

mediately write a scientific report on my work for publication.
report August 1922.

I submitted my

Before the manuscript of my future book, Thought Transference,

was turned over to the printer, A.P. Mdestov wrote an enthusiastic foreword in
which he even rsferred to the term "discovery".
Encouragcd by all that, I continued to study the nerve elements of various
human organs pursuing the goal of developing dil instrument for recording the elccLromagnetic waves emitted by the central nervous system in the process of thinking.
I drew up a basic diagram of such an instrument (Fig. 10).

Obsessed by the desire

to study the characteristics of radio instruments and tubes in relation to the
above scheme, I eventually (from October 1922) began LJ&work as a temporary laboratory technician in the experimental laboratory of the "Radio" electronic intcrument plant in Moscow.

R

R

Fig. 10.

Initial diagram of an "electromagnetic microscope"
for intercepting and recording biological electromagnetic waves emitted in the process of thinking.
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The main part of the scheme consisted of a string galvanometer C with a high
sensitivity of 10-10 amperes, that is one ten billionth part of an ampere.

Thc

instrument C indicated the current only when the resistance equilibrium in both
IiRL&

Ci the Wheatstone bridge was disrupted.

By introducing into the scheme the

resistance of a junction of two wires in a vacuum-type thermoelement T and balancing this resistance by a controlled rheostat R, it was possible to have the string
of the GClva:.o"eter C occupy a zero (neutral) position between the poles of the
instrument's magnet.

But as soon as the resistance of the junction 4- the thermo-

element T changed, the equilibrium in the Wheatstone bridge was disrupted and the
galvanometer string deflected.from zero.

By passing a li-ht ray through the

microscope eye piece (and changing its lenses), it is possible to fix these string
deflections on a screen or a rotating mirror nnd thus photograph an ordinary or
motion picture of the oscillations,

It was believed possible to produce oscillaLing.

currents in the A-T circuit required for the sttudy of the electromagnetic wave by
placing the nerve preparation undqr investigation (or'the head of a thinking int4vidual) in antenna loop A.

Becoming condensed in the condenser armatures K, thebe

currents will change the grid potential in radio tube L which, in turn, will change
the cylinder and filament potential in that tube.

The current from battery B will

the:efore be changed by the wire connection in thermoeleoient T, and the resistance
of the wire connection in T will also change.

Assuming that the currents inter-

cepted at A would be too weak to be reflected in the changing potential in T,
found it necessary to amplify these currents by adding another twi (or more) amplifier tubes to circuit A-T.

Hy device was something on the order of an "electromag-

netic micrnscove" designed to detect the disappearing weak electromagnetic waves of
a biological origin.
In addition to employing tate "electromagnetic microscope" for the study of
nerve elements, I thought it possible to use it on a person or aaimal (preferably
an animal, to begin with) in order to acquire the necessary practical habits.
Early in August 1922 I convulted professo
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A.V. Leontovich on that

des.

He favored

such a proposal pointing out thdt it was possible to make the firsL experiments
with the animals trained by the famoug circus artist and well-known zoological
psychologist, Vladimir Leonidovich Durov.

My mentor added that such experiments

might be quite interesting since V.L. Durov had been successful in his '"ental
suggestions" to his animals 'from a distance, that is he was (to my mind) a good
.source of transferring mentai electromagnetic waves.
Events began to unfold rapidly and favorably.

A.P. Modestov, the chairman

of the Naturalist Association with whom I had discussed the matter, was not only
in favor of my working at V.L. Durov's laboratory but even offered to send a deputation to V.L. Durov consisting of the Association's presidium members.

Tndecd,

on 20 August 1922 a four-man delegation headed by V.P. Modestov visited V.L. Durov's
"Scientific Nook."

I was also a member of the delegation.

associates gave us a warm welcome.
member of the delegation.

V.L. Durov and his

A.P. Modestov kissed him and introduced each

V.L. Durov agreed to my working in his laboratory as a

scientist, revealing a keen interest in my future work which would be based on his
experiments in mental suggestion on trained animals.

I submitted my application

right then and there.
But I also continued to work in professor A.V. Leontovich's physiological
study.

Studying the morphology of nerve element preparations in 1923, I made a

new assumption to the effect that in addition to the Thompson closed circuit in
the nervous system (especially in the "Remakov" system), there may

also an

open oscillation circuit, known in radio engineering as an open "symneLric" vibrator,
which emits a so-called "stationary wave."

It was this type of open vibrator in

the form of an antenna, with a spark discharger and self-induction coil connected
to the opsn-circuit wire, that A.S. Popov used in his first experiments.
scheme was eventually improved:

This

the spark discharger was shifted from the antenna

to a closed oscillation circuit inductively connected with the antenna.
Ages of such a mixed system with a "stationary wave" include:

'he advan-

the possibility of

emitting longer waves (than by a single closed circuit), and a considerably bigher
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emission energy as compared to the expenditure of the primary energy.

Eventually,

with the introduction of triode tubes (known as Round tubes in the USSR, ana Lee
de Forest abroad), a spark discharger was no longer required.

other instr,,ments of

the transmitting and receiving radio stations were also gradually. improved. -Further
progress is being m'de now with the introduction of transistors.

The possibilities

arising from this improvement are vast and unlimited.
Apparently, something similar to the historical succession has occurr d.in
the human nervous syster,.

The individual nerve elements as well as

tienerve cir-

cuits made up of them are histologically and morphologically diversified and complex, and this cannot be considered accidental.

Like all the other parts of a

living organism, the nerve elements and nerve circuits have beeh and are performing
adaptive and protective functions, that is they adapt the organism to the influence
of the surrounding medium as well as to the influence of the organism on the surrounding medium.
of years.

They have undergone changes and improvements for many thousands

Nature took care to equip all living matter in the world with highly

delicate nerve structures that resulted in the greatest improvement of all the
vital functions.

The electromagnetic transmission of mental information ovei a

distance is one of the vital functions of the nervous system.
This then gives rise to a logically justified idea:

the human- central nervous

system (including the brain) is a repu.,itury of the most sophisticated instruments
of biological radio communication whose construction is far sbpcrior to the latest
known instruments of technical radio communication.

There may possibly exist 'such

"live" instruments of biological communication that are still unknown in contemporary radio eng!:cering.

From this it follows that 'a thorough and original labora-

tory study of these "live" instruments may help us raise radio communication to an
unpecedentedly high level by placing entirely new and highly improved radio fscilities at its disposal.
A number of exact measurements and complicated calculations I made jointly
with my Instructor during the study of nerve preparations revealed Loat the percellular of the nerve cell (of a frog), for example, rcpresenting part of the
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nervous structure which possesses self-induction and capacity, is capable of con-

ducting an action current not excceding I0-15 amperes. Thinking over this problem,
I ctme to the conclusion that the nerve preparacion under study, as a live conduc-

tor, also differs frcan a iretni one by its superernductivtity-. It neemed plausible
to consider such a structure as histologically equivalent to the structure of a
number of similar parts in the human nervous system. A.V. Leontovicb did not object to the assumption of such an analogy.

At the same time I became convinced that

any attempt to produce a defliction of the galvanometer needle in my "electrouignetic microscope" by passing through the mentioned nerve pre paration an electric
current even much weaker than its resolving power, would not produce any positive
results. And a 10- 1 5 ampere current amounts to oniy one ten thousandth parL of the
resolving power of this galvanometer!

It was clear to me that although in principle

my-apparatus may still become the "microscope" of nervous electromagnetic oscillations accompanying the thinking process, the nature of the modern instruments and
conductors is such that it produces too much resistance in the apparatus absorbing
all of the small power that could be compared to the action current of 'he nerve.
Even an Einthoven galvanometer, which I thought was

articularly highly sensitive,

could record only a current from 10-10 amperes up.
I now faced the problem of finding instruments and conductors without electrical resistance, that is charccterized by superconductivity.
my efforts to find somethiig suxtable proved unsuccessful.
technical development at that time.

Unfortunately, all

Such %,s the level of

With A.V. Leontovich's permisiton, I switched

to research work in V.L. Durov's zoopsycological laborator.' at the end of 1923.
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CHAPTER II
ANONG THE QUADRUPED AND FEATHERED FRIENDS OF V.L. DUROV
Being in close contact with the animal kingdom throughout his conscious life,
the famous SoviL

zoological psychologist and merited artist of the circus,

Vladimir Leonidovich Durov,
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very fond of his quadruped and feathered friends.

It is a known fact that in his youth Durov had become conscious, under entifely -accidental circumstances, of the animals' capacity to understand human
thought without words or any other audible or visible sigi Is. It happened in the
village of Bo:-nr-drkoye near Moscow.
in-one of the abandoned summer homes.

A huge ferocious 1lJmian dog was kept locked
He wouldn't let anyone near him. -But

Volodya Durov bet his friends that he would go into the building and the dog would
not touch him.

This is how V.L. Durov describcs the incideat in his book (33].

"I unlocked the door and found myself alone in the house.
watched through the windows and waited.
rushedat me with a loud growl.

My friends outside

Hearing the click of the door, the dog

But seeing a stranger standing there moi'ionless,

he slowed down baring his teeth and still growling,
the~dog, staring in his eyes all the time.

I made a slight mo%'e toward

The dog was still approaching me

slowly, growing louder, the froth dripping from his open jaws, his eyes bloodshot.
I continued to.move just as slowly toward him.

The dog slowed down and so did I;

We stared at each other as if trying to read each other's mind; and only the dog's
growl and rasping noise broke the silence.

Suddenly the dog catne to a stop .s if

frozen in his tracks, and raised his tail, still looking at me fiercely with his
small unblinking colorless eyes.
less.

We both remained in this waiting position motion-

We both repeated that slow approach and again froze in our tracks.
Those were agonizing seconds that seemed like an eternity.

suddenly shuddered.

Then the dog

His pipils narrowed, the eyes appearing to blend with the

color of his muzzle into a nondescript smoky gray; then the eyes appeared to have
separated from the gray background and floated upward.

I made another small for-

ward step, the dog's eyen seemed to be floating away from me in the air but soon
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returned staring at me, the dog still baring his teeLh.

We were now two feet

apart, and as T inched forward it seemed that L6e eyes were reccding again.
made a few more movements and the dog stepped back,

I

I w5 now approaching faster

while the dog kept backing away as if gripped by fear; I followed thq retredting
dog into the next room, and suddenly he turned tail and ran from me.

As we

reached the last room, he put his tail beLween his legs and crawled under a broken
The loud applause outside the windows brought me to my senses.

sofa.

out of the house and triumphantly joined my friends.

I was let

They stood thei. amazed

--

I had won the bet."

and enthusiastic.

Recalling that incident in a conversation with me in 1923 (as we were both
preparing the manuscript of his book for the printer), V.L. Durov emphasized that
when he first met the ferocious dog he was possessed by an irresistible desire and
mental impulse to compel the dog first to stop and then to retreat.
Durov also told me what he did not mention in his book:

But D.L.

He parted with the dog,

walking backwards toward the door, and when his friends opened it he lost 1conuc. Duoness and collapsed,

His volitional strain was so great that it sapped all his

energy.
Later on, working in a circus, tho young V.L. Durov freque ztly observed in
other animals (the lion, bear, etc.) a similar capacity to understand human thought
He made wide use of this powerful weapon

from a distance, and obey mental order:.

in the training of animals and the taming of wild beasts.
In a number of experiments the animals were deliberately sepi,'ated from the
experimenter and placed in a different part of the laboratory at a considerable
distance fron !..L. Durov (who, in this case, was the inductor of biological radio
communication).

In other words, V.L. Durov succeeded in having the animals intercept

his mental transmission from a considerable distance away.

He &lso established the

pattern of such thought transference. V.L. Durtrw'z efforts in this field resulted
in the development of a Soviet zoological psychology which i
science abroad.
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far ahead ot that

One thousand two hundred and seventy-eight experiments in mental suggestions
(to dogs) were carried out in V.L. Durov's zoo-psychological laboratory in twenty
months (to 1 December 1921); six hundred and ninety-six of them were successful
and five hundred and eighty-tw;o were not.

This voluminous documentary material

wis statistically processed by a staff member of the Laboratory, pr~aessor of
fzoology
o the Moscow State Universitys.A. Kozhevnikov, wh

personally submitted

it for cofent to L.K. LakhtUn, professor of mhenithcs at the Moscow State
University.

This is what professor Lakhtin wrote in his conclusion after &tudying

the material

"There is as little probability to the assumption that the dogs'

responses were accidental as there is to the as.tsption that we can succeed in
pulling out a white ball from a bowl containing ten million black balls and sixteen white ones.

The dogs' responses were not accidental but produced under the

influence of the experimenters."
important pattern.

The experiments on Durov's dogs revealed one

A successful mental suggestion to an animal does not neces-

sarily have to be made by the'trainer.
experienced inductor.

It can b

made by another person, an

But such a person must know and apply the transfzeence

method established by the trainer of the particular animal.
Once in a conversation %ith V.L. Durov (n'l7

November 1922) T asked him to

give me some details as to how the transmission of a mental "order" to an animal
effccts its motor sectivity.

2
I made the following record of what he told me :

"Let us assume that I am alo.ae with the dog Mars, eye Co eye as i'-were.

There

are no outside intezierences, and we are completely isolated from the outside
world.
them.

I look into Mars' eyes or, rather, very deep into his .yes and beyond
I make passes at the dog, stroking him slightly on the sides of his head,

above the mouth, the ghoulders, barely touching his fur.
keep his eyes half shut.
falling into a trance.

This comppIs Mars to

-he dog points his nose almost vertically, as if it were

My movements deprive the dog of all his will, anj he re-

mains in such a state as if he were part of my internal 'ego'.

A communication or

'psychic contact' has thls been established betwcen my thoughts; and Mars*
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subconsciousness.

In my imagination I try to keep the object of my thought, sen-

sation or order clearly in mind:

it may be an object or an ection (I do not think

of the words that my designate th2r)

Looking through the eyes znd into the brain

of the dog, I do not think of the word 'go', for example, but of a motion thet the
dog is to perform in order to carry out my mental command.

At the same time I

draw a clear mental picture of the dircction and the road the dog is to follow by
fixing certain 'landmarks' in my mind along this path (these may be cracks, spots
on the floor, a cigarette butt or other small object, etc.); and finally I visualize the plate where tht Intended object lies, particularly the characteristics of
the object itself and its distinctive features (shape, color, arrangement among
other objects, etc.).
Only now do I issue the mental 'order', as a stimulant to the subject's
brain: 'Go', and I step aside to make it possible for the dog to carry it out.

By

now my thought, image, picture, motion, etc. have already been fixed in the dog's
semiconscious mind, and the 'order' compels him to perform the received assignmelt
unconditionally (without any internal resistance) as if he were acting on a nat.,ral
impulse coming from his iwn central nervous system.

When the mission is completed,

the dog shakes himself, apparently satisfied that his intention was carried out."
.n the same day, at a conference of the LA oi6aToi

S scientific council,
;

V.L. Durov carried out one or the most remarkable experimentq in the transference
of mental 'orders' to a dog named Mars.
In addition to V.L. Durov, the conference was attended by professor A.V.
Lecntovich, G.A. Kozhevnikov, G.I. Chelopanov and the zoologist I.A. Lev.
was to record the course of the experiments.
possible detail of the experiment.

My duty

I tried to see and record every

As it happened, the mentioned experiment was

highly important in that it proved .ot only that Yars was able to intercept all
the mental information sent by V.L. Durov, but also another~and equcily important
circumstance.

The point is that the animal, having intercepted the idea, sen-

sation and emotion from the outside, experiences them as its own and acts as if
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it is obeying the cornand of its own normal impulse sent by its brain through the
nervous system to a particular motor apparatus of iLS own organism.
Many people were doubtful of this particular important detail in the phenomena of biological radio cosuunication.

Professor G.A. Kozhevnikov who Is gen-

erally sceptical about thought transference over a distance, insisted during the
mentioned experiment in the laboratory that if a trained dog does respond to aiental
,:suggestions its performance may be compared to that of an actor performing his role
in a play.

All the movements of the dog in this connection are allegedly involun-

tary and devoid of any personal emotions and experiences.
To V.L. Durov this assertion sounded like a monstrous distortion of reality.
Despite the late hour (it was past midnight), he offered to make another experiment
right thcn and there, and plunged into a discussion of all its details.

The Dog Mars Puts the SKeptics to Shame
r

Everyone agreed to use the dog known as Mars for the experiment.

riibntwas to be held under conditions unfamiliar to the animal.

The experl-

Durov himself

Fffered to accompany G.A. Kozhevnikov through the various laboratory !alls to find
an unusual object for the dog to pick up.

They walked out of the main laboratory

nali (wnere Mars and I remained) into the large vestibule.
the half-opened door.
around them:

I watched them Lhroug

They stood there about a minute looking over all die objects

near one of the vestibule walls was

. small cabinet with a rag on top

of it, next to it was a refrigerator, a little table under a mirrcE on the wali wi_.,
anumber of headgears on it; at the other wall was a tall round telephone table.
On that table was a telephone instrument and three telephone books of various y2ars
and sizes, one of them thicker than the others.

Neither Durov Kozhevnikov came

close to any of these tables or objects or touched them.

Selecting the object for

the next experiment (it u.5 a telephone book as I later found out), they both
returned to the hall.
Following is a detailed description of the experiment recorded in a special
document dated 17 November 1922 and signed by V.L. Durov and myself:
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As suggested

by V.L. Durov, professor G.A. Kozhevnikov submsitted to U.L. Durov the following
course of action to be "suggested" to the dog Hars: the doe was to walk out of the
room into the front hall, go to the telephone table and pick up the telephone book
in his teeth and bring it back.

Professor Kozhevnikov at first suggested that the

door to the front hall be closed and Hars be made to open it, but that suggestion
was rejected and abandoned.
to Mars.

The experLment began with V.L.'Durov's usual suggestion

The door to the front hallway was open.

After about half a minute under

V.L. Durov's fixed gaze, Mars ran to the middle of the room (that the mission was
not completed--B.K.).

V.L. Durov then put Mars back in the armchair, and held his

muzzle up in his hands, fixed his gaze on him and released him.

Mars-walked to the

door leading to the front hallway trying to close it (that is another failure to
complete the mission--B.K.).

V.L. Durov put Mars-in the armchair for the third

time, releasing him halt a minute later.

Mars rushed into the front hallway,

reared up on his hind legs near the cabinet and, not finding anything on it,
walked over to the table under the mirror; although there-r nmerous-objei-te on
that table, he left it without taking anything, proseeded to the telephone table,
stood up on his hind legs, picked up the telephone book with his teeth and brought
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bsek. As I have already mentioned, there were thumb-indexed books and a tele-

phone instrument in addition to the telephone book, on that table.
Despite the first two unsuccessful attempts, the experiment Mr/clonsidered
as highly successful.
room.

Throughout the experiment everyone remained in the m::n

The dog was alone in the front hallway.

Kazhevnikov through a crack in the open deer.

He was watched by 1.,fessor
.

.

- wLs in the main room,

out of the dog'- sight."
Later, in his book Animal TrainingjDurov was to write about this incident:
"I will try to look into this performance.

Let us assume that the combinative

reflex produced by the repeated placing of the dog in the armchair, anI the fixation, compels the dog to jump off the chair and want to do something.

Let us

assume also that I indicated the desired direction to the dog by some involuntary
movement.

Foresight may have prompted the dog (seeing the half-open door and
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being called back when he wanted to close it)

to walk through the door into the

next room, but as for Mars' furthcr behavior, I n:annot make rny assumptions.
is where the mystery begins.
able to see us.

There was no one in the next room.

Here

The dog was un-

Watching through a crack in the half-open deer, Prof. Kozhevnikov

saw Mars pass by the table under the mirror, which had a number ot objects on it,
walk past the refrigerator and another table with some objects. on it, and finally
approach the telephone table and pick up the one of the three books that had been
intended for him.

The question I ask myself is whether foresight could have played

any part in this.

Could Mars hyve guessed his particular a ,ignment by some

previous analogical actions?

That was the first experiment with Mars when it was

"suggested" to the dog to enteronother room and perform a certain task there.
The dog may have seen the books on the telephone table every day, but never had
occasion to pick them up with his mouth.

I have no answer to all these questions.

Nor can I assume any coincidence as the tasks were not the same, unless it be an
established reflex rapport, that is

to pick srmething up and bring it

back.

But

even this usual and well memorized action was changed in some exi iriments with
"mental assignments."
Such an answer serves to confirm one mor.e remarkable detail of that experiment which, in my opinion, is of utmost importance.

Looking for the intended

object, Mars not only passed from one table to another.

The animal's passages

followed exactly the same orter in which V.L. Durov had originally looked at those
tables.

He first looked at the cabinet, then at the refrigerator,

then at the

table under the mirror, and only after that did he look ai the telephone table.
Consequently, the appearance and sequence of these four objects in the vestibule
had b-en fixed in the visual memory of the experimenter.
noted in the dog's performance.

The same sequence was

That means that the mental suggestion to the

animal transmitted by the man included the latters visual sensations, the four
objects in the room that had been fixer; in his memory, in the original order.
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We also have.a right to consider the phenomenon of visual memory as an
animation of the traces in the cerebral end of the visual analyzer (Academician
I.P. Pavlov's terms) because V.L. Durov's experim-nts revealed numerous instances
of the formation of similar traces in the brain of the trainer.

These traces

came to light in V.L. Durov's mind in the process of his mental suggestions to the
animals.
Thus the experiment of 17 November 1922 served to establish an indisputable
fact of the greatest scientific importance:

the mental picture potoLc.ou

in the

brain of Ithe dog (the percipient) was exactly the same as that originating in the
brain of the experimenter (in this case the inductor).

In other words, mental

information was transmitted from the human brain to that of an animal, and such a
transmission could be made only through the medium of electromagnetic waves
emitted by the human central nervous system in the process of thinking and perceived by the central nervous system of the animal.

I Play the Part of a Test Subject
.My observations pf all the details of the experiment with Mars, and the
heated debates that followed, were food for serious thoughts.

V.L. Durov's opinion

that ",ieemotional reflex induced in the animal produces in the animal his own
-ia.,ociation of ideas and movements was, I thought, a particularly satisfactory
explanation of the "mechanics" of the series of movements made by the dog which
finally led it to the performance of the experimenter's mental assignment.
s'.dered it important to Lest such 'mechanics" on myself.

I con-

On the day after thf ex-

periment with Mars (18 November 1922) I came to the zoo-psychological laborat)ry
and asked V.L. Durov to induce some motor reflex in me personally.
at the large table in the laboratt-y hall, and w- were alone.

We both sat down

The following dia-

logue took place:
Vladimir Leonidovich, you know quite well ho4 to transmit mental suggestions.
Compel mi mentally

to make some movement,

or feel in the process.

Can you do it?
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I am curious to know %%,hat I will think

Easily, you just sit quietiy!

Durov said firmly, and we got down to business.

I remained motionless for not more than two minutes and saw my famous interlocutor, without looking at me, take a sheet of paper and scribble something in a
hurry with a pencil which he had taken out of the pocket of his favorite black
velvet tunic.

He then put the note on the table face down, covering it with his

hand, and replaced his pencil.

Then Durov began to stare at me.

I didn't feel

:anything in particular, but suddenly and automatically I touched the skin behind
my ear with the fingers of my right hand.

Before I had a chance to put my hand

down, V.L. ! "rov handed me the note from which I read in amazement:
behind your right ear."

"Scratch

Dumfounded, I asked him:

Bud how did you do itW!
I imagined a strong itch behind my right ear and that I had to raise my
hand to scratch that spot.
ear as clearly as possible.

4

r

I tried to imagine that itching sensation behind the
And that is all.

And what did you feel?

oOf course I did not feet any transmission.

I simply felt like scratching

behind my ear.

Durov was trimohant:
That is just the point, you carried out the movement I had preconceived as
your own association of ideas and movements, as an order from your own brain, and
an order of a dual nature as it were--you felt an itch behind your car and raised
your hand to it, that is Lo the right ear, as I had intended.
In other words, Vladimir Leonidovich, you sent a short radio transmission

from your brain and I, without realizing it intercepted thau transmission, I
pointed out.

You and I are both live radio stations, V.L. Durov remarked jokingly.

That was the end of the short experiment which was highly significant for
my theory of biological -adio communi,2tion.
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The' Faraday Cage
I have already mentioned that I built and tested (in 1922) a screening device designed to insulate, from an electromagnetic point of view, the experimenLer
from the test animal in order to prove the electromagnetip nature of the transference of mental information in V.L. Durov's experiments.

In that construction !

made use of the well-known principle of Faraday's screening cage.
In laboratory work it is frequently necessary to protect the particular area
from an external electric field.

The English physicist M. Faraday was the first

to prove by his experiments that this could be done by;inclosing the area in a
metal shell that conducts electricity.

Although the external electric field

produces a charge in the outer surface of such a shell, the space within it remains
entirely free of electric field lines.
around.

The shell does not have to be solid all

it could be made of fine wire netting.

Faraday would place animals in

.the cage, induce an electric current in the wire, but the animals remained unhurt.
Such a screening cage came co be known as the Faraday cage, or simp 1ya sireening
device.
At first I built a cagge (about a man's size) in which the floor, ceiling,
walls and even doors were w.de of fine metal netting and in some places roofing
metal.

The very first trial tests revealed that Aiy assumptions had been correct:

when the cage door was closed, V.L. Dueuv sitting inside was unable to traornlit to
the test animal (the dog Mars) outside a single mental assignment.
the door was opened, Mars carried out every order with precision.

But as saon as
A photograph of

this experiment, made on 22 January 1923 (Fig. 11) shows V.L. Durov sitting in the
cage and Mars, v~sponding to his mental command, bringing him a notebook.
next to the cage near the switchboard is the author.

Standing

The commutator overlape the

contacLs of the ground wire which is connected to the central heating system of :he
laboratory.

This ground wire was reduced in view of the uncertainty about the

possible length of the electromagnetic waves involved in the thought Lransference
process or the cight size of Lhe perforations in the walls of such an !insulator."
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It was assumed that grounding the circuit of the cage would give it a ground potential and amplify its screening effect.

But that assumption was later refuted by

checking the screening characteristics of out chamber with radio instruments.

All

we had to do to ensure the blocking capacity of the chamber was to keep its door
closed.

With its door open, the chamber could not block the passage of the

electromagnetic waves3 .

Fig. 11.

Second stage of the experiment:
Suggestion being made to the animal
with the screen door to the cage open.
Obeying the mental command, the dog
brings Lhe pre-selected note book to
V.L, Durov.
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Since the screening device produced a marked effect in these experimaents and
it was azsumed thor a chaimber with solid metal walls tould be still

more effective

than a screen cage, another chamber with solid metal walls made of roofing sheet
metal was built at the end of 1923.
The experiments with a new chamber heightened our confidence in the fact
that we were on the right road.

But we still had to check the screening effect

By that time the first new item appeared
of the chamber wih rfidio iY'rT#i.
in ie rueign ress [21 to the effect that a copper screening chamber had been
f
built (in the U.S.) and tested by -sing a radio receiver inside the chamber and
a transmitter outside.
cla10e,

That test revealed that when the chamber 'oar was firmly,

the man with the radio receiver inside the chamber could not receive any'

signals from the radio transmitter operating outside.

That served to prove our

experimental assumption that our chamber blocked the passage of electromageletic
waves.
It then became lecessary to build a copper chamber also for the eyperiments
with V.L. Durov's animals.

The third chamber, made of copper-iron, was built at

the end uf 1925 (Fig. 12).

It was a 1,130 mm-high parallelipid with a 950 x 910

mm fov'ation.

The chamber had double metal walls, floor and ceiling:

the inside

',
Us yre made of roofing tin I rm thick, and the outside onei. of brass sheets of
the same thickness.

In one of the

The door was also &.uble:
copper sheets.

=lls was a door on iron xizges opening ootfuard.

it was covered inside with roofing tin, and autsie with

In another wall there was an oval opening with a met.I cover that

could be operated from the outside in such a way that the experimenter sitting inside would not know whether it was open or closed.
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Fig. 12.

An all-metal screening chamber (the third
in V.L. Durov's laboratory) with double
metal walls: copper (brass) outside, and
iron inside.

The screening characteristics of the chamber were checked and officially
documented (on 30 December 1926) by the members of the State Experi'ental Electrical Engineering Institute in Moscow A.V. Astaf'yev, A.G. Are.sbevg and mybull
(in the presence of V.L. Durov, professor G.A. Kozhevnikov, ororeasor A.V.
Leontovich, and professor A.L. Chizhevskiy).
Sitting inside the chamber with a shortwave receiver, the experimenter was
able to intercept the loud signals from a generator of similar waves outside
(Fig. 13) only when the chambcr docr was open.
were no longer audible.

When the door was closed the signals

The tests were made with 2.7, 3.0 and 4.0 meter waves.

The chamber had no ground connection.

These tests showed tho.t it was not neces-

sary to ground the chamber, and they also convincingly proved that the nature of
the pber-mena accompanying the transference of mentul information over a distance
is the same (electromagnetic) as in ordinary radio communication.

This prompted me

to refer to the transmission of mental information as biological radio communication.
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Fig. 11,

The 1KV radio transmitter, designed for
2 - 4-meter wavelength, which was uned
outside the chamber when it was tested
in V.L. Durov's laboratory on 30 December 1926.

The Two-Number Riddle
Following is a descripLion of another experiment carried out with the parLicipation of Academician V.M. Bekhterev in the zoo-psychological lt, oratory in
1926.

Experimenter V.L. Durov was to "suggest" a mental "order" to the dop, I;drs

to hark a specified number of times.
V.L. Durov and his colleagues were in the laboratory hall,

Professor A.V.

Leon ovich took the dog to another room separated from the hall by two other rooms.
A.V. Leontovich closed the doors of these two rooms'to make the distancebetween the
dog and the experimenter completely soundproof.
And now V.L. Durov begins the experiment.

V.M Bekhterev hande him a sheet

of paper folded in half which contains the figure 14 and is known only to
BEkuLejruv.

!Looking at the sheet of paper, V.L. Durov shrugs his shoulders.

He

then takes a pencil from his blouse pocket, scribbles something on the reverse
side of the sheet and, putting the sheet and pencil back in his pocket, proceeds
to the experiment.

His arms folded across his chcst, he fixes his gaze ahead of

him.
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Five minutes pass.

V.L. Durov then relaxes in a chair.

Soon A.V.Leontovich

comes in, accompanied by the dog, and makes the following announcement:
came to the far room, Mars lay down on the floor.

He soon arose, stood up on his

hind legs as if listening to.something, and began to bark.
Mars lay down on the floor again.

"As we

After seven barks,

I thought the experiment was over and wanted to

take him out of the room but suddenly Mars rose up on his front legs and again
barked exactly seven times."
Hearing this, V.L. Durov hastily pulled the sheet of paper fro. his pocket
and handed it tn Leontovicfi.

Everyone saw on one side of the sheet the figure 14,

and on the other side, in purov's handwriting, 7+7.
tamer explained:

Excitedly the great animal

"Vladimir Mikhailovich (Bekhterev) requested me to induce Mars

Lo bark 14 times.

But you know that I personally do not recommend suggesting

more than 7 barks at a time.

So I decided mentally to split the number in two,

that is to divide it into two assignments, and transmitted the barking sensation
first 7 times and after a short pause 7 tirqes again.

And Mars barked exactly in

that order."
We were all dumfounded by what we had just witnessed.

Even professor G.A.

Kozhevnikov, who was present at the experiment, felt compelled to admit "It looked
-xactly as if a morse code was sent by telegriph:

7 dots, pause, and 7 dots again."

Without exaggeration, I might say that I was in seventh heaven.

Durov him-

self was also pleased with hi; success, even though the whole thins was just anoLher
episode to him.

We will cite one of these episodes.

On 9 August 1918, during a circus performance in the towtu of Dubel'nya
(Latvia). Durov was attacked by a trained bear.
teeth into the trainer's arm and twisted it.
women and children screamed

after me.

There was panic in the audience,

This is how V.L. Durov himself [33] described his

handling of the enraged animal.
approached me,

The infuriated beast dug his

"The bear reared up on his hind legs and slowly

I kept looking into his eyes and began to retreaL leading him

It was a game of "out-guessing."
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I kept inching backward trying to

lead the bear into the stable.

I felt, looking into the bear's eyes, that he

wanted to leave me alone and walk away.

Using all my power of concentration, I

continued to look deep into his eyes, mentally ordering him not to take his eyes
off,me, and kept moving backward.

I suddenly felt a familiar suggestion-coinected

zcnsation: the bear seemed to float somewhere upward but hi. eyes kept following
me.

They seemed to grow larger, then smaller, all the time floating slowing after

me.

We finai'y reached the stable.

I felt a different surface underfoot and heard

the alarming thud of horses' hoofs in the stalls. I shouted 'Alle!'

(I

your place),

ahd the bear meekly went down on all fours again and, his ears drooping, rushed into
his cage.

And then I felt the reaction:

I immediately locked the cage.

dizzy and almost lost consciousness.

I felt.

It was only then that I felt the pain in my

arm."

Decisive Experiments of Soviet Scientists
The six experiments with the trained dog named Pikki, described by
Academtlean V.J. Bekhterev [8], are classic examples of the the ry of biological
radio communication.

In four of the experiments, the inductor transmitting the

Academician's assignment to tLe percipient (the anim6l) was V.L. Durov, and in two
oZ tL...m the Academician himself who had not told anyone about his mental assignment: (before the experiment).

The experiments were carried out in V.M. Bekhterev's

Leningrad apartment, that is undc. ccanditions unfcmiliar to

he test an .rae. Par-

ticipating in the experimenta also were the physicians working with Bekhterev,
Nikonova and Vorob'yeva.

These experiments convinced Academician V.::. Bekhterev

for the first cime that what they had itnessed wAs a phenomenon of electromagnetic
energy of a biological origin.
Without going into the dettils of the first two experimencs, we shall describe
"This is the gist of the thitd

Lh* others.

Here is what V.M. Bekhterev writes:

experiment.

The dog is to jump up on the round stool near the piano and strike the

right end of the keyboard with its paw.

And here is Pikki facing Durov.
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He stares

fixedly into the dogs eyes holding his hedd up for a while in his hands.

Pikki,

now released, remains motionless for a few seconds then derhes to the piano, jumps
on the round stool and a stroke on the right side of the keyboard with his paw
produces the sound of several discordant notes.
"In the'fourth experiment, following a certain suggestion proccdure, the dog
was to jump up on one of the chairs near the wall, climb onto the round table next
Lu it and scratch a large portrait above it on the wall.
was too complicated a performance for the dog.
tations.

It would seem that this

But Pikki exceeded all our expec-

After the usual procedure (looking into the dog's eyes for several

seconds), Pikki jumped off the chair, ran to the chair near the wall and just as
quickly jumped up on the round table and, standing on his hind legs, reached the
le.wIer part of the portrait and began to scratch it with his paws.
"Bearing in mind that the two last experiments were based on an assignment
known only to Durov and myself, and that I was standing next to Durov watching him
and the dog all the time, it was no longer possible to doubt the dog's ability to
perform any type of complicated action.
"To be absolutely certain of that, I decided to carry out a similar experiment myself without sharing my preconceived assignment with anyone.

The task was

to make the dog jump onto the nearby round table and remain sitting there.

Con-

centrating on the shape of the round table,.I looked the dog in the eyes for a
while and watched it dash away from wueand start running around the dinner table.
The experiment was a failure and I realized why:

I had concentrated eclus!vely

on a round table failing to realize chat my concentration should.have begun with
the dog's movement to the iound table and followed by jumping on to it.

I there-

fore decided to repeat the experiment, without confidi.,g my previous mistake to
anyone which I took care to correct this time.

Placing the dog on a chair again,

I held his head in both hands, ordering him mentally to run to the round table,
jump on it and sit down.

I then released the dog, and before I had a chance to

look around, he was already sitting on the round table.
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Pikki had guessed my

"order" withouL the slightest difficulty... ! will not make any comnents on these
experiments.

They are in themselves striking enough to deserve attention without

any particular comments... The conditions in which the experiments were carried
out exclude any possible assumption that the animal takes advantage of some signs
unnoticed by the experimenter himself.

As for the last two experiments, they not

only dispel any doubt on this matter but also provide the o4o&.O fcr the possible
mental influence of one individual on the other through the medium of some sort of
radiant energy... There is reason to believe that in this case too we aee -,xcnenxing
a manifestotion of electromagnetic energy, most Rrobably the Hertzian rays."
We will now describe the experiments on people carried out by the physicianneuropathologlst T.V. Gurshteyn.

In his report "On the Perception of All Types of

Sensations from a Distance," read at the conference of the Society of Psychiatrists
and Neuropathologists in Moscow in April 1926, T.V. Gurshteyn reported that in 1925
he had transmitted to a woman-percipient E.G. Nikol'skaya who was at the station
4) some'geoFryazevo of the Dzherzinskaya railroad line (55 kilometers fr~m Nsc'
J.
metrical figures which she reproduced on paper with uncanny accuracy.

It should

be pointed out that T.V. Gurshteyn's research methods were approved by Academician
V.S. Kulebakin who, commenting on them, noted "The Great Scientific and Practical
Importance of Dr. Gurshteynia Experiments."
Following are some of the recorded ci.-.racteristic methods and results of
T.V. Gurshteyn's experiments borrowed from his unpublished monograph

[28j.

screening chamber was used in the 1936 experiments he carried out joint,

A

with two

other scientists, A.T. VzdoI:zsKjy (referred to in the record as collaborator No.
1), and L.A. Vodola-.kiy (collaborator No. 2).

T.V. Gurshteyn was the inductor in

the experiments, and E.G. Nikol'skaya the percipient.
sultrnt on radio iommunication matters'

Engineer M.G. Hark was con-

The program of thought transference in

i.Lese
experiments usually consisted of a small number of individual assignments
(or, as they are simply called, mental orders),
ments and actions of the hand and foot.

determined ptimarily by the move-

We should point out, however, th t in the

series of experiments carried out on 7 January 1936, for example, a mental
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assignment calling for the spoken word, that is an assignment affecting the
second human signal system, was successfully carried out.
"I fiad it

called for the following statement:

shows the follcwing response by the percipient:

The mental order

pleasant to sit here."

The record

"I find it pleasant to sit,."

The succession of the mental orders had previously heen decided on by-the
inductor and collaboratoe No. 1. The time (hour and minute) the inductor was to
transmit each "order" was.carefully recorded.

The screening chamber containing

the woman recipient and collabrrator No. 2 (who reccrdcd-her responses'
one room, and thp inductor with collaborator No. I in another.

was in

he warches held

by collaborators No. 1 and No. 2 had been synchronized beforehand.

Collaborator

No. 2 had only a chronological list of the forthcoming mental transmissions without any indication of their content.

He was to open or close the chdmber door at

the precise moment indicated in the chronology.

In transmitting his successive

assignments, the inductor was not to know whether the chamber door was open or
closed.

£

Fifteen "commands" were transmitted in three serieF of experiments, nine of
them with the chamber door open and six with it closed.

It was found that when the

chamber door was open, every command was accurately carried out, but when the door
.As closed, the woman percipient failed to perform on a single "command," that is,
in the opinion of the experimenters, the screening action of the chamber was effective.
In 1940 there were published very important and interesting results of the
experimental work carried out by professor S.Ya. Turlygin [64] tho had studied
the nature of electromagnetic radiation (using a screening chamber) emitted by
the human central nervous system under Lhe effect of mental suggestion and hypnotism.

His experiments had been supervised by Academician P.P. Lazarev in the

laboratory of biophysics of Lhe USSR Academy of Sciences.

A more detailed report

of these experiments [65] describes the methods of investigation and the equipment
used.
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A screening chamber was placed in a room which had been =sde light-, soundand heatproof.

A metal tubule was connected (from Lhe outside) to an opening in

the wall of the chamber at the eye-level of a person sitting in a chair.

The

tubule opening could easily and quiecly be covered with A metal (or different)
diaphragm.

Sitting on a chair in the chamber and facing the tubule was the

hypnotIst-inductor.
A.I. Beloue.

That chair was occupied alternately by N.A. Ornii'do aad.

Doctor of Chemical sciences V.I. Aliyeva and engineer V.I. Ianov

acted as consultants.

The human test-.percipients were outside the choirtr.

As it is well known that the effect of ultrashort waves on a humn

being

causes prof-use perspiration, S.Ya. Turlygin decided to use this phenomenon for
control purposes in order to establish the time of the beginning and the end of
the inductor's influence on the percipient.
cessfully used in this experiment.

A cleverly devised capsule was suc-

Before the experiments, the hypnotist-inductor

had worked with the percipient with a view to developing in him (by way of mental
suggestion)a ppecial coziditioned reflex:

to fall on his back from position.

This'

induced the percipient to an unconditional and rapid implementation of the mental
"command" of the hypnotist, and fall on his back.
The tests revealed that when the tubule orifice was open, the "command" to
fall ,ias always carried out when the percipient was on a level with the horizontal
tubule.

Closing the tubule orifice wLth a sheet of paper di. not affect the pre-

cedure.

But no such effect could be obtained when a metal diaphragm was intro-

duced across the tubule.

This diaphragm produced 2n insurmountable cbstacle for

the direct ray between the inductor and the percipient.
characteristic.

It also revealed another

it appeared that the ray could be artificially deflected to a

side if a reflecting screen, or a "mirror" in the form of a red copper, aluminum
or ebonite plate, were inserted at the tubule outlet at a certain angle to its
axis.

This is how that ray deflection was discov-;red.
Assuming that in this case the law of optical reflection was operative, and

that the angle of incidence of the ray fzom the tubule on the mirror I.sequal to
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the deflection angle, A. Ya. Turlygin determined the points vhiE4% the deflected ray
would pass.

It was found that the percipient, placed in the path of the deflected

ray, was as good a "receiver" as if it were a direcL ray.

The wavelengths were

determined from a number of diagrams produced in the investigations and the use of
diffraction lattices, and were found to be within the range of 1.8-2.1 m

4 .

These experiments led S.Ya. Turlygin to an important conclusion:- the purely
optical picture of the screens deflecting this agent (effect on the percipient-B.K.) from the mirrors, and the diffraction pbenonena lend credence to the belief
that this agent is an electromagnetic radiation one of whose ,;aves jis found within
the range of 1.8-2.1 mam.

These conclusions were reported by professor S.Ya.

Turlygin in 1939 at the conference of Lte Moicuw Society of Natural Scientists.
The report caused a great deal of interest and lively discussion whereupon the
majority of the reporting scientists (Academician P.P. Lazarev, professor V.K.
Arkad'yev, professor P.P. Pavlov, etc.) supported ihe theory of the electromagnetic nature of the phenomenon under discussion.

Recognizing the great scientitic

valuc cf these experiments, Academician P.P. Lazrcv suggested that Turlygin continue his research, making full use of the well-tested equipment including, of
course, the screening chamber.
We see that S.Ya. Turlygin investigated the signals responding to one type
of induced impulses (as when the percipient falls down, that is the motor impulse).
By developing these investig&Liuac into the transmission of visual, auditory and
sensory impulses, etc., we could determine also their electromagneti: wave parameters, and initia:e the artificial reproduction of these "signals" and sensations.
Here we should stress the fact that in S.Ya. Turlygin's experiments the inductors
"ray of .isLon" manifested itself physically as a narrcw beam of straight-line
electromagnetic radiation from the human eyes.
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Radio Communication Among Insects
In addition to the experiments carried out in the laboratory itself, the
workers of V.L. Durov's Zoo-Psychological laboratory systcmatically collected
materials proving the presence of certain elements of biological radio comqunication also in various animals, birds and insects.

The English scientist L. Hari

(London), for example, observing the behavior of cprtain butterflies, noted that
the female moth can invite the rale from a cistance of several kilometers away.
At first it was assumed that the female stimulated special acoustic oa'illations
in space which an1

"neard" by the male.

But that hypothesis had to be rejected

because the observations had been made in the center of a noisy ciLy

du

Lhit

butterfly could hardly have made the sounds to attract the male from the faraway
swampy outskirts.

L. Iarl therefore found it more plausible to explain the ob-

servable fact by the insects capacity to emit and intercept electromagnetic waves
by their antenna-feelers.

Continued experiments heightened the scientist's con-

fidence in that his conclusiod was correct.

L. Hari claims that he had succeeded

in "intercepting" the tones characteristic of the electromagnetic wave emitted by
the female through a radio receiver.
The following experiment was carried out by the Soviet entomologist

'.A.

Fab.i who had made a six-year study of this phenomenon on one type of night
butterfly.

On a summer evening he would put a female butterfly (in a breedirB

wire cage) on the porch of an isolated summer home in the forest,

in less than

30 minutes, male butterflies were flocking to that cage from every direction.
Sixty-four of them were caught in three evenings.

The males were marked with red

paint on their backs, and carried away (in boxes) six to eight kilometers from the
house and released.

But 40-45 minutes later they were again found near the female.

These experiments were repeated b number of times but the result was always the
same.
Suspecting that the communication organ of the insects is represented by
their feelers, the scientist cut off the natural "antennas" of several males and
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discovered that without them they could not receive the call of the female, and
no longer returned to her.
Many Soviet as well as foreign scientists are now inclined to accept that
explanation as

tM

au.L pXUdV!±=

I ...

.

.:

4-

lurrency abroad

is that the epithelial nerve fibers of the sense organ play the part of a microantenna, and that the wave lengths they intercept supposedly range from 8 to 14
microns.

That hypothesis coincides with the viewpoint of the Soviet scientists.

True, a more deLailed examinaLiun oi Lht probl as

o.u d require one more assumption,

namely: in addition to the nerve fibers representing the micr,antenna of the
radiating apparatus, the human sensory receptor also has microantennas of the
"biological radio receiver" of odorous bio-radiation waves.
Referring to this question, professor Yu. Frolov [73] writes:

"it now seems

possible not only to discern the physical nature of odors but also to indicate approximately their place in the infrared and ultraviolet part of the scale of elecetic oscillations."

tr.

Emphasizing the physical nature of odors (as distin-

guished from the chemical nature), the auttur orfers Lhe following experiment as
proof.

It you place a dish of honey in a hermetically sealed box and install a

light filter in the side of the box that passes only infrared rays, the bees would
still gather on the filter as if attracted to it by the smell of honey.
the smell of honey does not gct out of the sealed box.

Actually

Consequently, the odor

characteristics are not of a chemical but physical, that is electromagnetic
origin.

And if this is the case, then we must admit something else,

nervous system is
waves.

the bee's

the "biological radio receiver" of odorouN biological radiation

The feelers on the insect's head are also the microantennn of this ap-

paratiss.
The results of the experiments'carried out by Dr. R. Reutler [78] were
published in Palestine in 1928.

That scientist had been studying the changes in

the automatic movements of a live but isolated organ of an insect (grasshopper)
occurring under the influence of the nervous system of an approaching man.
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Particularly indicative were the changes in the movements of the intestines and
ovaries of a female grasshopper.
The following preparation was made up for the experiment.
limbs were swiftly cut off with

The head and

scissors, a cross-cut was made in the Chitin-

layer on the abdominal side under the thorax, and the abdominal nerve chain
separated from the thoracic ganglion.

The wall of the abdominal shield was cut

lengthwise to the end of the insect's body, bent back on each side and pinned to
a cork foundation.

The internal abdominal organs were separated from Lae cephalic

ganglions and removed so that the so-called Malpigiyev corpuscles, the ovaries
and the entire intestines remained in place intact.
head had been severed was smeared with coilodium.

The place from where the
The abdominal nerve chain was

then extracted from the preparation with pincers, and the connecting area at its
ends cut off with scissors.

The final preparation (abdominal cavity) was placed

horizontally on the bottom of a glass Petri dish and filled through a pipette with
a freshly preDared physiologtcal solution to the top.

It was observed through the

dish cover that the viscera of the preparation began to move.

They continued to

be mobile for 10 hours.
When the preparation was completed, the people left the laboratory.

lalf

an hour later, only one experimenter came back and, approaching the preparation
within 0.2 meters, looked at it throug

rmagnifying glass.

At first he noted

the slow rhythmic contractions of the intestines, and still slower movements of
the ovaries but somewhat more intensive movements of the Malpigiyev "orpuscles.
But in the next two-three minutes these movements were considerably accelert4ed
By the end of t"

fourth

sinute all the parts were in commotion.

The movements

contimued to accelerate as long as the experimenter stood near the preparation.
When he left the laboratory again, all the movements began to slow down to the
initial stage which was noted when the experimenter retur-ned 2ignc minutes later.
Such observations repeated in 80 different cases, shoved that a repeated Acceleration of the movements reaches its previous peak 15 minutes after the
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2n has

approached the preparation.

The approach of a second man to the preparation

tends to accelerate the movements in it still faster.
In another series of 80 tests it was noted that the movements of the viscera
in the preparation tend to accelerate when the approaching experimenter contracted
and relaxed the muscles of his legs or arms, as well as his jaw muscles, or began
to beae.more heavily.
The experimenter thus came tc the conclusion that a live human crgaosm
produces an effect at a distance on the cells of a live isolated insect orsan,

and that the cells of the organ are indicators of such an eife.ct.

What is still

unclear is whether such an effect can be produced by the muscular contractions of
an approaching person or by his neuropsychical activity.

The experimenter is

inclined to believe that the effect depends on both factors including the voletional impulses in the human brain accompanying the contraction of his muscles 5
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FOOTNOTES
Number

Page

1

(V.L. Durov. Animal Training, pp 468-488. At the time of his death
(3 August 1934), V.L. Durov had carried out over 10,000 experiments
in mental suggestions to animals.)

45

2

(In his book Animal Training V.L. Durov describes the methods used
by the experimenter in
sugsting arbitrary mental assignmints to
the animals (an equivalent to the inductor, in my case) effecting
their motor activity, and determining the number of barks, sneezes
and other acts on the part of the dog (an indicator, accordin? to my
theory). See pp. 131, 208, 293, etc.)

45

3

(We should point out, in passing, that the metal screening device
used later on in similar experiments by the Italian scientist F.
Cazzamali also had a ground wire, and that the consultant on that
device was the famous Italian radio engineer Marconi.)

53

4

(The optical phenomenon of diffraction means a disruption of the
straight line propagation of a ray as it passes through a narrow
crack (lattice) or bends around the edges of an obstacle.)
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5

(It is obvious [see next chapter for more details], that since the
man (experimenter). approaching the preparation in order to observe
the movements of the intestines fixed his gaze ("rays of vision")
on it, that gaze produced a biological radiation effect, accelerating the rhythmic movements of the intestines [and ovaries].)

68

6
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CHAPTER III
"RAYS OF VISION"
Let us go back to that remarkable individual Vladimir Leonidovich Durov.

A

clown, an animal trainer and innovator, a zoological psychologist and thinker.
His personality looms high in my eyes as an outstanding Soviet scientist, a bold
explorer of new areas of human cognition.

Actually it was he who in 1880 and

later studied all the details of the remarkable capacity of animals (dogs, bears,
lions, etc.) in order to understand (or, according to our theory. to intercept
and percieve- the mental commands of man without words or any other visible or,
audible signals.

.

Using the new terms of biological radio communication, we can now state that
this remarkable capacity of the animal is nothing cl :c than a physiological

"capacity" to serve as an indicator of biological electromagnetic waves radiated
by the hunan brain in the course of thinking:

the animal's brain intercepts and

ieceives the "telepathema" transmitted by the human brain in the course of.thilking.

And the animals's behavior changes in accordance with the nature of the

intercepted "telepathema."

This justifies the assertion that at V.L. Durov's

discovery is of invaluable scientific importance to biology and the theory of
biological radio communication in animate nature.
We are overjoyed by the works of A.E. Tsiolkovskiy who blazed a Lzall into
the cosmos, and I.V. Michurin who was the first to reveal the i:aerndl character-

istics of the life and "behavior" of plants, and the methods of controlling their
life and "behavior."
behavior.

V.L. Durov was .i smnInr pioneer in thc field of animal

His method of emotional training is a device for controlling an'Lial

behavior by man.
It is noteworthy that in his first random observations, as well as in the
many years of experimentation in mental suggestions to animals later on, V.L.
Durov ascribed the major importance to the force of the human gaze into the eyes
of the animal or "somewhere deeper than the eyes--the animal's brain."
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After

freauent tests of the force of his own gaze, he became convinced of the "strange"
cffect of this force on the animal.
by
C'OF
Here is one moreithe numerous examples described.V.L. Durov [33].
happened in Moscow on 21 February 1914.

It

Sho.eing his menagerie to a commission

consisting of several scientists and newspaper reporters, including the famous
newspaper publisher A.A. Suvorin, V.L. Durov walked with him up to a cage containing two beasts brought in from Africa, a lion named Prince and a lioness,
Princess.

These beasts had been living together peacefully in Durov's cage for

three years.

Acceding to the persistent request of the Commission =embers, par-

ticularly A.A. Suvorin, that the lion be induced to attack the lioness (which at
the moment lay quietly in a far corner of the cage, V.L. Durov looked the lion
in the eyes making en appropriate mental suggestion.

He concentrated on a mental

picture of the lioness sneaking up to an imaginary chunk of meat allegedly lying
in front of the lion, and reaching out her paw for the meat.
The lion suddenly roared, jumped on the lioness and bit her.

The beasts

immediately became locked in a mortal battle, the entire cage shaking with their
violent movements.

The frightened visitors left the building in a hurry.

V.L.

nTirov left with them.
The lion remained excited for a long time.

Some time later V.L. Durov was

told that Prince had reached out of his crge clawing the arm of a passing Attendant.
Durov decided to come back to the cage and try to calm down the lion.
Following is his account of how he did it.

"When I returned,

T saw thc

lion pacing the cage restlessly back and forrit , and everytime he approachvd
Princetis she bated her teeth and growled.

I tried to calm the lion duw, wLit

soothing words but he did not appear to take notice of me and continued his restless pacing of the cage... He finally lay down in the corner of the cage.
up to him and caught his eye.

Prince bared his teeth and turncd away.

closer and caught his eye again.

The lion jumped up opening his jaw.

I walked
I moved up

As soon as

our eyes met, he raised his head, bared his teeth and snorted and I could feel his
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hot breath.

But his inostile stare was now fixed on me for a longer period.

With

every slightest move I made Prince would roar, jump to the edge of the cage and
scratch the smooth floor.
gaze indifferently.

It was now clear to me that the lion did not take my

Resting irom the strain, I shifted my gaze to Princess.

made Prince still more restless.

This

A sharp movement and a hard stare on my part

compelled Prince to jump at the cage bars.
Standing in one place, he kept clawing the floor with his front paws as if
trying Lo run toward me.

His eyes were now shining with a green phosphorus light,

and he no lon*'r took his eyes'off of me.

He finally lay down, his

jaws

open and

claws sticking out.
As time passed, h- began to calm down.

Prince no longer swished his tail

on the floor, his eyes grew narrower as if he were trying to fall asleep.
Suddenly he whimpered softly '"eow-meow," licked his chops and half closed his
eyes.

I continued to look at him, mentally comforting him, running my fingers

through his main, scratcling behind his earsu-aX1 mcntally

of course.

His

"meow" suddenly sounded as if it had stuck in his throat, and Prince closed
his eyes for a few seconds.

I walked away from the cage, and the lion quietly

and lazily got to his feet and stretched out."
From the point of view of biological radio coimunication, the above described
incident is similar to the one that had occurred in 1880 when the young Volodya
Durov had used the force of nis gaze to stop the hlnian dog and coop I him to
retreat.

The biological radiation emanating from V.L. Durov's eyes, along wILth

the "ray of vision" (directed into the eyes and deeper, into the brain, of the
animal), having reached the stimulated nerve center of the animal, produced an
effect on it which was in itself a stimulant.
the nerve center from an e "citement to

That stimulant changed the role of

nOibitton.

This entire process could be more clearly understood 1,ybearing in mind the
following important psychological pattern established by the outstanding physiologist of our time, Academician A.A. Ukhtomskiy (68]:
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"Physiological thought

becomes a great deal more complicated with problems and prorpects when it is
found that the role of the nerve center, ab it works along with its neighboring
oryans

may change from stimulation to inhibition, depending on the particular

state of the nerve center at a given moment.

Stimulation and inhibition are

merely alternate states of the centers determined by the condition of excitement
and the frequency and force of the incoming impulses.

But the various degrees

of stimulating and inibiting influences produced by the nerve center on the other
organs are determined by its role in the organism.

Hence the conclusion that the

normal role of the netie center in the organism is not a statically invariable
constantbut one of its possible states.

In other states, the same center may

assume an entirely different ti6nificance in the total system of the organism...
an actual confirmation of this was contained in the picture described at that time
(1911--B.K.) showing that an intensified stimulation in the central swallowing and
defecation apparatus caused by the irritation of the "psychomotor zone" of the
cortex produces a furkher intensified swallowing or defecation activity rather
than the usual reaction in the extremity muscles.

The rhief stimulation of the

organism at this moment produced a substantial change in the role of certain centers
and the impulses emanating from them at the time."
A.A. Ukhtomakiy referred to this dominant role of the major

timulation as

"Idminnce." This state of the dominance is ae interaction between a group of
nerve centers in the brain effecting the behavior of the anim:tl, that is sta3ilizing or changing it in a way that is clearly visible to an outside observer.
ic an example.

Here

An attempt to take two fighting dogs apart by pulling them away

from each other (by the leash collar) will show that each of these dogs will try
still harder to get back and resume the fight.

That means that a side effect of

way by the collar to which they ordinarily rea new stimulant (pulling the dogs .spond meekly) to an already heightened stimulation of the nerve center (in the
brains of both dogs) merely serves to intensify the activity of the major stimulant.

But the result of this dug fight would be entirely differe; c if a mora
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puwerf-l even stunning effect could be produced on ther by pouring cold water
over them

they simply would stop fighting.

--

That means that a new and more

powerful irritant (cold water) served to change the state of the ncr.e center (in
the fighting dog) from stimulation to inhibition:

the major role of the center

has now become inhibition.
The same applies to the two above-mentioned cases (with the Ulnian dog and
the lion):

the biological radiation from V.L. Durov's eyes served as a side

irritant, a powerful stimulant changing the role of the nerve center from-stimulation to inhib. ion.

No less ilportant is the fact that V.L. Durov thereby dip-

covered a new and theretofore unknown factor which .e are only now deciphering:
the phenomenon of the bio-radiation effect on the psyche (of an animal) from a
distance.

In this case the phenomenon is produccd through the human gaze fixed

on the animal's eyes.

This phenomenon, incidentally, provides one more explana-

tion for the effect produced in Dr. Reutler's experiments when an approaching human
•".,organism affected the preparation made with live isolated grasshopper organs; the
grasshoppers' intestines showed a marked increase in their rhythmic movements.
the extent that the

To

.n (cxperimcmter) approaching the preparation kept sLaring

at it (bio-radiation effect), the rhythmic movements of the intestines were
speeded up.
A great many observacion

ma

it Lite eveLyday 1LZ

of pvupite serve to con-

firm the seemingly strange Zact that when a person accidentally :!xes his gaze on
the nape of the person in front of him, the latter suddenly turns around and looks
back at him.

It appears an if the gaze of the first person i

signal, a biological irritant, to the other person.

something like a

One of my correspondents,

a Komsomol' V.A.P. from Leningrad who was actively interested in the problem of
thought transference, gaw the followivg accaunt zf his own sensation when someone stared-at the bick ol his neck:

"...sitting in the theater shortly before the

concert began I felt as if someone were drilling into Lhe back of my neck, I felt
a heaviness and as I turned my head I met thn gaze of another man sitting about
four rows behind me."
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Another interesting fact worthy of attention, ir the life of animais, is
the frequently observable yellow-green luminescence emitted by the eyes of cats
and other predatory animals in the dark

It is a commonly known fact that certain

predatory beasts, snakes and fish are able to affect their victim by fixing their
gaze on it.

That hard stare numbs the victim which loses control over its own

movements and becomes the easy prey of the beast.

Our working hypothesis (1952)

cited below is an attempt to cxplain these phenomena from the point of view of
biological radio communication.
We know that the epithelial cell represents the, peripheral nere end of the
human sense of vision, olfaction, taste and sensation.

The process of vision in

the receptor, for example, is made possible by the visual (neural) epithelial cells
of the eye retina which are known as cones and rods.

Above them is a very thin

layer of pigmented cells containing visual rhodopsin which makes up the retina
surface inverted toward the eyeball.
part of each rod.
(sic.).

There is rhodopsin also in the upper outer

The cones contain a light-scnsitive substance called iodopsin

The retina consists of several layers contAining nerve cells, neurons.

The visual sensation is first intercepted by the neuron ends of tha first layer.
These ends are shaped like elongated cones.

The latter are concentrated pri-

marily in the central part of the retina, particularly in the so-called yellow
spot, the area of the clearest vision (m.c:la lutea).
measuring at the most 2.9 mm across.

In the center of that oval is a recess

(forea centralis) containing only cones.
each eye.

There are about 7 million cznes in

A cone has a diameter of 6-7p; it is about 35/ long.

In the oth(

areas, especially at the retina periphery, still more elon-

gated nerve cells, called 'rods, are prcd-=inant.
2/(,

and it is about 70 A long.

one eye.

The spot is oval shaoed,

The diameter of a rod is about

There are close to several dozen million rods in

There is a total of about 140 million ncrve ends in che retina of both

eyes.
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The elongated cone corpuscles and reds are so ciose to each other that the
existing spaces between them are almost itidiscernibic.

*nli'e the cones uhich are

It may be assumed that beyond the yellow

arranged singly, the rods come in pairs.

spot on the retina each cone is surrounded on all sides by paired rods, and that the
structure of the central part of the retina is morphologically different from its
peripheral parL where the cones are less intermixed with rods and where the latter
are numerically predominant.
No unanimous opinion has as -,et been reached in the physiology of vision as
to the differences between the functions of the cones and rods; Lnat these functions are different from each other is indicated by both the difference in the
morphology of these nerve cells and the narkd difference in their size and arranlement on the retina.

It. is known, for example, that the cone lucae

pri-

ma-rly in the central part of the retina is a light-sensitive apparatus and a good
recipient of color sensations, particularly in daylight.
tion is thereforc al o referred to as th

The light-color sensa-

central sensation.

The rod is more

sensitive to the monotone grayish-greenish colors of vaguely discernible surrounding objects at dusk and nighrinn.

The weak light sensation received in this

case is also known as the twilight or peripheral sensation.
Extending from below to the cones and rods, as nerve-end apparatuses, are
nerve fibers which transmit the luminous irritation further into the granular
layer of the longer cells with ouLgrowths (processes).

Characteristic here iS

that one fiber is found to be connected to several end-apparatuses,

The total

number of these fibers comprise a special layer of still long-!r nerve formations.
A vertical cross section of the human retina reveals 10 different layers, the
last onL of which adjoins the vascular membrane of the eye.
compartment of the vision analyzer begins with the ninth
tains the ganglion cells.

The light-carrying

retina layer which con-

The axons of these cells form the optic nerve which

should be considered as an optic tract racher than a peripheral nerve.

The fibers

of the optic tract originating in the eyeball extend through a cranium opening to
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the large cerebral hemispheres where they are synaptically connected with the
optic thala=us neurons in the corpus geniculatum iateral.

The external genicu-

late bodies transmit the visual sensation-in the cortex.

From there the visual

neurons of the tnzTr! layer lead to the occipital portion of the cortex.

The ends

of the optic tracts ar2 part of the fild of vision of the occipital portions of
the cortex.

Here the optic sensations are analyzed and synthesized.

The retina,:functions together with the vascular membrane on which it is
located.

Inside the eye, the two of them comprise the light-sensitive

which the images of luminous objects are reflected.

L-yer on

A clear i=ge on the retina

is produced by such purrions of the eye as the transparent cornea, the iris
(which plays the part of an extension-type diaphragm in a photographic camera)
and transparent crystalline lens.

The ray of light coming from the outside passes

truga thSis optic systew into the eye cavity which 5

filled with a tran..arent

jelly-like substance (known as a vitreous body) and gets into a restricted zone
of the retina center which contains mostly cones. "The passage of the ray in this
optical system is determined by the diffraction indicator of individual media
(front and rear gurfaces of the cornea, the crystalline lens and vitreous body),
the curvature ratio of the diffracted surfaces as well as certain other optic p3maneters.
When the light ray hits the retina, the rhodopsin decomposes in various ways
in areas of this layer producing a colorless formation.

-itis this chemical change

that originates the oscillatory electrical processes in the retina, v- rather in
thn cones and rods.

These processes extend further along the optic nerve and

reach the cortex

Elect .city Everyw'ere!
Electric procesaes in the retina were first noted by Holmgren. and their
charactcristics studied by Einthoven.

It is now known that inside the eye of

humans and vertebrate animals i* the so-called fundus oculi which is electrically
negative in relation to the front part of the eye.
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It was found that the potential

difference is provided only by the retina.

When the reticular layer is removed,

no potential difference is found in the remaining part of the eye.

This circum-

stance, incidentally, j,stifies the proposal of the following two principles: 1)
if the eye emits biological radiation, such emission would apply equally- to the
human and animal eyd; 2) such radiation emitted by one eye, could be equally received by a human as well as animal eye.
The change in the electric potential difference occurring during a luminous
irritation of the eye, can be experimentally observed in every compartment of the
optic analyzer:

in the retina, the optic nerve tract and the optic regioq of the

cortex. The nature of these electric phencmena is well known.

The effect of the

luminous irritant on the eye is accompanied by definite bio-electric changes in
the central compartment of the optic analyzer, the area striata.

The increase

in the number of electric oscillations produced by the action of a luminous
irritant on the eye is observable (with an "electro-retinogram" recording device)
throughout the entire eye-irritation period.
t

By contrast, during the continuous

irritation of the eye by a light ray the increase in the nur'ber of electric
oscillations in the area striata is observable only at the very beginning of the
irritation ("switch-on effect") and immediately after it

("switch-off effect").

According to the photo-chemical theory of vision developed by Academician
P.P. Lazarev, the change in the light sensitivity of the eye occurs in parallel
with the degeneration of the cptic rhadopsin.

Uochemical and eleczzophysiolosical

investigations show, for example, that the process of adaptation to the dark (the
adaptation of the eye itself to the dark) occurs in the retina.

It is still not

clear, however, whether the adaptation is based on the restoration of the optic
rhodopsin or whether such restoration only accompanies the adaption process.
study of the eye fatfeability in a weak light (eye adaptation) made in
1923 in the Institute of Biophysice of the USSR Academy of Sciences under the
supervision of Academician P.P. Lazarev, revealed that the optic center of the
cortex is practically indefatigable, and that all fatigue symptoms are concentcated

_.
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in the periphery of tle optic analyzer, that is in the retina.

Indefatigability

of the optic center, according to P.P. Lazarev, is associated with another function of that center
optic center.

--

periodic reactions of a chemical nature occurring in the

These reactions laid the foundation for the for.ation of electro-

magnetic oscillations in the optic analyzer, that is the emission of electromag-

However, It wdo nuL k,,uuae^tuLy flow

netic waves into the surrounding mediwa.

this was done. 'Generally speaking, it may.be stated chat the investigations of
electric phenomena in the optic analyzer, including the human eye, have not yet
been completed, and that means that the last word about them has not yet been
said.

There are still unexplored areas facing the researchers who desire to

study the origin and rhythm of the oscillation currents in the nerve elements of
the retina, particularly in the cones and rods.

It may be pointed out though

that this applies equally to the forthcoming investigations into the phenomena of
oscillation currents in the epithelial nerve cells and other reccptor organs:
auditory, olfactory, taste and touch.
Back in 1923 we suggested in our book [36] that the sensitive nerve corpuscles of the so-called "Krause bulb" might serve as antenna l6ops, that is
!icroantennas emitting or receiving bio-electromagnetic oscillations in the
organs of touch.

Reviewing these problems in greater detail in the previous

section dealing with the accoustic orgdan, ;e. suggested that the capillary ne,e
cells of the coc'hlea may be compared to microantenna apparatuses emitting the;.r
bio-electromagnetic waves as well as receiving the incoming bic-elect'.-magnetic
wave of acoustic frequency from the outeide.

It is p& sible that some of the

cochlea hair play- the part of a receiving microantenna, and others of a transmitting one.
Extending this analogy to the cones and rods of the receptoi organ of vision,
we can say that they represent microantennas some of which are adapted for receiving
incoming electromagnetic waves, and others for emitting biological electromagnetic
waves in the process of vision.

The receiving microantennas are the cones
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I"

inasmuch as they are capable of "receiving" the light rays and are located primarily in the central part of the retina where the light ray usually comes in.
The emitting microantennas are apparently the rods inasmuch as they are located
mostly on the periphery of the retina where the light ray comes in mu-ch less
often.

Thus one of the functional differences between the cones and the rods is

the differenc

.in their "biological radio engineering" purpose.

The bological

electromagnetic waves emitted by the rods may be called "rays of vision."
The English physicist C. Ross who had studied .the optical characteristics
of the human eve for many,years also believes that the eye emits electromagnetic
energy.

In 1925 this scientist built an instrument consisting of a single silk

thread with a tiny metal spiral suspended from its lower end.
arrow was attached to that thread above the spiral.

A small magnetic

The purpose of that arrow

was to fix the pcsition of the spiral in its s,,spended state.

It was folnd that

when a person fixed his gaze into the spiral in such a way that the direction of
his stare coincided with the geometric axis of the spiral windings, and then
turned his head slowly until the "ray of vision" was positioned at some angle to the
spiral axis, the spiral began to turn touard the same angle.

In some experiments

the angle of such a "force" rotation of the spiral was as large as 600.
An examination of the structural characteristics of the retina rods, from
the point of view of biological radio communication, would justify the assumption
that the elongated portion of tne red represents an ultramicroscopic currentconducting tube which is made up of a material covered wiLh a dielectric layer.
Every two pair of rods, though closely adjoining, still leav: a relatively long
canal between these four elongated corpuscles that might be compared to a microwave cca ;uctor.

This biological wave conductor is the "live" microantenna which

directs its electromagnetic waves of the "ray of vision."

The initial direction

of the "ray of vision" is in a straight line along the geometric axis of the
wave conductor.

In other words, the ray emerges from the wave conductor in a

perpendicular direction to the plane of the retina area containing that wave
conductor.
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it is quite possible also to accept the second version of the analogy between
the rod and a microantenna on the assumption that one rod functions independently
of the adjacent rods.

Covered with a dielectric layer, such a rod would be a die-

lectric bar-type wave conductor.

The electric and magnetic fields of suc.h a die-

lectric are no. o'1y inside the bar but also outside it.
that the wave attenuation is considerabiy reduced.

The advantage of this is

That is why in radio engineer-

ing the bar-type conductor is usually very thin, with a diameter one-third less
than the wave length.

In this case, the rod nucleus may be consid.-ed as a unique

mblecular oscillator, a source of energy, and the segment a bar-type wave conductor
of the microantenna directing the "ray ot vision" perpendicularly to the internal
retina surface.
It may be appropriate to assume also that the emission of millimetric and
micron electromagnetic waves of the retina is characterized by the wel]fknown
Cherenkov-Vavilov effect.

Let us assume that the elongated portion of the rod is

a dielectric waveconductor with a canal inside, and a nucleus is a molecular
oscillator emitting electron beams.

The interaction between the electrons and the

walls of the wile conductor in the resulting concentration of electromagnetic
waves produce a relatively powerful and narrow directional emission of micron
(or even millimicron) waves, or "rays of vision."
A summation of these assunptP"-'r would enable us to portray

.-ie fol lowini.

picture of bio-ele-tromagrietic 3'rays of vision" being emitted by the rt!ila rcds.
The "rays of vision" leave off fcom the widely traced plane of 6oe peripheal
ratina zone which is shaped like a concave bowl b-c (Fig. 14) where most of th%;
rods are loc-ted.

Concentrating at puing g, the focus of this bowl, the rays bc-

come somewhat diffused and reach the internal side of the crystalline lens.

The

latter, followed by the cornea, break these rays in such a way that they emerge
from the eyeball as a beam of pu-allel "rays of vision."

This beam of "rays of

vision" is therefore directional and can travel a great distance.
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Fig. 14.

4point

The organ of vision also has-the function
of emitting bio-radiation'"rays of vision"
(working hypothes.s):

I

-

the figure on the left shows the conventional f'--zion of the
eye -- the retina and crystalline lens aittract the narallgl
light rays coming into the eye, directing them at an acute
angle to poinL a. This leaves on the retina a clear image of
the visual object in a limited zone of its center which is'
predominated by conez;

II

-

the figure on the right corresponds to the advanced hypothesis.
Extending from the wider peripheral zone b-c of the retina
(which is shaped like a concave bowl), perpeadicularly to the
"bowl" surface, are the "rays of vision" b-g and c-g; this
peripheral zone of the retina is predominated by rods. At
g they converge as in a focus. They then separate,
falling on the internal side of the crystalline lens.
The latter and the retina diffract them in such a way that they
emerge from the eye form of a beam of parallel "iays of vision"
beamed into space.

in view of the fact that the retina rods, as "live" microarttennas of the
"ray of vision," are extremely small, the upper boundary of the "ray of vision"
wavelength may be expected to extend far toward the infrared rays of the spectrum.
This assumption can be confirmed only through the e.:perlments

oledby
out

S.Ya. Turlygin's methods, but in absolute darkness.

The Yogi Have Known It For A Long Time
But a man is not always conscious of an irritation produced by a "ray of
vision; ' directed at him by another man.

The reason may be a very weak'energy im-

pulse in the "ray," or the influence of some "side" irritants detracting the
man's attention from the irritant which in this case is the fixed gaze of another
person.

But if a barely perceptible signal-irritant (from a person's stare) is
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subjected to a deiiberaie or involuntary analysis-synthesis in the mndd, the main
will experience a definite reflex -- and look back.
But how is the "ray of vision" fixed or "felt" in the back of the neck?

It

seems to us that the explanation for this should be sought in the so-called coneshaped gland, the eriphysis (glandula pinealis) whose, purpose has not been known
in the past; it is located above the tubercle of the interbraLn (in the recess
between the upper monziculi of the lamina quadrigemina, not far from the cortical
optic centers).
nm.

The sides of the epiphysis in a seven-year old chile is 12 x 8 x 4

The epiphysis does not grow larger with increasing age or size of the brain.

It had been assumed that the epiphysis functioned like an endocrine gland, but this
opinion has recently been disputed.

The epiphysis still remains a "mysterious"

cerebral organ which it has in effect been for centuries.

But the abundant blood

supply of that organ, its pigment content and lobate structure (resembling that of
the retina) indicate that it performs some special functions.
There is a belief that the epiphysis is a rudimentary.remnant of a third
eye.

We should point out that even now there are certain reptiles in New Zealand

(spenadon) which have a third "parietal" and functioning ey&.

By touching the

nape with the fingers we can feel at the base of the cranium a-bony projection
and a recess above it resembling in shape the lateral orbit above each eye.
brings up the question whether there

This

-- some "visual" capacity left in the nerve

cells of the epiphysis and the short tracts leading from it to the occipital
portions of the brain where the optic centers are located.
The answer to this quebtion is provided by Lle investigations carried out
by Marg, Gamss.i and Gioli (U.S.), reported in 1959 to the 21st Inteinational
Congress of Physiologists in Buenos Aires (Argentina).

Thezc were the first

scientists to study the electrophysiological ceactions of the cp!physis, as the
rear (third) optic nerve tract, to light and electric irritations.

Those investi-

gations showed that the light effect on the rudimentary retina of the elp,
phyfi
which is found at the outer end of the third optic narve, or chianmt. (the author's
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j

refer to the third optic nerve as a "supplemental" one),

produces a certain

reflector response (obviously, of the phosphene type -- B.K.) in that nerve's nucleus.
An electric irritation of the epi.physis retina produced the same response as a
light effect.

But the electric irritation of the nucleus itself produced no reac-

tion in the opLic nerve.

It was therefore concluded that the functions of the

nucleus are only centripetal (but not centrifugal).

This is possibly the struc-

tural difference between the third optic nerve tract and the other two optic nerve
.
tracts of our eyes which are both c~ntripetal and centrifugal. It was also found
that there is a synapse between the chiasma (that is the thiro optic nerve) and
the nucleus.
Cornpring '.hp results of these investigations with the frequently observable
facts that one person feels compelled to look back under the effect of another
person's gaze, we believe that the epiphysis or cone-shaped gland is one of the
elements of biological communication in man and vertebrates.. Incidentally, this
conclusion in regard to the epiphysf6 function in man is not new:

The Hindu Yogi,

for example, knew about it many hundreds of years ago.
The follQwing reference is mad-e to this question in the book by the Hindu
author Ramacharak, the Bases of the Yogi's Meditation (St. Peterburg, 1907):
"...As for the telepathic physical organ through which the brain receives oscillations or thought waves emanating from the minds of other people, it is found near
the center of the cranium In U.. brain, almost directly above the spine, and Consists of a reddish-gray, cone-shaped s..wil body or gland attached ro the bast of
the third brain vencricle in front of the cercbellum.

The

land consista oi i.cr.e

Ian-ttr which contaips corpusclps, resembling nerve cells, and containing a large
concen.tation of calcium particles also knowr is "brain matter."

This gland is

known in Western science as the pineal of "cone-shaped" gland because it resembles
a pine cone.

Western scientists have always believed that the functions of this

organ had never been thoroughly investigated.

Certain anatomists point out, however,

that this organ is larger in children than in adults, and more developed in adult
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women than in men, which is very significant.

The Yogi knew many centuries ago

that this "pine-shappd" gland.. .was an organ of telepathic cormunication."
the reason to believe that the "visual" capacity of the epiphysis,
eye, has somehow been preserved.

Thus

as the third

Should such an assumption be justifie.!, it would

encourage our hope for the maximum development and utilization of the "visual"
capacity of the epiphysis in the future.
totally bl

This might be useful in cases where a

d person (whose two visual receptors have been irreparably lost) could

have his visual capacity restored, for example, through the use cl -- theoretically
possible electrontc optic prosthesis effecting the nerve elements of the epiphysis.
This .assumption of ours is not a fantasy.

In his work entitled Medical

Cybernetics published in 1957, the Germnn scientjst

A.

Vngt [79] ra1imed that the

time was not too far off wben science could duvelup "brain and visual prostheses."
Something similar to that was produced in the U.S. in 1958-1959 in one of the Los
Angeles (California) polyclinical laboratories.

True, that was not achieved through

the use of An inductive effect of an electronic prosthesis on the nerve elements of
the epiphysis, but by connecting the electrodes of a prosthesis directly to the
optical center zone of the brain.

As reported by the scientist Button [15], the

blind patient began "to see" flashes of light, and said he could see the light of
.n electric bulb, determine the location of the window in the room by the daylight
coming through it, distinguish certain other "luminous images," etc.

Here are som'

of the technical decails of Lhobe experiments.
insulated conductors with rustproof electrodes measuring Q.08 mm in dL'm
were extended to the cortex through openings drilled (under anesthetics) in the
rear part of the blind man's cranium.

(Since there are no nerve ends of the sensi-

tive tract in the optic centers, Lhe psLiemnt felt no pain).
tor was connected to the two prosthesis electrodes.

A square pulse genera-

The primary winding of a trans-

former in the prosthesis was connected to a low-ampere 67.5 volt battery through a
controlled electromagnetic interrupter.
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The investigations show

that with 25 volts between the electrodes, a current

of 620 microamperes and a frequency of 70 hertz, the patitnt "saw" flashes of light.
The experimenters assume that the above-described current fed to the electrodes
sets up processes in the cortex similar to those produced by the light flashes of
an electric bulb on normal visual receptors.
clded in the generator scheme.

A photoelement was eventually in-

When the photoelement 14as i]luiinated,.'it produced

.......nt in the electrode circuit corresponding to the "Vision" of light flashes.
The patient with a photoelement in his hand noted the burning of an electric bulb
(40 watt) and 4-termined the location of the window in the room by tLe daylight
striking the photoelement.

Two pairs of electrodes and one generator with a photo-

element .ere eventually jdded.

With this equipment the patient was able to discern

more complicated light images.
The electromagnetic nature of the "ray of vision" could be proved also by
instances observable among the beasts of prey.

The poisonous snake echis carinatus

found in the Asian deserts, for example, usually paralyzes its victim (jerbca or
rabbit) by its gaze before pouncing on it.

The same hunting method is used by the

fish astroscopus which inhabits the Atlantic Ocean.
bottom (on its belly).

Most of the day it lies on t1'e

Its mouth and eyes are on its back.

fish consist of a system of electric cells.

The eye moscles of the

When a small fish comes within tts

field of vision, the astroscopus fixes its gaze on it.

Suddenly the small fish

begins to quiver, becomes paralyzed and appears to be drawn into Lt.,open mouth of
the big fish.
What are the forces that paralyze the victim?

It appearb that as soon as

the image of a small fish comes within the field of vision of the big one, it
emits an electric impulse which; upon reaching the victim's nervous system, paralyzes it and makes ic easy irey.

The radiation from the eyes is purely reflexive,

it is a reaction to the visual sensation produced by the imane of the small fish
on'the retina of the large one.
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Here is another example.

The capybara, a fairly large rodent, inhabits the

thick underbrush along the swampy rivers in South America.

This aniral feeds on

grass and plant roots, is fairly mobile on land, and an excellent swinner in the
water and under it.

Local hunters have frequently observed the "strange" .ethod

used by the huge anaconda snake in its attack on the capybara. Appearing suddenly
in front of the capybara, the anaconda raises its head high and Razes into the
eyes of its paralyzed victim.

Then it pounces on the animal, swiftly coils itself

around its body, breaks all its bones and swallows it from the head 4-.n.
V.L. Duro4 actually proved that that.animal can be "frozen" by the fixed
gaze-of man.
senses."

And if he takes his eyes off of it, it imediately "comes to its

The same thing happens when a person fixes his gaze on an animal slightly

below or above its eyes.

Consequently, in this case, as in S.Ya. Turlygin's ex-

periments, the "ray of vision" represents a narrow beam of directed bio-radiation
emissions from the eye.
Thus it may be assumed that an intent look, togetlhTr with the "rays of vision",
carries a maximum radiation energy from-the retina rod. as well as from the microantennas of the uniql'e radiation apparatus contained in the optic lobes of the cortex.

Whzr happens is an emission of energy from the cerebral neuron cells of the

opt:

region of the cortex.

In this connection, the "impressive" force of a

persun's gaze reaching the retina of another person (or anrmal) and continuing to
the brain center is the maximum force.

When the gaze fixed on another person's

(or animalls) eyes is slightly shifted, the force of that gaze can no longer proJuce an "impression" on his centers.

If the first person should close his eyes,

no "rays of vision" will obviously be emitted from them and no energy will be
forthcoming from the retina rods.
The "impressive" force and Juration of Lhe bio-radiation effect of the "ray'
of vision" do not necessarily have to be particularly great or leigthy.

We know

from motion picture photography that a minimum duration (exposure) of not less
than 1/20 of a second is required for the human eye to perceive a particular frame
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of the film.

A faster change of the frames "blurs" the picture, and the eye is
It has now been proved, however, that if

unable to See any of the- on the screen.

a distinctive frame were inserted between the usual ones with an inscription of
only 2-3 easily understood words, these words would leave a certain trace in our
brain center even though we were unable to see them on the screen (because they
would be flashed by tpo fast for us to read them); eventually they would "reemerge"
in our conscious (or rather subconscious) either in connection with some recollecMoreover, these words would form our

tion of the film or independently of it.

thoughts and desires, that is they would produce an effect on the human conscious-

nee:.
A Wcti About Emotions
How can wp explain this phenomenon?

Let us look at a white tape, with a

straight black line running the length of It, moving slowly (or rapidly) before
our eyes.

Our eyes will soon become accustomed to the monotony of the cinew( -

oG6AphJC "dynamic" of that image, end will even become tired of watching the
moving tape and the line on it. But should a marked notch (or a cross line)
suddenly appear on the tape, our eyes would immediately record it in the subconscious.

An examination of similar phenomena recorded by other sensations in

the subconscious brain, as for example "fleeting" sound cignals of an ultrahigh
frequency (Galton's whistle.

See the section on te ear) prompts the conclusion

t
that the conditioned reflex, that is the organism s reaction to thc'e sensationb.

manifests itself also when the intercepted effect of such a "fleeting" sign.1
cannot be analyzed or synthesized in the consciousness.
But the above-cited facts not only serve to confirm the bio-radiation effect
of the "ray of vision," they also help us toward a better understanding of this
remarkable phenomenon.

1. the first piuee, the effect of the "fleeting" word

aignal shows that in this case we are dealing with the sec-ntd signal system.
Moreover, the experiment carried out by T.V. Gurshteyn in 1958 when the percipient
.EG. Nikolskays obeyed the mental suggestion to pronounce the words "I find it
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pleasant to sit here," proves the possibility of including the second signal
system in the area of bio-radiation conmunication.
V.L. Durov's experiment with the lion named Prince.

Secondly, we will recall
At first the lion obeyed the

trainer's mental command to attack the lioness; here the force'of influence (the
side irritant) exerted by the human gaze was the impulse that changed the calm
(that is inhibiting) state of the nerve center in the lion's brain to a stimulating *ate:

the lion attacked the lioness.

This was followed by another mental

"command" from the trainer to the lion: calm.down; in this case the sioe irritant
produced in the lion by the human gaze was the impulse that irritated (that is stimulated) the state of the lion's nerve center to inhibitic,n" the lion calmed down.
Does this not suggest that the bio-radiation effect on the "ray of vision" in both
cases was to some extent "tinged" with emotion: a stimulating emotion in one case,
and a soothing in another.

Comparing these two cases with the inhibiting effect of

the "ray.of vision" on beasts (by attacking a victim which had been deprived of its
t

will by thlr "ray of vision"),

we see a striking diffeence.

Possessing a higher

degree of reason and consciousness, man is able to "tinge" the "ray of vision" with
emotion, to act selectively, and deliberately subordinating the animal's action to
his own (human) thinking.

In other words, we see that man can-organize one type of

animal behavior in one case, and another type in another.
that way.

But the animal cannot act

A beast attacking its victim : :not act selectively, but only instinctively

(the tiisc net of maintaining life with fod).

Here we have a manifestation oF the

lower stage of consciousness inherent in the animal.
Cited earlier were Academician P.P. Lazarev's conclusions to the effect that
the indefatigabillty of the optic center is associated with another function o!
that center, namely the periodic reactions of a chemical"nature occurring in it.
These reactions lay the foundation for the formation of electromagnetic oscillations in the optic analyzer, or outward radiation ,f electromagnetic waves (that
is "rays of vision,'" according to our theory. B.K.).
ing law is in operation:

In other words, the follow-

a chtnical ?rocess through an electric one, ;.W vice
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versa.

With these words we should like to emphasize once again the organic connec-

tion bfeteen the chemical processes in the human brain and the bio-electromagnetic
processes.
The conclusions drawn from other investigations are just as important for our
theme.

It is known, for example, Lhat: the introduction into the h,;man organism of

an alkaloid of the sap from the Mexican mescalir, plant produces hallucinacions and
facilitates the individual's "perception" of mental information transmitted by
another !ndividual from a distance.

Studying the effect produced by the mescaIn

sap in Mexico, ."e toxicoiogists noteo that among the Mexican lqdians (entire
groups of whom take that sap during ritual cerrinonies) it Produces an unusual
uniformity of body movemnts and facilitates and the perception (by all the group
members) of the thought transfered by one of them who is considered their chief.
The researchers referred to such a rigidtiy controlled (depressedy state of motor
impulses as "empathy," and established that an "empathic" indtvidual reveals a
better capacity for perceiving an unarticulated thought than a person &ata itq-.
state.

Dr. Osmond [80], for example, 1:_lds the following opinion on this issue:

"As for aa I can judge, the state induced by mcscalin can be explained by the! fact
that it disrupts some of the brain functions (in a srate of repression), and the
.cain therefore becomes more sensitive to an outside thought than a normally
functioning brain."

Osmond believes that inasmuch as the chemism of mescalin

changes Lhe sensiLiviLy to the perception of mental

inform tion fr, , a distance,

this phenomenon (thought transference) should be classified as a material
phenomenon.
But the explanation of another very important aspect, not noted by the
mentioned researchers, calls for a short digression.

We have already mentioned

that the paralyzing effect c . the bio-radatcn .?.ve from the "ray of vision" on
the motor center of the wild beast's victim is due to an irritation that cianges
the dominant role of the nerve center in the victia's brain:
stimulating to an inhibiting motor movement of its organism.
..
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tt,: change Is from a

Consequently, the bio-electromagnetic processes produced in the victim's
brain by this "ray of vision" are apparently accompanied by chemical processes
(explained by the above cited conclusions from

.P. Lazarev's work).

But we must

also supplement and change Dr. Osmond's reasoning by a new and weighty considera:ion:

it is obvious that the chemical substances of the mescalin sap acted as the

irritant that changed the dominant role of the nerve center from stimulation to
inhibition.

We can put an equal sign between the "empathy" of an individual an6

the state of depresnion of the wild beast's victim.

But Dr. Osmond's allegation

about "some distuptoio. ln the normal functions of the braln" in a state of "empathy"
is erroneous.

Actually the brain functions remain normal, the only change occurring

in tLhe dominant role of the nerve center in the brain from a stimulating to aninhibiting role; this is the correct definition of the state of "empathy."

We

should add thpt the only explanation for the material nature of the thought transference to the group of "empathic" people is the effect of the bio-radiation wave
radiated by the center nervous center of the chief ih the process of thinking.
But this is not all.

Professor A.V. Leontovich [45] tells us that in many

cases of impulse stimulation and inhibition are accompanied by a so-called assimilaLlo.. and dissimilation of chemical components in the appropriate organs of the
nervous system.

This is what it means:

the impulse-conducting nerve tissue

includes also substances capable zf reverse reactions.

Such reactions ece fre-

quently accompanied by an electric dissociation (degeneracion) process resulting
in the release of negative ions (dissimilation) or positive ions (a.similation).
It may therefore be assumed that an assimilation process, leading not only to a
repression ol the motor impulses in. an "empathic" individual but also to an easier
perception of the same emissionr, occurs in a state of brain "empathy" under the
affect of incoming radiation emissions (the "telepathema" from the chief's brain).
It seems to us that the phenomenal capacity of a person to exert a mental
Influence on others from a distance is still in an embryonic stage.

Those who

believe that this brain capacity.is moribund, degenerating, etc.V are wrong.
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On

the contrary, it is the beginning of a new and higher stage of development of the
human mind, on a.new and higher foundation, on the basis of biological radio comaunLcation.
This hypothesis is confirmed by the simple law of nature: the more this
capacity is exercised, the keener it will become z"
nature will be.
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t.e greater man's power over
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CHAPTER IV
THiE EAR:

AN ANALYZER OF BIO-ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES OF AUDITORY FREQUENCY

We will try to explain the '"echanism" whereby the human mind can perceive a
material sound ("silvery sound") at a long distance from its source.
It is known that the gray matter of the brain, that is the accumulation of
gangiion cells, lies near the very surface of the brain and forms its cortex.
centfr psts of the brain consist of wbite matter.

The

Several internal concentrations

of gray matter, large cerebral ganglions, are found on each side in t,:e lower parts
of the brain hemispheres.
neurons.

They consist of an associative (combined) type of

The cortex consists of many rows (5-8) of ganglion cells, each such row

usually containing several layers of homogeneous cells.

Physiologists believe [35]

that the cortex contains an average of 14 billion nerve (ganglion) cells.
The functions of the brain hemispheres include also the activity of the two
tract systems, motor and sensitive, and the functions of the central and associativel neurons; the latter are greatly predominant over the former.

This last cir-

cumstance makes the brain hemispheres the major central organ of the human higher
nervous system, inasmuch as the associated neurons forn the higher centers of
human psychic activity.
ment,

A.V. Leontovich [45] points out:

"Like every other move-

the sensitivity of every area of the living body has its own conscious center

in the cortjx which is usually expresesn

as follows:

every area of our body is

more or less accurately "projected" onto the cortex through the "projection fibers"
found in the brain.

Thus, for example, in addition to the actual i.g, the brain

has its owm so-called "cerebral" leg but the method by which w- are conscious of
it has not yet Ieen satisfactorily explained (this phenome-ion was observed in
persons with an amputated leg or arm). several years may have passed after the amputation of the leg, but the amputee continues to complain of a pain (in the large
toe of the amputated leg, for example).

Similarly projected in the cortex is the

movement (or perhaps only the idea of movement) of a particular part of the body.
Accordingly,

there are two brain centers, psycho-motor and psychc-sp-;orial, with
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tracts leading froms them.

An irritation of the former is transr.itted by the motor

tract, and assimilation of the latter is produced by the irritation of the sensorial
tracts of the spinal cord.

The existence of a projecLion system of the brain de-

termines the so-called localization (location) of the sensorial centers in the
brain.

The diagram of these centers is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig, 15, Location of the sensory centers for the
individual organs and limbs in the human brain.
a. Frontal association center b. Frontal lobe c. Paricta] lobe d. Parietal'assoc.
center e. Eye muscles f. Body g. Leg h. Chest i. Should. arm J. Eye nerves
k. Speech 1. Tongue m. Jaw n. Hearing o. Occipit. lobe p. Vision q. Temporal
lobe r. Occipit-temporal associat. center.
According t.oAcademician I.P. Pavlov's definition, "A reflex is an unfailing
.atural reaction of the organism to an external agent made possible by a certain
:ompartment of the nervous system."

A reflex is brought about by an external irri-

tation from the medium surrounding the organism.

The initial phase of that irrita-

tion consists in the conversion of external energy to a nervous process.

This con-

version is made by the receptor (a receptor is a nerve cell/nerve element/ which
is

the end of the nerve fiber receiving the external irritation) which in this

case is a capillary cell of the auditory nerve in the inner ear cochlea.
receptor the process spreadr
end of the analyzer.
analyzer.

From the

(along the cen.tripetal nerve filum) to the cerebral

Consequently, an "auditory" reflex is

impossible without an

Under normal sound-reception conditions, the analyzer is. the initial,

middle and part of the entire auditory nerve tract, or auditory reflex arch.
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I.P. Pavov visualizes the nerve tract or reflex arch as three interconnected
apparatuses: 1) the analyzer, 2) connecting or closing apparatus; 3) performing or
closing device.

He came to the conclusion that "the large hemispheres represent

primarily the cephalic end of the analyzer.

Consequently, the large hemispteres

are also occupied by "receiving centers," thor is cerebral ends of the analyzers"
(I.P. Pavlov, A Twenty-Years Objective Study of the Higher Nervous Activity.
Petersburg, p. 95).
The auditory analyzer consists of a receptor, that is a capilla.>, cell in
the inner-ear cochlea,

and an auditory nerve in the cerebral cells in the. large

hetaispheres where the auditory nerve terminates.

Hearing is a function of the en-

tire auditory analyzer, and the higher analysis of the hearing sensation is made
by the respective ganglion cell in the cortex which is the cerebral end of the
analyzer.

I.P. Pavlov showed that the cerebral end of the analyzer is in itself

a very complex mechanism.

It consists of a nucleus of the cerebral end of the

auditory analyzer, the main receptor of the sotndfirritation from the nerve element, and a number of other elements of this analyzer scattered in thr cortex.
I.P. Pavlov proved that the analyzers are necessary for adapting the human
organism to the surrounding medium.

The unity of the organism and the eyternal

medi m and its depeadelcieS on the exLernal world are manifested in the form of a
reflex.

It

Lhus "ppears

that Lhe inevitable und nacural redccion of my brain to

the sound irritant coming in the form ot a bio-electromagnetic wave (of auditory
frequency) from my dying friend in 1919 produced an inevitable and *"tural. reflex
on my part:

I propped myself up on my elbow and made a number of movements look-

ing for the source of the sound.

And conversely, that reflex was the result of

an electromagnetic wave of a biological origin received by my nervous system.
Do my views contradict those of the brilliant scientist I.P. Pavlov on the
higher nervous activity?

I do not think so.

I.P. Pavlov's views on suggestions in general.

First of all we shall cite some of
"A suggestion is a most rOmplified

and typical human conditioned reflex...Some day we may possibly learn hoi to make
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I-

suggestions to .animals in a hypnotic state" (I.P. Pavlov, Lectures on the Functions
of the Large Hemispheres.

Lecture No. 23, Leningrad, 1927).

The Pavlovian theory neither confirms nor rejects the possibility of bioradiation emissions from the central nervous system; nor does it pr-ve their existence.

As is known, I.P. Pavlov himself never dealt with the electrophysiology

of the nerves.

He was interested primarily in pure physiology.

In an article

dedicated to the memori'of his collaborator A.V. Samoylov, T.P. PaVlov:

"I have

been and am a pure physiologist, that is a researcher studyino rhe functions of
individual orbans, the conditions of their activity and the synthesis of their
functions in te over-all mechanism of a particular compartment of the entire
organism; I am not muchi interested in the function basis of the organ itself or
its tissue as this requires primarily a chemical or physical analysis."
Once during a visit to I.P. Pavlov's laboratory (in 1925), Profesrac A.V.
Leontovich told him about V.L. Durov's experiments in mental suggestiont; to
animals, and the experiient' results obtained through the use of B.B. Kazhinskiy's
screening chamber.

BDut I.P. Pavlov flatly refused to discuss the effect of the

emotional "tinge" on the animal reactions produced by V.,. Durov.

It is a known

fact, however, that I.P. Pavlov was favorably inclined toward the work of his
pupil V.U. Chagovets on the electrophysiology of nerves, and offered him the use
of his laboratory for electrophysicalgics! resarch:,

Th^-"

- no doub

that

I.P. Pavlov knew that V.U. Chagovets was the founder -f the ionic Lheory of irriLt.
tion which, in effect, served to prove the electric nature of the psychic processer.
He was also familiar with the views and work of P.P. Lazarev who used the ionic
theory of irritation for his assertion that the phychic process is accompanied by
the emergence of an elee~tomagnetic wave in the surroundingspace, and that when
the wave reaches the brai., center of euo'her individual, who manifests the same
reaction at the same time, it puts him in a state of stimulation.
I.P. Pavlov undoubtedly knew thaL ,

In other words,

wor% of P.P. Lazarew and V.U. Chagovets at

that time (1920) had already made it possible to approach the phenomenon of thought
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transference over a distance from the point of vieu of electromagnetic waves generated by the nerve cells of the brain.

A great scientist with a wide grasp. I.P.

Pavlov UppaLCitly found it useful to offer his laboratory for research into the
elect'ophysiology of the nerves even though he personally did not study those
problems.
Later the I.P. Pavlov school initiated a study of the effect of an electror
magnetic field on the higher nervous activity I

.

Two-Way Comunication Circuits in the Nerves
Let us go back to the reflexes produced by auditory perceptions.

We believe

that the cochlea containing the Corti organ is a receptor apparatus of the auditory
inalyzer converting the energy of sound waves to nervous stimulation energy, and
that the system of these nerve elements, together with the cerebral end of the
auditory analyzer, comprises a closed two-way comnunication chain of the Thompson
oscillation circuit.
Accepting these premises, let us see how they can be used to explain
my perception of an outside bio-electromagnetic wave in 1919 with a frequency
characteristic of the high tones of a "silvery ring."
In his description of several structurally different ganglion cells, A.V.
Leontovich points out (47]:

"...There are a number of nervi; characteristics which

tempt tone to treat them as tracts and apparatuses for the conduction of electricity... It is quite obvious that what we are dealing with in this case ire not accidental structures but apparatuses designed according to some definite plan with
a definite functicn-structure relationship."

Such an arrangement, for example,

justifies our consideration of the ganglion pyramidal cell of the brain (see Fig.
16 borrowed from A.V. Leontovich's mentioned work) with its numerous internal
fibrixla and their ultramicroscopic "plaques" (plates, buttons, pina, etc.) on
many of their ends inside the cell, as resembling several different types of radio
ubes.

Thus it may be assumed that some -f these tubes play the part of generators,

emitting bio-electromagnetic waves into the atmosphere, while others are detectors,
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j

4

detecting the incoming bio-electromagnecic wave from the outside,

In the first

case we have a radio generator connected to the oscillation bircuit of some chain
of nerve elements in the human organism, in other words a "biological radio
transmitter," and in the second (the radio detector) a "biological radio receiver."
Let us examine the "internal" functions of both of them when they are separately
locpted in the system of the auditory analyzer.
The auditory oscillations of a frequency characteristic of a "silvery ring,"
received by the capillary nerve cells in the main cochlea membrane ci the auditory
receptor, the "biological radio transmitter," were transmitted along the auditory
tract to the cortical end of the audicatory analyzer in the brain.

In this process

the conductors of the neural action current were not only the centripetal fibers
of the neuron chain from the receptor to the cerebral end of the analyzer, but
also the centrifugal fibers of another neuron chain running from the cerebral end of
These two neuron chains formed a single electrically

the analyzer to the receptor.

qlosed oscillation circuit in which an oscillatory bioelectric currenlt began to
circulate.

The circuit consisting of two neuron chains (or two h;lv-.) includes

solenoids, condensers, a generating "radio tube" and an energy sourcei(Nicsl
granules in the ganglion cell nucleus).
frequency was emitted externally.

A bioelectromagnecic wave of an appropriate

But the bio-elecLric irritation (stimulation)

of the cerebral end of the analyzer was accompanied by an analysis and synthesis
of the intercepted ringing sensation in the brain of the "biological radio
transmitter," and the intercepted auditory signal was evaluated hy the human consciousness as a "silvery ring."

That is how that sound was meard and identified

if the given brain was conscious, or was "heard" but not identified if the brain
was alive but not conscious.

In the latter case the brain could not analyze or

snythesize the incoming auditory signal (from the receptor).
But there is still another possibility, and that is wheh Lhe auditory signal
c ming from the outside is not analyzed or synthesized whcn the brain is in 3 normal
s,:ate.

We know of the following experiment carried out by the famous laboratory
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Fig. 16.

The numerous thin fibrillar fila a with ultramicroscopic
varicose intutneScences.b, plates (plaques) c, knobs and
spines d, etc.,many of whose ends comprise the soma
(corpuscle) of the ganglion pyramidal cell in the human
brain (according to Ramon-y-CaJal)

of physiology.

Sinstitute

A man placed in a soundproof chamber puts his hand on a

pair of contacts to which (as he has been instructed before) a weak and safe electric current may be connected.
jer!-o

his hand back.

When the cuirent is turned onthe man irmmediately

Repeated tests develop a stable hand-Jerking reflex.

But a

sudden change is introduced into the experiment, unknown to the test subject:

a

minute before the current is turned on, e Galton's whistle in the chamber. unseen
by the subject, is activated.
zurrent.

Its high frequency sound lasts as long as the

But the human ear cannot hear that sound, and the subjc.-., believes there

ib complete silence in the chamber.

The test involving the simultaneous inaudile

sound and eleutric current are repeated several dozen times with different intervals
between them.

The observers outside the chamber can see (through a glass window)

that in every test the subject jerks his hand back.

But then another change is

JArodwed into the experiment (again withouL the sobject's ...
,wl-eds"
only the "inaudible" sound is

'

this..
time_

turned on but not the current, and the observers- can

see that the subject keeps jerking his hand away as if
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h1is hand v ra touching a

current.

If you ask him why he does it, le would say he thought he felt the

current. Thus a conditioned reflex to an additional irritant (the inaudible Galton's
whistle) was developed whereby the organism reacts even though the effect of this
additional irritant can no longer be analyzed or synthesized by the brain.

The im-

pression of what we shall call "fleeting" signal (sound) as an additional irritant
did not reach the consciousness of the test subject although it was reflected in
his nervous activity; it produced a response reaction.

That means also that the

human ear can still preceive the sound of Galton's whistle but the effect If this
This

signal as a sound irritant is reflected only in the human subconsciousness.

"subconscious" action should not be contrasted to the conscious: our consciousness
manifests itself in both cases oiAt in different degrees.
We know from the conclusions based on professor V.A. Poderni's experimental
work that a sensation received in the brain first appears in its subconscious
sphere and is then formed in the conscious sphere.

We must therefore assume that

there are actual cases when the effect of a particular irritant, reflecting a
phenomenon of the external world in our consciousness, can reach only as far as the
subconscious fear offthe brain and still produce a reaction on the part of the
organism.
The bio-electromagnetic thought wave emitted by the "biological radio transmitter" brain with a frequency corresponding to that of the oscillations of the
"silvery ring" reached the zone of the "biological radio receiver."
nerve cell of the "biological radio receiver's" auditory receptor,

The capi!iary
.s a micro-

antenna or indicator tuned to a wavelength correspouding to 'he oscillations of
the "silvery ring," intercepted that wave and formed an oscillation current with a
corresponding frequency in the circuit containing that "indicator."

This activated

the entire oscillation circuit at that frequency and set off a vibration of the
capillary nerve cells in the same cochlea area of the "biological radio receiver's"
auditory receptor as in the cochlea of tne "biological radio transittr."

Thc

vibration produced the came bio-electric stimulation (irritation) of the cerebral
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end of the auditory analyzer (biological radio receiver) as the number of oscillations of the "silvery ring" intercepted by the auditory analyzer of the "biological
radio transmitter."

This irritation was accompanied by an analysis and synthesis

of the auditory sensation in the "biological zadio receiver."

The sound was thus

identified in the brain as a "silvery ring" "heard" by its own ear.

True, we still

do not know how the brain can evaluate the nature of an intercepted sound as a
"silvery ring" for example.
This suggests a somewhat modified version of the auditory orgait:

it analyzes

not only the already known and usual sound irritations but also the hitherto unknown
irritant, a bio-electromagnetic wave of auditory frequency, intercepted by the
brain from the outside.
The above described working hypothesis uf the bio-electromagnetic oscillations in the human nervous system leads to an entirely new understanding of the
hitherto unknown physiological purpose of the ends of the centrifugal nerve fiberfn
our receptor sensory organs.

While the centripetal nerve tract conducting the

sensation to the brain represents one-half of the closed chain of the oscillation
only in tOzz4 ck. .±.icns

circuit, the centrifugal nerve tract is the other half.

does the circuit actually become "closed," the same oscillation current circulating
in both halves it is this current that Academician V.A. Leontovich had in mind
when he referred to the neuron as "an oscillation current apparatus."

In vo,

opinion, the centrifugal nerve tract plays the part of a feed-back in the closed
oscillation circuit and comprises one-half of that circuit,

The oth'. half is

the centrifugal nerve tract.
Our hypoth.sis enables us to understand still another, hitherto unexplainable,
physiological phenomenon, and that is when a legless invalid complains of pain in
the large toe of his missing leg.

It is the presence in the nervous system of aa

oscillation circuit connisting of two halves (centripeeal and centrifugal) that provides the ground for the formulation of this explanetion,

The "projection fibers"

(using A.V. Leontovich's terminology) mentioned earlier represent the cerebral
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part of the oscillation circuit/

two hala-, Lhe two nerve tracts (centripetal

and centrifugal), reach the cortex from the large toe.
If these two tracts were cut in the course of the amputation, a slightly
painful irritation of the nerves remaining in the healed scar will stimulate the
still undamaged portions of both halvmof the oscillation circuit.

This scimula-

ton, occurring in the form of an oscillation action current, will reach the
projection fibers" in the cortex of the legless man and will be analyzed, synthesized jn] identified in the brain as a painful sensation in the "Jrge toe" of the
missing leg.
Pain At a Distance
It appears, however, that the sensation of a sharp pain in particular
peripheral organ may be felt in the consciousness of one person when it is actually
Such was the ;ery interest-

experienced by another 'person who is far away from him.

ing case reported to me in a letter of September 1959 by the literary critic of
the Azerbaidzhan Dramatic Theater, G.V. Korneilli

(saku).

on 18 July 1918, his

aunt E.G. Varlanova who lived in Kokand suddenly felt a sharp pain in the left
chiat area.

The pain pEcsizted for a numbcr of days.

A thorough medidal examina-

tion failed to reveal any visible symptoms of any disease in the left part of the
chest.
Being in the habit of jotting down interesting experiences, the "patient"
recorded this unusual incidenL in her diary.
one forgot about it.

Then :he pain passc

away, aad ev:'

Arriving in Baku early in 1921, Varlanova received a lett.r

from her married daughter M. I. Kurtoshvi'' who was living in Batumai.

In her

letter the daughter informed her mother that on 18 July, 1918 she had undergone a
very serious ay.d painful mastitis operation in the left part of the chest.

Recall-

ing and rereading her et.ry in the diary, Varlanova was convinced that the time
she felt the sharp pain in her left chest ceincided with 4er daughter's mastitis
operation.

Thus a telepathema," the daughter's sensation of pain, was transmitted

_
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t. the mother over a distance of 2,700 kilometers (the distance between Kokand and
Batumi).

Our theory would justify the assumption that in this case the bioelectromagnetic wave emitted by the brain of the sick daughter in Batumi with a
frequency corresponding to the sensation of sharp pain in the left chest, reached
Kokand where the mother lived at the time.

The ganglion cell of the mother's

cortex, functioning as a detector, intercepted that wave and produced an oscillation
action current of a similar frequency in the closed nerve circuit of her left chest.
The result wa% a vibration of these cells at the same nerve-end area in the left
chest of the mother as it was in the daughter.

This vibration in the mother pro-

duced the same bio-electric "painful" irritation of the sensitive analyzer in her
brasn as in the daughter'a brain.

The brain then analyzed IVD synthesized the morbid

sensation as "her own" sharp pain in the left'chest.
But we are astonished by one particular feature, and that is the insignificantly low energy emitted by the brain of the."biological rad!o transmitter" in
the transference of sensations and experiences over a distance.

It appearp that

this small and diminishing energy is adequate for the activation of the reflector
instrument of the "biological radio receiver," this remarkably delicate and perfect
natural instrument.

Whether we will ever achieve such a state of perfection in

the attempt to develop such an instrument I

a matter of conjecture, but we must

work in that direction.
Working jointly with V.L. Durov in 1924, we sketched the followir7 action
diagram (for his book) of the mental energy radiated by the brain of the "biological
radio transmitter"

"the waves of the oscillating mental energy (electromagnetic

oscillations of a certain frequency) emitted by the nervous system propagate
spheroidally in all directions producing an alternating energy (electromagnetic)
'IelJ at every point of the surrounding space.

Und:ir the effect of the mental

energy waves, such point in that space (field) will have a variable potential.

Thus

if these mental energy waves cotae across a suitable conductor,. that is a receiver
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(in

this case the nervous system of another living creature),

they induce in its

organism an oscillating current characteristic of the radiated mental information
by imparting variable potentials to its different points.

The induced current

usually has an insignificant oscillation Purlitude, and it cannot therefore be
received by every nervous system but only that whoce own oscillation corresponds
with that of the ridiated wave, that is those waves are syrchronized.

In view of

the high speed of .the wave propagation, about 300,000 kilometers per second (the
speed of light), the os illations of the radiated mental infermaticn appear and
disappear in the receiving nervous system simultaneously with their appearance
and disappearance in the radiating nervous system regardless of the distance between these two.systems.

However, when the radiated mental information enters a

brain attuned to its frequency, it can be identified in the consciousness only when
the rccciving subject is in a state of calm (sleep, trance, hypnosis, and the
absence of personal thoughts).

In that case the-mental information penetrates to

the center of thi brain and, having passed through a microantenna and a number of
receivers, follows the law of induction by producing the sane arrangement of the
biain particles as the one obtained in the transmitting subject at the time this
-

/

particular thought was transferred.

The receiving brain gets the refiex from the

intercepted mental information, a stimulus to work, whereupon it continues to intercept one mental thought after the other, if it is in a trance or under hypnosis, or
continues to work independe-icy iT' the assigned Jirection, if it is not in a Lrance.
The effect of the intercepted thought is manifested in the receivirg brain in the
form of imagination:
complex thoughts.

optic, sound, sensory, gustatory, olfactory, and finally,

Such an opinion about the thinking processes, from the point of

view oi weak currents, now makes it possible to draw an analogy between the function
of a radio station and the nervous system of a living organism."
It would be appropriate here to quote Academician P.P. Lazarev L41]:

'e

therefue should consider it possible !o int:rcept a thought from space in the
form of an electromagnetic wave, and this is one of the most interesting problems
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of biological physics.

A priori mention should be made, of course, of the enormous
It will take a number of years OX

difficulties involved in finding these waves.

strenuoue effort before these phenomena can be demonstrated in practice, but at any
rate their existence is suggested by the ionic theory of stimulation.

The trans-

mission of thought inr% space provides a definite basis for the explanation of
such phaneena as hypnosis, suggestion and 'Nediu=ism," and is undoubtedly quite
interesting from a theoretical and practical point of view."
It is a known fact that the Corti organ of hearing (the cochlea or the inner
ear), which is a reccptr of sound sensations, is capable of intercepting individual
sounds of speech but it cannot analyze (much less synthesize), nor can it select
those sounds that may lead to an understanding of the speech.

This complicated

process of sound analysis and synthesis which is in effect a process of consciousness or thinking, takes place

The sense of hearing itself, as a

in the cortex.

basis for speech interception, is formed (from infancy on) and constantly trained
under the influence of the eo,,nd signals perceived together with speech.
The very close association between the sense of hearing and vocal signals is
produced by the contact between the cortical end of the auditory analyzer, located
ir the rear compartments of the upper left temporal gyrus, and the vocal compartment of the cortical end of the motor analyzer, located in the rear compartments of
the left frontal gyrus.

It is importanL C. point out that huian speech (according

to I.P. Pavlov), As accompanied by kinesthetic
of the speaker himself.

2

irritations flowing to the cortex

They (the irritations) are the signals faciltating the

regulation of normal speech processes, and generally play an important part in the
complicated proc,.Js of thinking.
l.P. Pavlov's brilliant definition of speech is very important to an understanding of this role:

"If our sensations and -ideae about the surrounding world

are, to us, the firsL siigals, then speech, part.zularly the kinesthetic irritation
flowing ro the cortex from the vocal organ:;, are the second signals, the signals
of signals.

They represent a distraction from reality and facilitate
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generalfzstion

which is

part of our special human higher thinking; this at first evolves into a

general empiricism3 and finally into a science, a weapon of man's advanced orientation in the suro..unding world and himself" (I.P. Pavlov, Complete Works, Vol.
III, 1949, p. 490).
This is how the great teacher of mankind, V.I. Lenin, defined the concepts
'of sensation and cognition:

"Sensation is thc resulting effect of matter on our

sensory organs" (V.I. Lenin, Materialism and Empirio-criticism, 'Moscow, 1953, p.41).
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CHAPTER V
HaC0MATTER (BRAIN) THINKS
I already had occasion j .my previous book [36] to compare the various types
of dead energy losses in an oscillation circuit of a radio station with the same
P

type of losses in an oscillation circuit of the nervous system in a live organism.
In particular, I pointed out that the capacitor hysteresis losses in the neuron
contacts ( Xnapses), according to P.P. Lazarev's mentioned ionic theory [43], determine the physiological phenomenon of memory (and I therefore wrote that "this
loss cannot be considered a dead loss").
Hysteresis (from the Greek %ord hystereo -- I lag behind), a phenomenon
observable in plate condeansers of a radio station, means that if

a condenser is

separated from the source of electric power when its armatures are fully charged,
it will bcgin to discharge but only to & certain point beyond which a smaller charge
will still remain (residual capacity).

A complete discharge would require the ap-

plication of ar electric current, but in a reverse direction, that is with a
changed charge sign in the armatures.

A condenser hysteresis (or residual capacity)

is explained by the fact that the condenser armature molecules, having been regrouped under the effect of the electric tension (during the charge), retain the
nature of the new regrouping for an indefinitely long.time.
of similar significance to the memory phenomenon in the human psyche is the
magnetic hysteresis of the neuron solenoid windings, as live neuron "self-inductior
coils" in the cortex.

The closed oscillating circuit within the two neuron tracts

(centrifugal and centripetal) of the auditory analyzer which, according to the law
of resonance, was first to intercept the blo-electromagnetic wave coming from outside, passes the wave-created nerve impulse through all the circuit elements including the cortical (cere ral) end of ,.
cuit.

auditory analyzer included in that cir-

Part of the energy expended in the process (Nissl grnr.ules) is

used for re-

grouping the "flagellum" atoms of the nucleic acid of the nerve cell nucleus (in
this terminal area of tha analyzer), and puts the molecule.
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of this "flagelium" in

a state of hysteresis, that is in a residual state of the molecules following the
passage of the oscillation process.

The result is a change or transformation of

one state of the "flagellum" molecules to another, something like a trace of the
previous oscillation process.

And when a new series of similar oscillations of a

similar sound signal ("a silvery ring," for example), this time intercepted through
the auditory receptor, passes through the same cerebral end of the analyzer (in
my brain) again, the neural (energy) impulse of this oscillation series does not
change (the already changed) state of the atom group in the "flagellum" molecules.
The second impulse, following in the wake of the first neural impulse,
merely refreshes and revives these traces, repei.'€.,

the al---ady "familiar" vibra-

tions of the given cell; and this, upon an analysis-synthe-is of the sound signal,
is perceived by the man as a "recollection" of the first

.

This, in effect,

is a memory of something heard in the past.
Actually it was only I.P. Pavlov's theory of the higher nervous activity that
provided the first truly materialistic explanation of the memory phenomenon as a
physiological process in the cortex.

Stimulation foci are produced in the cortex

under the effect of a particular external irritant.

Since the nervous system C n

be influenced simultaneously by numerous irritants, many irritation foci can be
produced in the cortex.

They are not isolated from one another.

On the contrary,

numerous connections (associations) arc constantly developed between them.
Academician I.P. Pavlov called these connections temporary because thcy appear a:.J
disappear and emerge again between different foci of irritation.

It is for this

reason that the humnan brain cannot only impress a particular phenomenoa upon his
memory but

an also recall it

At

will or involuntarily much later.

As they disap-

pear, the stimulation foci leave certain traces, or "imprints," in the brain.

The

very word "impression" is indicative of the process of "imprinting" an experienced
psychic sensation in the brain.
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Memory. a Kind of Hysteresis
We are further justified in interpreting the phenomenon of memory as a revival of the traces (that is as a physical phenomenon of hysteresis) in the
cerebral end of the analyzers because V L. Durev's experiments revealed numerous
proofs of the formation of similar traces in the mind of the animal trainer.

These

traces continued to manifest themselves in the course of V.L. Durov's mental suggestions to the animals.

V.L. Durov himself frequently noted these phenomena in

his experiments and referred to them as "a revival of traces re-maining in his brain
from a previously changed mental assignment."

We shall repeat the appropriate

portion of the quotation from the document signed-by V.L. Durov describing the details of his experiments of 17 November 1922.

Describing how the dog came up to

the door leading into the front hall, stood up on his hind legs as if intending to
close it (instead of going through the door into the front hall), V.L. Durov concludes:

"It is clear in this case that the traces remaining in my mind from Lne

cancelled proposal by Professor Kozhevnikov to close the door to the front hall
produced a certain effect."

Actually, this revival of the memory traces (as a

physical phenomenon of hysteresis in the cerebral end of V.L. Durov's analyzer)
is in itself an important proof of the biological radio communication that took
place in this part of the experiment:

had it not been for that radio communica-

tion, the dog would not have stood up on his hind legs near the door (as if intending to close it).
Such is the nature of the verbal thought transference.
Durov says about it:

This is what V.L.

"Before discussing the suggestion irchanism, we bhaLl try to

determine the process of ordinary thought tran;mission from one oerson to another
throigh verbal symbols (speech signals).

The vetbal transmission of thoughtE is a

process lending to the revival of traces in the cortical centers of the percipient;
the trace left in the brain by external impressions is capable of being revived
both in the experimenter and the percipient.

The revival of the desired trace in

the percipient's brain is an action leading to the required trace which may lead
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to the expected reaction (produce the required reflex--B.K.) through the adhesion
of one trace to the other.

The perception of a certain idea is a process of escab-

lishing associations acid conditioned reflexes.

In the case of people, this per-

ception occurs through the use of the verbal symbol (the second signal syste,
according to Paviov.--B.K.), but, in my opinion, the verbal symbols in animals
o
are replbced by another language, that is an understanding- of the movements of all

the living creatures they happen to encounter" [33].
Consequently, memory is the lengthy existence of traces of a fa-- stimulation
or irritation in a group of neurons which left the communication and feed-back
tracts in a corresponding closed oscillation circuit of the nerves.,
That the memory traces in man can be artificially revived in the form of
images from the remote past by a verbal irritant was vividly illustrated by Dr. L.
Kompaneyets' practice of therapeutic hypnosis (Moscow, 1954).
M, 63, was hypnotized.
old.

The woman patient

It was "suggested" to the old lady that she was nig7hL years

Asked by the physician if she could read and write, the patient said she was

attending the first grade.

When the physician suggested that she open. her eyes and

write on a sheet of paper her name, surname and the word "departure," she wrote in
large childish letters her name,

surname, which in her childhood was "Luba Mal'tseva,"

and the word "departure" which she spelled with the letter '5, according to the
orthography in use at the time of her rhildhood.

(That le-.ter was dropped frcm the

Russian alphabet shortly after the Revolution.--Trans.).

The doctor awakened her

and again suggested that she write her name, surname the word "dep.itute."

The

patient first remarked that "she could not write without her glasses," and when
she put them or she wrote the word "departure" (with an apostrophe, that is without the previously used letter'b), as well as her Christian, patronymic and surname:

"Lubov Alekseyevna M". (last name illegible).

when she was shown her writing under hypnosis.
remarkable fact:

The patient was very surprised

'Northy of attention here is another

in the first case the patient did not require any glasses to write

those words (she had not worn them in her childhood), and in the second case she
could not do without the glasses (see Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17.

A test in-'olving the hypnotic restoration of
events and words of childhoodyears to the
memory of an elderly person.

a. Luba Mal'tseva b. departure (old spelling) c, departure (new spelling)
d. Luhov' Alekseyevna Mal'tseva (last name illegible)
This brings up a question which we will address to the medical specialists:
if the sharp eyesight characteristic of youth could be restored temporarily to a
middle-aged person, would it not be possible to develop a method (involving hypnotism) for at least a partial restoration of the deteriorated eyesight?
suggested beforehand that this i

It may be

probably possible only when the visual organ of

the middle-aged person has not suffered any irreversible change in the normal
physiological condition
Another assumptioi
tion by

the major ':omponent of this organ,
It is possible that the lost acuity of sensory percep-

Lher organically undamaged receptors (auditory, olfactory, taste and touch)

could also be restored (fully or partially), by the use of a similar method of
treatment (involving hypnosis).
Such a developmcnt of hypnotic thcr-py methods, it sc=s to us, would facilitate an unprecedented progress of medicine in an entirely new field.

i1

Neurons and c Telegraph Cable
Let us return to the subject of our discussion, after this short digression.
We have already pointed out that the Thompson oscillation circuit consists of two
Originating at the par

hdlve4 two neuron tracts: centripetal and centrifugal.

ticular point of the nervous system periphery (for example in the sensitive cutaneous tactile corpuscle at the end of the finger, in the elft-

hUh, in the

capillary cell of the ear, in the epithelial cell'of the retina, in the taste bfds
of the mucuous membrane of the tongue, etc.), these two neuron tracts fL..;tion as
follows:

the first of them conducts the intercepted irritation (stimulation) to a

point in the cortex which is cerebral end of the analyzers; the second leads the
impulse-"command" from the cortex to the peripheral point.

If the stimulation

originates in the branches of the "axial cylinder" ganglion cell on the periphery,
it follows in a centripetal direction.

If the stimulation (in this case the

impul.c-"comand") originated in the branch endings of the gangiiun cell, it
follows in a centrifugal direction.
That means that nest to the first (centripetal) neurite in the "telegraph
cable" which, according to Lecntovih, carries the stimulation to the center, there
m,,t be another neurite, a centrifugal one, carrying the impulse f:om the center;
this 1makes possible the exact distribution of our muscular efforts among the intended muscles or even bundles of musclez:," to which the impulse-"command" is
directed from our consciousness (the center).
There is another important aspect of this problem.

A great nuI/*er 0i variour,

coDbinations of associated connections between the anatomically separated cerebral
ends of the anail ,ers

is

possible in the human cortex during the thinking process,

We have no way of knowing between which of the 14 billion brain cells temporary
as!ociation occurs.

But any object or person seen once, or a word heard once

leaves a traue in thesc associative connections.

btored in the memory of every

one of us are numerous occurrences of our liveS, and if we only "strain" our will,
(that is create a corresponding volutional impulse), the correspoidinc fact, object,
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person, picture, action, word, etc., will "reappear" in our memory, occasionally
even involuntarily.
Attempts are being made to solve that problem.

P.I. Gulyayev, doctor'of

biological sciences, who had worked with Academician A.A. Vkhtomskiy, cites [27]
two hypothesEs vorked out by the foreign authors Hubb and Milner.

According to'

Hubb, a stimulation in the cortex produces a pecthiar concentration of active nerve
cells, the degree of their activity constantly changing.
divided into active and idle areas.

The cortex is thus

The active brain appears lo pulsate.

situation, however, is different, according to Hilner's theory.

The

The stimulation

process enhances the activity of only the nerve cells found in the center of the
concentrations.

The neurons located around the edges are at the same time sub-

jected to an inhibition process.

Thei:c "activity over," the active areas become

more inert, and the state of stimulation is transferred to the neighboring passive
Unlike the first cast, the stimulation appears to be "running along the

areas.
cortex."

To evaluate the provability of these two hypotheses. Dr. .Gulyayev cites the
result of checking them with cybernetic machines.

In one case such a machine wa6

built according to the Hubb hypothesis, and in the other according to Milner.
first the electronic scheme was based on Hubb's hypothesis.
to support his assumptions.

At

But a checKup. f2iled

The next scheme was designed accordinz to Milner.

This actually revealed the concentration ot active and passive neuronz, and thn
stimulating wave appeared to be moving along the cortex."
i curious natural scientist would inevitably want to know whether the human
ccntral nervous system contains a physiologicaL apparatus, a "regulator," that
deals with the changes in the thermal, molecular movements and nuclear electromagnetic vibrations of t:.e cerebral stexve particle. in the prcess of thinking; and
if there is one, where is it located and how does it function?
To answer this question would amount to solving tihe -ystery of how m tter
brain -- thinks.

--

"There was a time," A.V. Leontovich writes, "when they used to

localize the higher psychic functions in the frontal lobes of the brain.

That

fitted in with the then existing theory that these lobes are much more developed
in man and monkeys than ic othr animals.

Hore accurate observations revealed,

however, that considerable damage to the frontal lobes in man frequently failed to
produce any changes in his phyche.
made

The following attempt in this direction was

by Flexig, a famous German psychiatrist.

He found in the posterior portions

of the frontal lobes as. well as in the temporal lobes so-called "associative centers" which, when damaged, allegedly produced a sharp change in the ndture of the
patient as well as certain other psychic changes.
"But Flexig's work has so far not been fully substantiated, and 1.P. Pavlov
rejected it altogether on the basis of his own conditioned reflex methods...It
appears that these functions are localized in individual brain areas and gyri
(convolutions) but are more or less diffused in the cerebral cortex which greatly
complicates their study."
Going back to Fig. 5 which shows the diagram of the sensitive and motor tracts
(according to Ramon-y-Cajal), we see that these tracts cross each other in the
medulla cblongata.

This itaturally brings up the question:

is it the twduII6

oblongata, which closely adjoins the cerebellum and even adheres to it in one
plaLe, the location of the endings of the associated cerebellum nerve tracts representing the mentioned "regulator," thtt is, the device which, in the technical
sense of the word, deals with the changing thermal movements of the cerebrel nerve
particles in the process of thinking?

We are familiar with the ro'- of the medulla

oblongata in the regulation of the myogenic tonus from the textbook of physiology
(16].

But we -!so know that the major function of the cerebellum, which is an

organ of equilibrium, is the coordination of movements, that is the control of the
muscular tissue impulses.
The assumoption of guch A possihility is jisttffed by the following considerations based on some experiments with a live huran brain.

The chiasta of the nerve

tracts in the medulla oblorgata, which looks like a narrow isthmus, !s the place
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where all or almost all nerve tracts meet or come fairly close to one another.
What is conspicuous here is the very economical structure of the nerves themselves.
It may be assumed that the unknown "regulation" device, A.V. Leontovich's opinion
to the contrary notwithstanding, is not "diffus.ed' over a large area of the cerebral
cortex but concentrated within a relatively limited space in the cerebellum and
medulla oblongata.

This would make the cerebellum the cetter of that "regulating"

pdevice, and its nerve ending penetrating deep into the substance of the medulla
oblongata gould be the peripheral apparatuses of the center's inductive functions.
An origznal characteristic of the medulla oblongata is the so-called "reticular
•substance" (formatio reticularis) consisting of numerous closely interwoven fibers
extending in three intcrsecting directions and forming a dense bc
taining associative type ganglion nerve cells.

As is known, the me

.

:h niches con.la oblongata

forms a number of independent centers (centers of cardiac and respiratory activity,
a vasomotorial center and a center regulating che metabolic processes).

According

to Leontovich, this multiplicity of centers is explained by the development of a
"reticular substance" which binds the various nerves and cells of the medulla oblongata into something resembling an organ.

Might we not assume, however, that in

addition to the mechanical role of such a bond, that is the cohesion of the various
nerves and cells among each other,

the "organoid reticular substance" represents the

particulAr zone of the medulla oblongata where the converging nerve conductors arc
subjected to the inductive effect of the cerebellum end apparatuac!
this angle,

Viewed from

the "reticular substance" is a receptacle of the peripheral nerve

apparatuses of the cerebellum, that is an organ controlling

by the will of man or

involun=rily) the changing thermal movements of the nerve substances in the brain
in the process of thinking.
The research work t-1Denny--Brown and W. Russett [29] on the consequences of
traumatic shock caused by experimentally, produced brain concussion was published in
1941.

The authors came to the conclusion that a mechanical blow on the head with a

certain force resulting in brain concussion paralyzes all the bulbar-reflex
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mechanisms (the word "bulbar,"

from the Latin bulbus, is occasionally used to

designate the medulla oblongata as independent of the brain).

In addition to an

obvious ULPckoi&t of the mind, which also means a repression of the thinking prr-_
esses, it also reveals the following symprnms:
motor effects on the body and the limbs.
proportional to the force of the shock.
dominant in a light shock.

irregular restoration and certain

The duration of the paralysis is directly
The occurrence of Lbe vagus nerve is pre-

The full restoration of consciousness occurs tv'o-four

minutes later (after the blow).

A heavy shock is

followed by a sharp and irrr-

versible drop in blood pressure, 20-400 seconds after the blow, a sharp constriction of the peripheral blood vessels and an accelerated pulse -- and the result i
fatal.
These experiments proved that the causes of all these disorders are the shockproduced powerful irritation of the special (depressive) nerves where they enter
the medulla oblongeta, and the stimulation of the special (vagoglosso-pharyngeal)
system in the medulis oblongata.

In other words, what we see here is not neces-

sarily a '"echanical" damage to the cissue of particular nerves but a special
effect produced by certain nerves which is rather comparable to a trauma of a
psychic ore-r.

Consequently, this effect is after all a function of certain nerves

actiig as a "regulator" of some kind.
product of a mechanical irritation (fr-.
a purely inductive way.

It is quite possible to assume that, as a
a blow),

this effect manifests itself in

Our point of view justifies .the assumption that rho special

effect of the extreme phase of the mechanical irritation of the depessive nerves
(in case of shock) revealed the effect of their inductive influence on the associstie
body.

type ganglinn nerve cells found in the niches of the "reticular substance"
Such an inductive effect changed the nature of the thermal movements of the

nerve particles in the medulla oblongata and the cerebellum as well as the large
hemispheres 4ncluding the cortex.

The normal constrol over the thermal mnvement;

of the nerve particles In the brain (in

the process of thinking) prior to the

sheok, are replaced during the shock by a sharp and considerably indr:ctive effect
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of the depressive nerves (and the vago-glocso-pharyngeal apparatus) and thZ .esult
is a change in all the parameters of this Lhat.ai LO-e._aEt:

speed, the distance

covered by each particle and the impulsc f-,rce of its movement.

But if the men-

tioned change of the parameters of thermal movemznt occurs under the influence of;
some external effect (in this case, the irritation of the depressive nerves and

j

the stimulation of the vago-glosso-pharyngeal system), it very possibly is the resuit of the inductive influence of the peripheral ends of the associative nerves of
the cerebellum contained in the niches of the "organoid reticular substance" of the
medulla oblongata, or the effect of the impulses of the "regulating" device of the
cerebellum and medulla oblongata in the normal act of thinhing.
Reflex Arches
Deduction.

All the cortical cells involved in the process of th4nking,

being inductively combined uith I.he associative nerve fibers into a single funLtional whole, are subordinated t) some single group of cells (of central significance, in this case) of the cerebellum and medulla oblongata.

Zhus, according t)

our hypothesis, the force of th,: volitional impulse may have something zo do with
the "supreme" control over the psychic functions of thinking brain matter.
The human process of thinking affects the intramolecular movements and vibr.tions of the generating brain ?articles by man's voliLion (or inoluntarily) whiJ'
controls these movements, for example, by the ind-ictive "regulating" apparatus of
the cerebellum and the "organ,,id reticular substance" of the meaulla ohlona.,
This changes the movement and regroups the particles.
in the course of this intramolecular regrouping:
images,

complex pictures and experience*,

companying this thinking process.
ganically interconnecte"

The thinking procecs o0, rs

we perceive new thoughts, ideas,

at the same Lime u;;tiig

radiatio- ac-

The generating and thinking processes ar. or-

and the Le:avmission of a "thought wave," or telepathema

is characterized by the same changes in the oscillations that are occurring in the
generating particles of t.he brain.
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However, participating in the transmission of mental information, and, I
should say, all psychic acts over a distance are not only the generating bzain
particles but also the "reflex arches"'connecting the peripheral nerve elements of
a particular receptor organ with the cerebral end of the anilyzer and thereby forming a live Thompson.oscillation vibrator-circuit . If these vibrators are capable
of emitting the familiar bio-electromagnetic waves, then the generating brain
particles should be~uscribed the role of cellular molecular generators emitting
bio-radiation waves of a still undisclosed quantum nature.
Whenever the nerve vibrators in the h~zn organism function at the subconscious level of the brain, the emission of bio-electromagnetic waves that occurs
at the time may be conditionally referred to as a lower class of radiation.

These

include the emissions of our nerve elements comprising the complex "reflex arch"
of our sense organ, as well as the necrobiotic waves (see section "But I am not
aione!).

By the term "lower class," we should like to separate the ccncept of

the other type of waves'radiated by the nerve vibrators as they function at the
subconscious brain level.
classes:

The latter radiation should in turn be divided into two

medium and high.

The medium class may include bio-electromagnetic waves

accompanying the functions of the sense organs, recorded in our consciousness, without the participation of the thinking process.

In the higher class we may condi-

tionally include the same functions oZ .he sense organs, accompanied by the process
of thinking, as well as the act of thinking itself without the function of the
sense organs.

The highe

class of the bio-radiation communication among people

also include..........-

--..--

Lhe third signal

system.

Memory Stor& :
In conclusion, we shall cite some comparisons betwoen the thinking brain
1mechanisms" and electronic computers and cybernetic machines.

Assuming that

various combinations of associative communication of a psychic nature, so to speak,
could be established among the 14 billion cerebral nerve cells, the resulting
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number of such combinations would be expressed by the astronomical figure of
10

Is it not possible that this large number of possible connections between

the cerebral neuron cells explains our capacity for memorizing and recalling inntuerable facts of the past?

Do the different combinations of these connectin-c

between the cells, or each cell within such combinations, play the part of a
"memory storage"?
*

"

But even the most perfect electronic computer or cybernetic machine cannot

-

be compared to the brain which is more complex and mULU perfect.

The electronic

computing mtnhine which precipitated a true revolution in science has a memory device which is also referred to as 'emory."
magnetic memorizing device.

The machine has an operational and

But we must noL assume that there Is anything in.

common between these devices and human memory.

The machine can "emorize"

a given

mathematical and other program, words, grammatical rules for translation from one
S rnSaxe into another, etc., but this "memorization" is a purely mechanical process.
Automation and machinery have been adapted even to the logical process.

Everyone

knows that a photograph is an object recorded through the use of a camera, or that
the phonograph record and sound recording tape "memorizes" the sounds recordcd or,
it.

A computing machine using a similar "Mtmory" in the performance of logical op-

erations, does it automatically and, of course, cannot "consciously" analyze or
synthesize the recording.

It merely performs every part of a man-assigned program

but cannot replace memory, much less human consciousness.
This is admitted also by the American scientist N. Wiener, one of the
founders of cybernetics.

In his lecture on "Cerebral Waves and Self-o-rgn

nS

Systems" (read on June 1960 in the State Polytechnical Museum of Moscow), he referred to the brain as a kind of self-controlling computing machine, but emphasized
that the further wc

stuey

the human brain as a .self-organizing system, the more

clearly will we see the superiority of this system to any computing-analytical
machine.
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The American scientists calculated that the electronic cornnnication facilities of a computing =achine (electron-beam tubes, tubes, wire,'contacts -nd ether
parts of a theoretically perfect machine), capable of producing the same number of
communication and information combinations as the human brain, would occupy a space
equal to the territory of the state of New York, and the electric power required to
operate such a cc=uter ould be equal to that of the entire system of hydroelcctrIc
powerq of Niagara Falls.

The above-cited comparisons provide only an inkling of the '.ge gap existing
between the nature-created human brain: as an "apparatus" for biological radio communication, and th-. van-created electronic devices of technical radio communication,
computing and ;_ylernetic machines.

But this gap also shows how enormous are the

possibilities nov arising before the curious human mind, and that is the achievement
of increasitigly more perfect methods of radio communication, including its highest
form, biological radio communication.
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CHAPTER VI
K.E. TSIOLKOVSKIY ON TELEPATHY
Attending the All-Russian Congrcss of the Naturalist Association (ASSNAT)
where I reported on my hypothesis "Thought-an electromagnetic wave,"
g.E. Tsiolkovskiy who had arrived from Kaluga.
Congress:

He submitted two reports to the

On an old metal dirigible and a cosmic rocket.

the intermisstons.

I first met

I talked to him during

Tsiolkovskiy displayed a lively interest in the hypothesis of

the electromagnetic nature of the transmission of mental informatica over a distance.
After Tsiolkovskty's return to Kaluga, we started a lively correspondence on
a variety of scientific and technical problems.
following comnent on my hypothesis:
telepathic phenomena.

K.E. Tsiolkovskiy sent me the

"There can be no doubt aboit the existence of

First, voluminous factual material is available on the sub-

ject, and, second, practically every family man might be able to report on personal
telepathic experiences.

An attempt to eiplain them from a scientific point ot view

is worthy of consideration.

Such an attempt is being made by B.B. Kazhinskiy.

compares the human nervous system with ridio telegraphy.

He

He also indentifies the

corresponding organs in the body of an animal.
There appears to be one contradiction in this theory.
along the nerves at a speed of 30 meters per second.

Stimulation travels

And as the nerve apparatus is

after all made up of similar elements, or rather of the same materizi,
of thought should be unlimP.

".

the speed

that is we would be thinking miitiors of times

faster than is actually the case.

But the point is that the chemical activity in

the nerves which spreads very slowly and comprises ordinary thought, is accompanied
by a stimulation of electromagnetic waves propagate at the speed of light.

The

latter produce an effect on similarly tuned nervous systems of people close to
us, and produce certain telepathic phenomena.
Let me cite an analogy.

Imagine two observers stauiing At theopposite ends

of a long cast-JYt pipe filled with water.
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One of them hits the pipe with a

I

hammer; a little t:hile later the other will hear three different strokes, the
sound will first reach him through the pipe, then through the water and finally
through the air.

if the sound in the air traveLied 40 seconds,

the water travelled only 10 seconds and in the caW-U'O,

the sound wave in

four seconds.

3ut the

hammer blow also produced heat, light and electricity which could also be manifested in electromagnetic waves travelling hundreds of'times faster than the sound
waves.

Do we not see something similar occurring in the nervous system combinations?

B.B. Kazhinskiy, it seems, finds support for his idea in experimr-lq with animals."
Ten years later (in May 1933) I had occasion to visit Tsiolkovskiy in Kalugs.
We spent many hours in heart-to-heart talks.
I remember being fascinated by what Tsiolkovskiy said after he had heard my
story of the theory of biological communication.

He said:

"It is in the coming

century of aeronautics that human telepathic capacities will be urgently needed,
and will serve the general progress of mankind.
in spirit, people holding the same views.

You and I may be called brothers

While my cosmic rocket can and should

lead to the solution of the great mysteries of the macrocosm, your theory may result in the solution of the sacred mysteries of the live microcosm, to the solution
of the great riddle surrounding the thinking brain matter.
Aicrocosm are parts of a single nature of the universe.

But the macrocosm and

The solution of the riddle

of the microcosm promises truly great achievements for mankind, probably nit less
than the cosmic rocket."
In another conversation I remarked: there is feeling amo:nC scientibts that
the transmission of mental information over a distance is a supernatural capacity
of certain people which has nothing in common with the natural patterns established
by science.

What do you think of this opinion?

Tsiolkovrkiy retorted ricetiously
"It is either one of the other, you knew:

if these scientists believe that

such a capacity actually exists in people, they actually have no right to call it
supernatural.

In this case, their nrror should be called to thele attention.
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Everything that exists in nature is precisely what we call natural, that is natural*
for the nature as we understand it.

That is point No. 1. The second point is that

if these scientists, contradicting their own logic, are inclined . believe a certain natural phenomenon to be supernatural, it means that they ax: simply incompetent i
and their opinion should be d5sregarded as unscientific."
I

What then can be done?, I asked.
"You must bear in mind :hat every thing that is new, advanced and progressive
is almost always resisted by the followers of the old concepts.
personal experience:

I am speaking from

the bolder the idea revealing surprising future prospects,

the more desperate the resistance offered by the obscuraittists acting under cover
of science.

Do not hesitate to accept any fight, keep working and experimenting.

You are on the right track.

Blaze a new trail for your idea leading to the

victory of the people, science and life."

Professor Ivantsov's Doubts
Let us look into the objections made by the opponents of the hypothtsis of a
biological radio communication.

Let us go back to the time of the heated debates

and discussions on this problem. March 1924.

Professor N.A. Ivantsov read a re-

port on the "Electromagnetic theory of thought transference"
Auditorium of the Moscow Lomonosov University.
of the theses advanced in my book [36].

I

in the Zoologic, l

The speaker gave a critical review

Here 1.1what he said.

1. Kazhinskiy looks upon the nervous system as a closed Thompson usciiiz
tion circuit.

But the nerve branches terminate on one side in the brain centcr",

and on the other on the periphery in the muscles, skin and sense organs.

Tfus the

nerve tract is neither ring-shaped nor closed.
2.

The mental electromagnetic waves must go through the cranium cover of

those who emit them anJ those who perceive them.

It is quite possible to assume

that in view of itb high electric resistance, the crannum is a kind of insulator
against electromagnetic waves.
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3,

Using his own scheme of the nerve tract aSd l analogy of such a vibrator

as the Thompton osciiiatiLr. circuit, thc ether =21es -o mention of the possible
emissions from the ganglion brain cells, according to Lazarev and Bekhterev.
4. Even if we assume the formation of electromagnetic oscillations in
the brain, we must anticipate that they would produce similar oscillations in the
other nerve tracts of the brain. i-dueti.vely. and result in a confusion in the
head, which does not, in effect, exist.
5. There are no grounds at all for this hypothesis.

Even if we look upon

the neuron dendrites as condensers and the neuron windings as those of a solenoid,
as the author does, or the ganglion brain cells as generators of electromagnetic
waves, as is done by this and others, it would still be impossible to explain the
transfer of thought as images because it is possible to explain the transmission
of these waves only as signals.

There is no ground for the assumption that each

individual cell emits its own particular type of wave. There are no nerve apparatuses in the brain capable of emitting a complex wave.
6. Inasmuch as the nerve elements referred to by the author are the same
in all people, the telepathic phenomena would be perceived by all of them in the
same way.

But the percipients of telepathic transmission ore rare individuals,

that is they are an exception to the general rule.

Why do not the vast majority

of people receive anything from one another even frot a very short distance?
7. The Krause bulbs only serve the olfactory senie and cannot be used for
thought transference.

It would look absurd if the sole of the font were able to

perceive the image of an electric bulb, for example.
8. The author considers the hair as antennas.

In this case, bald headed

people cannot transmit or receive thoughts from a distance.
9. V.M. Bekhterev's e.periments with V.L. Durov's dogs are not convincing.
When I met Bekhterev at Durov's in 1922 I heard him say that one successful test
in this area would allegedly be of decisive importance.

We know that experimentere

working in other fields of science have an entirely different oninion.
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10.

We know that telepathic transmissions involve the perception of images

of trees and other objects, in addition to human images.
electromagnetic waves.
11.

But a tree cannot radiate

How can this contiadicrfon be reconciled?

It is not clear how that dog, seeing only the experimenter's eyes,

could find the book he was mentally ordered to.
12.

Thc successful experiments with Durov's trained aniiPals in his labora-

tory and circus work can be explained o-ly by th

uniqu e capacity of thc anlmcla

to interceptsignals that are invisible and inaudible to people, signals of which
even the experimenter himself is unconscious and which guide .:' dogs in their
rehearsed movements and actions.
13.

The electromagnetic hypothesis of thought transference to animals does

not meet the scientific requirements.

H

Rebuttal

I was given the floor after'that report.

Following a brief outline of my

replies to my opponent's arguments listed above.
1.

By refuting certain individual thcscc of my book, the speaker deliberately

mado no reference to other thesis with which he is either in agreement (and therefore fails to mention them), or he disagrees with them but is unable to refute
them.

Thus by criticizing my interpretation of the nerve tract (consisting of

several neurons with solenoid windings and condenser armatures) as a closed
Thompson oscillation circuit, the speaker failed to mention tha.L.

hypothesi

also assumes the existence of an open nerve tract designed like the open vibr~.tor
which is well-known in radio engineering.
2.

Comparing the cranium to an "insulator" against electromagnetic oscilla-

tions, the speaker either forgot or does not know that only a box or a closed
shell with current-condu-ting walls can serve as such an "insulator" or device;
this is the principle of the Faraday Cage which is well-knoun in physi:s.

Inas-

much as the speaker himself claims that the cranium does not conduct electricity,
it cannot produce the effect of a Faraday cage, that is it it;not a screen that can
block the electromagnetic waves.
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The work of Academicians Lazarev and Bekhterev, mentioned by the speaker,

3.

was designed to prove the presence in the human nervous system of -elements that play
the part of vibrators and generators of electromagnetic waves, and in this respect
deserves full recognition.

For the purpose of my book, however, I found it more

important to develop only the assumptions that have long since been dealt with in

my analogies.

This should be particularly ce ....

by

the assumpt...

both Academicians did not contain any concrete schemes. *Here I must stipulate that
in his explanation of the electromegnetic field as resulting from.L.j2 motor or
sensory act originating in the human mind, Academician Lazarev attributes that
phenomenon only to such causes as the periodic pulsation of two parallel procedures:

the chemical process of decompcsing the celi substance in the center of

the brain and the electromotive force developing in the brain cells.

Here Lazarev

also assigns an important role to the ionization process of the cell substance.
But we must take this explanation as

ndirect and approximate, because, on

the one hand, the function of the ganglion cell as a generator of an electromagnetic
wave is not quite clear, and, on the other, the explanation offers no concrete
description of the formation of electromagnetic oscillations" in the cell.

Nor is

it clear why the axial cylinders and dendrites extending from the cell are left
ou. of the overall function of the cell as a wave generator.

Unlike Lazarev,

Academician Bekhterev believes that -leccromagnetic osciilations origivate Tiot
only in the cortex but also In the nerves which acL ds cunductors, thaL is he goes
further than Academician Lazarev.

But Bekhterev, unfortunately, 4lso fails to

provide an exhaustive 'nd concrete scheme of action of this syntem of vibrators
and generators.

That is why I consider the discussion of these circumstances in

my book premature and unnecessary.
4.

It is not clear why the speaker insists that the cerebral electromag-

netic waves do not affect the brain emitting them.

This iq like claiming that the

waves emitted from a radio station do not affect the performance of the apparatuses
in that station.

It would be more co:rect to assume that the :ive of one cell in
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the brain is damped (attenuated) by a more intensive performance of another nerve
cell in the same brain, and this cannot produce any "confusion" in the brain.
5.

The connection between the subjective psychic process in the brain with

the electric phenomena in the nervous system of the same organism has been proved,
and it is manifested not in connection with individual o!ements of the nervous
system but as a complex involving all the elements of the nervous system.

This is

precisely why the speaker's opinion can be countered by the fact that the waves
emitted by the human nervous system in the process of thinking must correspond to
the total molecular processes which are intri:ately connected with the psychic
function of the brain.

What is ra'iped from the organism is not an individual

wave characteristic of each indivirXdal cell, but a complex wave, and the result
is not a "confusion" of scattered individual signals but a combination comprising
an image, picture or other presentation corresponding to the work of the radiating
brain at a given moment.
6.

The speaker was wrong when he refuted the -fact 'of thought tronsference

for the sole reason that such transmissions are not intercepted equally by all
people.

If an electromagnetic wave carrying mental information or sensation,

images, etcV from one person is to be perceived by another person, a number of
favorable conditions is required and these seldom occur simultaneously.

That is

why the actual cases of transmission of mental information seldom become known.
This is one reason why the majority of scientists still view tele.:thic phenoneila
with distrust and prejudice, while some of them consider them to be mysterious ir
supernatural phenomena.

It

is

time to remove the aura of my.%tery trom these phe-

nomena %nd subject them to an objective scientific analysis.
ports ot the kind delivered Luday .1v iuL

Unfoetunately, re-

3.z......---........
S-

7. The speaker is mistaken when he considers my comparisons between the
other 21ements of the u-vous system with the components of radio stations as
final.

The Krause bulbs, for example, represent the same rightful attempt to con-

sider.,a given element from the point of view of the physics of radio communication,
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just like the other attempts listed in my book.
*cnt with a receiving antenna loop is because

The reason I compared that ele-

these nerve elements are located
I never claimed in my book,

primarily on the periphery of the nervous system.

as the speaker is trying to prove, that these elements are allegedly des'gned to
record intercepted tiouglhs.

The point is that in radio engineering, the antenna

merely intercepts the incoming electromagnetic waves which are recorder by a different device.
8.

The scheme portrayed in my book may lend itself to the e--oneous deduc-

tion that the hair on the head representsa kind of antenna.
support for such an "analogy" in the human organism.

Of course, there is no

But the speaker and a few

others here took this occasion to poke mild fun at such an "analogy."
has to do with topographic and not organic analogy,

This case

it is not ruled out that the

epithelial nerve ends, the olfactory organ "fila," can take the part of an antenna
of a closed oscillation circuit of the olfacLOay

i'2 tract.

By the same token,

the nerve cell "fila" in the cochlea could serve as a microantenna of a closed
oscillation circuit of the auditory nerve tract.

There is a certain similarity

between antennas and the tentacle feelers of some insects, particularly bees,
caterpillars and butterflies.
9.

Bekhterev's experiments with Durov's trained dogs should not be considered

unconvincing.

The speaker tries to explain the 6uccr.s4ul transmission of mental

assignments to Durov's dogs merely as the capacity of the Onirw1itz foresight and the somatic movements of the experimenter.

n he g-Aded by

TI", speaker does n.r

know all the details of Durov's remarkable experiments, otherwise he would not
argue the point.
10.

Durov's successful experiments with dogs proved that telepathic trans-

missions result in Lhe perceptLon of imaged and pictures of objects ev'en though
they themselves do not emit electromagnetic w.,,es but are merely part. of the transmitted image.

This circumstance represents a proof rather than a reason for re-

jecting the elPecroinagnettc hypothes!s as the speaker ib tryib
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to do.

11.

What the dog intercepts .in her mind is not the picture of the experi-

menter's eyes but a mentally suggested image, sensation, etc.

Durov developed

the methods for such suggestions which are associated with the animal's emotional
reflexes.

That is why people unfamiliar with these methods are unable to make any

mental suggestions to Durov's dogs.

But Bekhterev.and his colleagues who had

studied Durov's methods and have the gift of suggestion were successful in these
experiments.
But. I Am Not Alone!
Professor N.A. Ivantsov's views were also disputed by professors G.A.
Kozhevnikov and A.V. Leontovich.

A.V. Leontovich referrCd in his statement to the

speaker's criticism of Kazhinskiy claim that the nerves represented a closed circuit.

But such an authority on physiology as the late A.S. Dogel' als

believcd

that the nerves represented a closed system (here, by way of example, professor
A.V. Leontovich demonstrated with chalk on a blackboard the scheme of a Grandri
nerve corpuscle, according to Dogel').

Ya.N. Zhuk's experiments

2

had convinced

professor Leontovich of certain factors indicating the existence of some kind of
thought transference, and he therefore did not consider Kazhinskiy's idea as a
fantasy allegedly not worthy of experimental verification.

On the contrary, he was

convinced that Kazhinskiy's hypothesis warranted an all-sided and painstaking experimental verification.
Professor V.K. Arked'yev "Id

that inasmuch as science rerognites the ex-

istences of different electric potentials in the human nervous syntem, measurvJ in
thousands of a volt and less, there is reason to assume .'leemission of electromagnetic waves by the human nervous system.

If we only knew Lhe period of those

emi:,n.ons, regardless of their. tSi6nificant for7e, we could find the method of
recording and determining their characteristics such as the wave length emitted by
the human brain in the course of thinking, for example.
VIc. All rnA

is needed in order t.

Such exp ririents are pos-

earry chem out according to a definite plan

is a working hypothesis, similar to the one proposed by Kazhinskiy, for example.
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Eventually Arkad'yev published his theoretical calculation (I) of the magnitudes of the electric and electromagnetic fields that may appear in the space
surrounding a thinking subject.

According to his calculations, the force of the

.magnetic field does not exceed 10-15 Gauss, in other words it is tor'
therefore cannot be measured by the available measuring devices.

II and

In Arkad'yev's

opinion, the electronagnetic energy in this case equals 6.54 x l0-24 erg, tiat is
several thousand times less than the energy perceivable by the most sensitive human
organ, the eye (2 x 10- 10 erg.).

His calculations led him to thL .onclusion that

"the magnitudes of the field or force of the current involved in either case are
too insignificant to produce any effect."

Moreover, my hypothesis was supported

by the experiments on people carried out over a period of 16 months (1922-1923).
in the Leningrad section of Mental Suggestion of the Society of Neurology, Reflexology and Biological Physics organized by Academician V.M. Bekhterev in thi
Reflexological Institute for Brain Studies.
was in charge of the experiments.

Professor V.A. Poderni, a physLcist,

We shall cite the conclusions from his January

1924 report to the Second Congress of Neuropsychiatrists in Leningrad.

The ex-

periments confirmed the fact of transmission of mental (visual) images and emotional states as well as motor impulses from one brain to another oVUL

d

distance.

:here were recorded instances when the percipient intercepted impulses from the
subconscious activity of a particular peripheral sense organ, that is the ayes,
car, etc.," formed in the inductor's brain.

The method of studying these phenon-

ena,.referred to as receptor induction, adopted by the Section, made it possibIc
to establish the conditions for a succetisful transmission of impulses from the
inductor ovwr a distance, and the conditions for the reception by the percipient
of these impulses, thereby stimulating in his mind corresponding mental images and
sensations.

Further, it was found possible to artificially postpone the emergence

of mental images and sensations received by zhe pericipient's brain (from the inductor) to a predetermined moment.

It was proved experimentally that the image-

sensation received by the percipient first emerges in his subeoir4cious sphere, end
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is

then formed in his consciousness.

I

wab uLabi-hcj L,aL ;. sd.casful experi-

ment in the transission-reception of mental information over a distance requires
that the subconscious sphere of the percipient is not in a stimulated state during

Speaking at the same Congress,. profeusor L.L. Vasii:yev, a neuroiwogiL,
ported on his experimental research at the Reflexocological Institute to establish
the effect of a magnet on the percipients reception of mental suggestion. from the
inductor [17].

A large horseshoe- haped magner capable of lifting 1.6 kilograms,

was placed abc,,t 5 centimeters from the occipital side of the head so that it did
not touch the hair.

During the experiments the percipient did not know when and

how the magnet was applied.

It was found that thenagnet was effective only when

one of its poles was exactly opposite the right half of the head, and the- other
the left half.

The percipient was able to receive a suggestion when the north

pole of the magnet was facing the left half of the head.
reversed, the suggestion could not be received.

When the poles were

These experiments show the effect

of the magnetic field on the passage of the nerve processes in the human cortex.
In particular, it

was suggested to a hypnotized person that he saw a certain visual

image, picture, figure.

He actually claimed that he "saw" all that.

It should be

emphasized that the visual sensation of the suggested figure occurred in the brain
of the hypnotized person, or in the optic lobes of his cortex, to be exact.
this case the transmission cf a given optic sensation to the bra*

In

Zrom the light-

sensitive layer of the eye retina, as the hypnotized man's optic receptor, was"out
of the question.

But when the magnet held up co the occipital part of the hypnotized

subject's head was slightly shifted to the side, the figure perceived by his brain
was also shifted and distorted (according to the hypnotized subject).
No explanation for these "strange" phenomena could be found at that time.
IL wus only recently (in 1959) that a group of Soviet scientists workinh in the
laboratory of the Institute of Chemical Physics of Lhe USSR Academy of Sciences
under doctor of chemical sciences L.A. Blumenfel'd, made it
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possible to fine that

explanation.

It was formerly believed that magnetism is possibic only in crystal-

line material containing metal, such as iron, nickel and cobalt, with free onpaired electrons (these metal properties are known as ferromagnetic4).

According

to this view, it was believed that the live tissue of an organibm did noL poCssess
any magnetic properties.

But that view is now obsolete.

The mentioned Soviet

researches established that free, that.is unpaired, electrons also appear in an
albumin molecule during a chemical reaction.

They are found also in the so-called

desoxyribonucleic acid (which we shall hereafter call nucleic acid, L. DNA, for
simplicity) representing a chemical substance from which the nucleus of a live cell
is formed.
When an examination was made of not only pure nucleic acid but also the portions of the nerve tissue containing large quantities of that acid (parts of the
cortex, the cerebellum, etc.), they were also found to be magnetic.

It should be

noted that nucleic acid also plays a major part in the chomosome transmission of
hereditary characterisLicS

£I.uii

pareat Lo progeny.

Following the Soviet scientist L.A. Blumenfel'd, what looked like ferromagneLic pruperties of nucleic acid was expirimentally confirmed (in 1960) also by
the French scientists Sadron, Duzu and Polonskiy.

They establishej Lhat in addition

to magnetic properties, nucleic ae11 nin popnecen PoePCrip nrnnprrip

This

led to the important conclusion that r,,e1pic acid possesse0iso electromagnetic
There is an assumption Lhat this substance, fOuid i1A bLOk thle

properties.

chromosome and the nucleus of a nerve cell, looks like a relativel; elongated and
twisted fiber "flagelleum" and behaves exactly like the tape of a magnetic sound
recorder.

Undo- the effect of electromagnetic oscillations produced by the im-

pulse of the brain's psychic function, the atomic groups comprising that fiber
arrange themselves durinlg the reception of a particular type of information in
such a way as to produce an effect similar to the magnetic effect on a sound recorder tape.
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Moreover, the appearance in eve

the 11ill feature of the future progeny,

its memory elements as well as behavior patterns seem to be recorded on the nucleic
acid fiber of the progenitor's chromosomes in the form of particulaL electromagnetic variations.
conclusion:

A further development of this thesis brings us to a substantiated

the diversified information trcnsmittcd to the brain of an adult indi-

vidual by his sense organs is stored in the nucleic acid molecules of the nerve
cell nucleus in the cortex, as in memerycells.

After being "procesed" by an

analysis and synthesis of the organs of consciousness, this information remains in
the "flagella," brain memory cells, or unique "storage places," until a volutional
impulse-order from the brain returns the information to the sphere of consciousness
whenever it becomes necessary.
From this we may draw one more important conclusion for the theory of biological radio conmunication; at the t1ine the information received -n the conscious
sphere is "processed" by analysis and synthesis in the nerve cell nucleus of the
hunian brain, the radiation emanating from that cell carries waves representing the
physical agent accompanying the formation of that psychic information in the brain.
Tnese waves are the stimulating agents which, when reaching the nerve cell nucleus
in the brain of another person (who may even happen to be far away), produce an
effect on that nucleus according to the laws of induction and resonance.

The re-

sult is an irritation of the corresponding nucleus in the other brain activatln
its psychic activity which is entiLely similar to the work of tke ftrst brAin,
The discovery of magnetic and electromagnetic properties of nucleic acid .,.
the cells of our nervous system (and in the chromosomes) shv--d be considered a.
the opening of a new field which may lead to other importart discoveries amounting
to a revolution in science and the life of mankind which will rank in importance
with the researches into the structure of the atomic nucleus and the cosmic rockets
that have already revolutionized science and life.

Reporting on these prospects,

the president of the Paris Academy of Sciences, F. Perren, said (on 9 May 1960); "I
believe that the scientific discoverv T have just -iooyou about will blaze a trail
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I

to the understandinS of

h

basic laws and mechanisms controlling living

matter."
The newspaper Humanite (elay I90)

rEferred Lo Lhis discovery as portending a

basic change in science and the life of mbnkind, a change no less imporLant than
the nuclear researches and cosmic rockets which have revolutionized science and
hfe.
These significant conclusions of contenporary science are directly related
to the biological radio communication in the animal kingdom, incl-.ing the phenomena of thought transference over a distance among people.

The words that were

uttered on 9 May 1960 in the Paris Academy of Sciences by F. Perren have something
in common with those said by K.E. Tsiolkovckiy on 20 May 1933 in Kaluga to the
effect that the theory of biological radio communication 'may lead to the solution
of the sacred mysteries of the living microcosm, to the solution of the great
riddle of the thinking brain matter."
Worthy of attention also are some of the considerations voiced by the Soviet
scientists D.M. Spitkovskiy, P.I. Tseytlin and V.S. Tongur (1960) who are engaged
in the study of the morphological chausc zf the mucleic acid fiber.

Thus their

investigations "indicate the approach to the understanding of L,.e unique configL:ational consequences of nucleic acid when it is exposed to relatively low doses of
penetrating radiation" (D.M. Spitkovskiy, P.I. Tseytlin, V.S. Tongur, On, Two Configuration States of Nucleic Acid and Certain Related Phenomena; Biophysics, Vol.
5, First Edition, 1960, pp. 3-15).

Developing the above-mentiuocd theme on the

role of the fiber "flagellum" of nucleic acid in the psychic function of the br,,in
cell, we come to another and just as important conclusion.

The radiation emanat-

ing from the cell of one brain, having reachcd the zone'of Lhe other brairt, proceeds to irradiate that brain, that is it affects it as a penetrating radiation
which produces the "unique configurational coisequences ot the nucleic acid." This
"after effect" produces exactly the same disposition of the atomic groups of the
nucleic acid'fiber in the cells of the other brain.
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The result n' this incoming

penCtratilng r3d"t-t

is what peoplc usually call', thctr

of
....
mssion
•.

infor-

mation over a distance.
To this we must add that not only a particular nucleic acid "flagellum" of
the nerve cell in the brain parcicipaces in buch a cransmission (and reception) of

"mental" radiation, '.uL also something else.

We know from I.P. Pavlov's brilliant

theory of Lne higher nervous activity that each sense organ (sensation receptor)
is anatomically connected with the nerve tract and the corresponding "analyzer,"
the central apparatus of the cortex.

It is through the analyzer that wo get the

information both from within our organism and from without; chat information is
processed in our brain by analysis andsynthesis and emerges in the form of a particular thought.
The formation of electromagnetic oscillations in the cell substance (in the
ganglion cells of th, cortex), according to Academician P.P. Lazarev [43], it due
to the chemical reaction of that substance to the stimulation of the nerve cell.
This is how he approaches the determination of the wave length radiated by the
nerve cell in the brain in the course of thinking:

"Every sensation and every

movement must produce long waves (up to 30,000 kilometers) in the surrounding
medium.

Just what physiological role these waves can play, it is difficult to

say, but it is possible that they will help us explain the suggestion phenomenon
and other more complicated phenomena in the psychic region.. .as the periodic electromotive force arising at a certain point in space must inevitnU.y produce II Lhe
air medium an alternating electromagnetic field propagating at the speed of. light;
we must expect that every motor or sensory act of ours orfg natlne in the brain
will emerge to the surrounding medium in the form of an electro-abnetic wave."
-eferring to V.L. Durov's experiments with the screening chamber built by
me, Academician P.P. Lazarev

said in 1923 that these experiments should be conoH,

tinued.

He was still more specifichthis subject in 1939.

Academician P.P. Lazarev working together with Academi-inn V.F. Mitkevich
and hypnotist S.I. Kanaris, conducted three series of interesting experiments.,
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which proved the electromagnetic nature of mental suggestions to people under
hypnosis.

In a number of the experiments of the first series S.I. Kanaris con-

ducted his hypnotic SWIcX-fin the usual manner whereby the hypnotized person,
falling into a trance, proceeded to carry out the mental suggestions.

In another

series of tests, -,hen S.I. Kanaris placed a grounded metal semicircular object on
his head, none of those present could be hypnotized.

But as soon as the hypnotist

removed the metal object from his.head, the experiment was again successful.

In a

third series of tests, when a natural electromagnet was held up to the back of the
hypnotist's head,

. was unable to produce a hypnotic effect.

net was removed, the seance proceeded norm3lly again.

As soon as the mas-

Uis served to confirm the

results of professor L.L. V=il'yev's (1924) showing the effect of a magnetic field
on the passage of psychic processes in the human cortex.
It may be pointed out in passing that this scicntist malitains the original
view on the nature of telepathic phenomena.

Believing these phenomena to be rare

occurrences, he justly classifies among the most difficult and complex problems of
psychoneurology.

The capacity of the brain to intercept information from another

brain over a distance (or as it is also called "a natural parapsychic gift") has,
according to Vasil'yev, not been progressing but degenerating for thousands of
ye,.s.

This opinion is based on the fact that, first, such biological radio com-

:unication is more frequently manifested among animals than among people; second, thic
capacity imong people is manifested 2S a Ludimentary characteristic preseved frow
the zoological ancestors,

and if it is occasionally revived it is mostly among nervous

or psychologically infeLior people in the form of a unique atavism.

It is pointed

out that while the biological justification of such radio communication in the
animal kingdom may be connected with matters of vital importance (among butterflies,
for example,

it

contributes to

he preservat;.i of the specie),

it

is no longer im-

portant among people from a biological point of view.
We believe that such an evaluation of biological radio communication does
not in any way de.-mopke frn- the problem itself nor minimize the inporrance of
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sLudying it.

It

mcrely indicatcs the dife ri,.

pproich Lo Lilt

problem which

should be welcomed.
We will add something new to it.

In 1960, a Czechoslovakian scientist,

M. Ryzl [86],succeeded in obtaining experimental proof of the fact that it is
possible to educate, train and develop the "telepathic" capacity of the human
brain.

This, of course, depends on whether people need such brain capacity.

I

for one agree with K.E. Tsiolkovskiy that such a capacity is urgently required for
human progress now.

I believe it will be useful in the coming age of .ommunism on

earth, in the age of development of space travel to other planets.

A.V. Leontovich's Work Supports the.Theory of
Biological Radio Communication
The reader will remember how cautious Academician A.V. Leontovich was at
first about my analogies, and how long he avoided making any specific statements
on the subject.

But further investigations carried out by Academician A.V.

Leontovich and his school into the phenomena ot electromagnetic induction in the
nervuus system led to the establishment of the presence of a Thompson oscillation
circuit in the nerve elements.

In 1933 he wrote in one of his papers that "the

nerve stimulation is transmitted from one neuron to another electrically, and
mostly inductively, from the pericellular to the intra-cellular bundles of the
primary nerve fibrills of the ganglion cell," av, that "from our point of view,
the vividly conspicuous components -- the spiral gyri (solenoids) of the periceilular -- should be taken not as accidental elongations fin- the purpose of 3 btueapproach to the surrounding tissue problem, which usually is dnc In the case of
nerve fibers, but as special-purpose structures."
"Nor can we call accidental the "ncdtle-like inLumescence," Lhe varicose
dilatations And similaL formations dt the ends of the Lelodendrons in general, and
pericellulars in particular, as well e
the hystologists for a long time 5 .

on the dendriteu which have been puzzling

Our recent methods of dyeing the nerves enabled

us to observe considerable quantities of excellently dyed rericellulars, pArticularly
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the pericellulars of the so-called cells with spiral outgrowths.

These remarkable

and unusually beautiful formations, representing obvious natural solenoids, made
us ponder many other problems of the physiology of the nerve stimulation, and the
result is this particular work."
Further:

"We thus get the following picLure:

The transmission of the stimu-

lation from one neuron to another actually shows that we have something like two
coils of an induction apparatus in the fibrillar mechanism of the ganglion cell,
on the one hand, and the winding of the pericellular apparatus, on the other.

The

elcctric oscillation proces. occuLting intone winding induces an isolation in the
other winding.

The periceliuinr bLneles represe~t one of the windings, while the

other receiving winding consists of intracellular fibrill bundles of the ganglion
cell which, together with the adjacent perifibrillar matter, form the intracellular axon bundle.

The best type of transmission is possible when both appara-

tuses are attuned to each other.
"The plates, nodules, etc., representing the capacity of the pericellulars,
must play an important part of this tuning process; a similar process may possibly
be played also by the windings of the nerve bundles comprising the pericellular
apparatus."
The enormous significance of Academician A.V. Leontovich's work is that
scientific explanation of the presence c, electromagnetic induction of a biological
origin in the human (as well as animal) nervous system.

Without his previovs cau..

tion and reservations, the scientist now states openly:

"It should he borne in

mind that the nerve, like any technical cable, represents'a cylindrical condenser
with its own sea,-induction.
ferences.

But as a live conductor, the nerve also has its dif-

The latter consists in Lhe fact that the electric wave is not only the

outcome of some stimulated nerve molecule or an individual "nerve element," but, as
it is commonly believed, it also scimulates its nieighbor producing the same process
in it.

Inasmuch as the nerve is responsive also to other currents of suitable elec-

tric qualities, it would appear that under conditions of its natural caltation it
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can reveal a special process in relation to the electric pulses coming from other
parts (of the nervous system--B.K.); we would like to empha-ize this process with
a special term.

This interaction between the biologically structured molecules of

the nerve elements and their own electric currents, usually coming Crom some farther
point of the same nerve, is something in the nature of a mutual induction which
calls for a special explanation.

It is commonly known, that every biologically

microscopic nerve element, which we shall call the "elementary nerve," uhen irritated by an outside electric current produces an electric stimulation current, an
electro-bio-effect, and conversely, a natural stimulation of the nerve produces a
*

uich-e
,ffcrcnc

.

will cell the bio-electro-effect.

These two proC-

esses are in a state of reversibility similar to that existing in the circular
6
second tetanus established by Kisilev ; the second tetanus of the second muscular

prepuraLiuo

ib Lcain5,iLLd back to the nerve of the firat, and stimulates the re-

lated firot muscle; the current of the latter stimulates the second nerve and
second muscle and that process continues fox'a long time.

Earlier we referred to

such an interaction of the clectro-bio-effect as bio-induction.
,e...
..

..

...-

.- .,,J.. who ',4n.

nroanq.,

Of course, this

hp organs of transmis-

sion, .and it is difficult to mage. that such a universal phenomenon as resonance
.is not characteristic of such a biological induction."
The concluding portion of his work, which A.V. Leontovich called the "Discussion" section, containc smong other things Important deducticii ind coi'siderations for our theme:

7
"The neuron works like an alternating current apparatus ,

and the nerve cell perxcellular is part of the nerve structj.e with its own capacity
and self-induction representing an ordinary part of a low alternating current mechanism and having a great deal in conaion with a radio receiver... in the summer of
1931, Romero Robles of Mairid, a student of Ramon-y-Cajal, published his interesting attempt to explain the operation of the nervous system on the basis of radio
telephony.

We note the particular s':ress laid in this connection on the dual sys-

tem which we have been discussing whereby all the plates of the pericellul2r are
divided into two separate systems (Kazhinakiy wrote about it in 1923)...
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"The near-zero resistance of a stimulated nerve can be explained by the fact
that the rows of nerve biomolecules ("elementary nerves" in cur terms),

when stim-

ulated and in resonance, simultaneously develop electric forces...Under our theory,
we are noc corcerned abOuL the way the neurons are connected with one another; a
break in the circuit is no obstacle to alternating current, 'and the cunniection is
made possible by the pericellular, on the one hand, and by the elementary nerve
turns duplicating the course of the neurofibrills in the intra-cellular baskets of
ganglion cells, on the other.

In radio engineering, such a device makes it possible

to tune all the inL.rfering oscillations our of an apparatus and tune it to the desired wave length as well as frequency transmission... It is quite probable, that the
frequency of the basic wavee of the nerve current is

considerably higher than is

usually believed on the basis of the experimental figures alone:
formula (4), iL is about 1010 power.

according to

If this were confirmed, then the experiment

in nerve irritation would be found to reveal only the sunmary effect of several and
even many waves.

What is now experimentally taken as a changing wave frequency of

the physiological process would then correspond only to the number ot pulsations
produced by the disrupted RnyItm

f several synchronized nerve mechanisms.

appears to point to a new field of ultra-microphysiology.

.This

This would also explain

thr possibility of the resonant transmission of phenomena of the sinusoidal oscil!atLon type (that is not the relaxation type -similar to that of'a radio transmitter:
their nuances.

".K.).

T"i, MlesuLt is a mechanism

It .ransmits not cnly the waves out also

That would have been impossible if the resonance affected the waves

themselves and not their high frequency components, as the resonant waves are of a
sinusoidal nature.. .Rearkable as that figure may be when it is first elcountcrcd,
we would still like to point out its following unusual characterttic:
wave with a frequency of 10Op r second is

an electric

; :enLimeter long, Chat Is alnost a3

8
longAthe already measured nerve stimulation wave (1.5-5 cm) ...",e tonus is ex-

plained by the constant vibration of the live structural molecules of the elementary nerves; it is a high frcquency vibration, something in the order of 1010 per
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second.
a tonus

£hat is why n
--

electric ozcillatLons have ye. been ditcovered in.case of

their frequency is too high even for such an apparatus as a cathode

oscillograph (Italics mine -- B.K.).

It

ib unly the occi!!ation and p,.lsation re-

sonance under some influence or other that produces electric waves, and these waves
are made up of entire groups of basic electric oscillations, their pitch varying
accordirg to the state of stimulation; hence the nerve resistance at this particular
moment (a situation similar to the one obtaining in radio engineering).. .In view of
the characteristic features of the internal structure of
nerves are in 're process of growth,

particuiar organ when its

there comes a moment in their development when

the nerve telodendrons with their gyri and terminal plat9ike and nodule-like intumescenses form

.

substrate (a combination of components and partz --

B.K.) in

which the electric charge produced by an electric ion dissociation, which accom-'
panies every living process, by the creation of a Thompson oscillation-circuit,
that is a purely physical pr-7.

of ele ri ..

:c CC in the
..

nervous system is not an induction coil but a transformer of an entirely different
and still little understood design; it is possible that it frequently works on a
higher current ("avalanche-like stimulation growth," as it was called, earlier-B.K)."
Thus after many years of investigation, Academician A.V. Leontovich came to
the indisputable conclusion that the neuron works on the principle of a Thompson
oscillation circuit, rcvealiiag a growing belief in the inevitabilt; of the emission of electromagnetic waves of a biological origin (the Thompson oscillation circuit:

a vibrator).

Our Ranks Are SLeadily Growing
Wc find more positive eta'ements on this problem in later publications (in
1948) by Dr. B.V. Krayukhin, a student and follower of A.V. Leontovich's school
and his chief collel-ormtor in the experimzntn! in t!'e

-

of;cc

tr=a-

netic induction in the nerve elements of living organism; eventually (after A.V.
Leontovich's death in 1943), he continued that work indepe.adently.
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"A study of the literature and my own experiments," B.V. Krayukhin wrote
(39, 40), "showed that living organisms and lidividual organs and tissue,

when

stimulated, create z.-n electric field around themselves or emit electromagnetic
waves which can be detected under certain experimental conditions.
solution of thia problem has been couched in very general terms.

So f'r, the
A detailed and

thorough study of the electiomagnetic radiation emitted by living organisms and their
tissues will hL

nade only %bvn better radio-amplifying devices are available; the

use of such devices will be lust as important to the study of micrnnhysiological
phenomena as the m_-roscope is to the study of the tissue structure."
It is impurtant to point out that both A.V. Leontovich and B.V. Krayukhin
look upon the physiology of nerve sLimiulation ns a feature of a complex process
whereby the chemical-exchange and electrophysiological processes are indissolubly
connected.

In their opinion, the pericelluiars cannot be considered as merely

mediator-organs

9

but, to a much larger extent, as'unique apparatuses for the

synaptic (con~act--B.K.) transimlnsion of a.ioscillatory stimulation current from
one neuron to another.

Thus in the opinion of A.V. Leontovich. the problem of

current transmission from one neuron to another should be approached by both
methods:

the study of the mediator-type and electric transmission.

In general, there has been a growing interest in telepathy in recent years
on the part of scientists.
10

book

Dr. P.I. Gulyayev devoted a special section of his

(1960) to the electromagnetic radiation from th( braiin in the ccurse of

thinking, stating that "The thought transference over a distance without the use
of the sense organs is now-an established fact, and it will probably soon be applied
in practice.

It appears that the carrier of the "telepathema" is something new to

science -- a physical field produced by the brain."

True, the author believes that

that field is not of an electr,.,agnetic nat%.rc.
analogy of the neuron cells in the cortex .Lth microgenerators
I
and electromagnetic waves, advanced by V.M. Bekhterev in 1919, and P.P. LAzarev in
The funuLional

1920 and substantiated by the author of these lines in 1923, was
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later confirmed

-

by the German histomorpholcgist V. Kirsche [87].

Outlining the histological

characteristics of the synaptic structure he had established, V. Kirsche compared
their function to that of a microgenerator.
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FOOtNOTES

Page

Number

(That report was read again by professor N.A. Ivantsov on 17 April
1924 in the Moscow House'of Scientists.)

123

2

(Back in 1902, docent Ya.N. Zhuk conducted experiments in mental
transmission of visual sensations in Kiev. He concentrated his
gaze on a certain graphic image, while the test subject/unable to
see that iage/produced on papfer at that moment any image that
came to his mind. Eitht.y-six (51%) of the 169 tests were success-.
reprvducttons .f the images were found to be the Ps--i
ful: the
Ya.N. Zhuk, The Transmission of Visual Sensations, Kiev, 1902/.)

129

3

(According to the theses developed by ptofessor V.A. Poderni, the
sound sensation of a "silvery ring" I perceived in 1919/in Tbilisi/
could have been transmitted to me from the brain of my dying friend
at the time he was already )sing consciousness but while his brain
was still alive as was his receptor auditory organ with its elements
of the nerve tract extending from the ear to the auditory center of
the brain. The electromagnetic wave 1.perceived may therefore be
called necrobiotic, that is moribund.)

1.30

4

(FeLromagnetism is a combiination of magnetic phenomena and properties characteristic of a group of hinly magnetic substances called
ferromagnits and possessing such characteristics as the capaciLy or
being highly magnetized even in weak magnetic fieids, a-high magnetic peaetrability and the presence of magnetic hysteresis.)

132

5 (A.V. Leontovich defines the functions and purposes of these in-
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tumescences and dilatations as the functions and purposes of electric condensers in the nervous rystem.)
6

(Any kind of muscle irritation produces a stimulation: a shudder or
a so-called tetanus. A shudder is a contraction of the muscle of
very short duration, and a tetanus is a lengthy muscle contraction.
j.o "c
musc,1, zf simi!-:
.,
A second Le~anuu ia o .
dura:ion produced by superposing on it a nerve from a separate
neuro-muscular preparation of the first nerve which has been irritated by an outside stimulant.)

139

7

(Lattr Academician A.V. Leontovich adopted the definition of a
"neuron as an apparatus of oscil!atory current.")

139

8

(The average parameters of the oscillations of a neuron as a vibrator, as measured by A.V. Leontovich, are:). u 21 cm; n * 10
9
volt/sec; i - 10-15 amperes; L a 10- henry; C x 10-13 farad,
R - 1010 ohm. Rnsistance R appears to be paradoxically insignificant, which is duo to the development of an eiaf in the nervestimulation circuit, as an oscillation crcuit.)
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FOONIOTES (Cont 'd)

page

Number

9

10

(A mediator means an intermediary; in this case "mediatory transmission" means a synaptic transmission of the nerve impulse .row
oneneuron to another through a particular intermediate object,
substance, etc., including a chemical property.)

142

(P.I. Gulyayev. Electric processes in the human cortex, Leningrad,
1960, pp. 103-105.)
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CHAPTER VI
THE FRIENDS AND ENL4IES ABROAD
It seems to mE important to touch on the differences in the cuaitemporary outlook on the structure and functions of the elements of the nervous system.

In this

connection, the'authors of physiological publications may be divided into two large
groups:

one of them firmly believing in the electrical transmission of neural im-

pulses from one neuron to another, and the other, which is in the majority, subscribing to the belief in a "mediatory" transference and rejecting 0- electrical
nature of these phenumena.

The opinions of the scientists of the first group have

already been quoted earlier.

Those of the second group include such a scientist

as J. Eccles [77], professor of psychology at the Canberra (Australia) university.
Referring to his experimental data, this aurhnr points out when external (constant)
tension is applied at two opposite points of the synaptic contact between two adjacent neural formations, thereby reducing the potential of the membrane dividing
these adjacent formations, it produces a corresponding reduction of the so-called
stimulating synaptic potential.

A change of the poLential sign in the membrane is

accompanied by a change in the direction of the stimulating impulse in the synaptic
potential.

In other words, we get an experimental two-way conduction of the neural

stf ulant in the same conductor-nerve.

The author believes that while this electric

transmission hypothesis offers no explanation to this pheicmenon, it can easily be
explained by a chemical transmission hypothesis.

Further, in his opinioa, the

polarity of the synaptic membrane, produced under the effect of ilihbition proccesses in the nerves, cannot be explained by an electric transmission hypothesis.
When the potential of the membrane, through which the inhibitory synaptic potential
passes, is reduced under the effect of an external current, it not or.ly produces a
corresponding reduction in the bynaptic potenztial in general but may also change
the sign of that potential and the direction of the inhibitory ii.pulse in the
synaptic potential with it.

Or, which is the 3ame, the result may be a two-way

conduction of neural inhibition.

And

.n this case, too, according to that author,
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the electcic transmission hypothesis fails to provide any explanaLion.

Proving

the chemical nature of the mechanism governing the synaptic passage of the impulses,
J. Eccles concludes that "the electric transmission hypothesis is completely unsuitable."
We believe, however, that S.M. Sverdlov who wrote the introduction to the
Russian edition of this book is right when he claims (countering J. Eccies).that
"the electrical and chemical hypotheses apparently sho-,ld not be considered as
mutually exclusive since, in the final analysis, the 'chemical aspect' manifests
itself 'elect'ically'."

We will merely add that in these prozesses the "electrical

aspect" also manifests itself "chemically."

In this respect we are entirely in

.greement with the viewpoint held by A.V. Leontovich and his school.

The point is

that there is a certain "apartness" between the biological and electric processes
in the nerves.

Goth and Burch [25] proved experimentally that degenerating nerves

do not show any electric oscillations even if they stili produce a physiological
effect.

In the process of regeneration such nerves produce a reverse picture:

there is a certain phase in which the electric effect is present and the physiological
effect is still absent.

These facts, in A.V. Leontovich's opinion, provide suffi-

cient ground for disregarding what we call a two-way passage of the nerve stimulant (or inhibition), as well as the objection to the "electric transmission hypothesis."

For the results of 3. Eccles' experiments had been produced only by

the application of a current from the outside.

Nor should we forguz the contradic-

tion between the experimentally achieved possibility of a two-way passage of the
neural impulse and the polarity of that procese in nature, r:iat is the polarity of
a live nerve in general.

This polarity is apparent from the wEll,,Known scientific

fact that an effective accretinn of the nerves of the sensitive and motor tracts is
impossible, as.well as f om the sepnr,'te existence of these tracts.

Although the

neural impulse in each of these tracts (if they are in parallel) travels in opposite
directions (centrifugally in one, and centripetally in the other), it is always
unipolar.

Finally, we have the following categorical stpti hient by A.V. Lcontovich
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[47] on the subject:

"We are personally inclined to what seems to us an indis-

putable point of view according to which the moltcular-chemical and electrical
processes in the nerve are closely associated Aith each other, just as the famous
Robert Myer had visualized it.

The important point, however, is that the passage

of the stimulant through the pericellular apparatus (and through the synaptic contact -- B.K.), and its anatomic gap between the system of one neuron and that of
another. is conceivable only from one point of view, namely that this jump in the
area of the pericellular apparatus is facilitated by the electric oscillation occuring in the pericellular apparatus, on the one hand, and the ganglion cell body,
on the other."
Citing these contradictions berwe:,i thE *,-s

of j. E

les and those of the

other scientists, we should also emphasize the conclusions from the mentioned work
of that author (published in 1957) which are in agreement with both our work published in 1923 [36] on the existence of a closed oscillation circuit in the nervous
system, and V.A. Leontovich's work [47), published in 1933, on the neuron as-an
oscillating current apparatus. J. Eccles graphically represents the electric characteristics of the membrane surfaces of a motor neuron in the form of several
equivalent schemes of a closed oscillation circuit.

In it he points our the arith-

mctic mean value of the membrane potentiai, capacity and resistance.

The only

thing he did not indicate is the self-induction value, ,!though it is clear that
the self-induction of a neuron axon zimilar to the self-i-rduction of a -ample
cylindrical conductor, as mentioned by Ferraris [71], is also an integral componitt
of the oscillation process.
In 1925 there appeared the first press reports on the work of the Italian
scientist F. Cazzamali [37], professor of neurology and psychiatry at the Milan
(Italy) universiry which had bgun in 1924 (Lat is two years after we had started
our experiments in V.L. Durov's laboratory in Moscow); using a Faraday cage,
Cazzamali investigated "telepsychic phenomena and brain emissions" or, as it was
later found,

visceral electromagnetic radiation froir thc htman orqsnism.
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The screening chamber used In Cazzamali's experimenLs (Fig. ICU)looked like
a spacious cabin with its walls, floor and ceiling made of boards, and the outside
covered with lead-plated roofing tin 0.5 to 1.5 m -thick:

4[

J!

*1
ii

Fig. 18.
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F. Cazzameli's screening chamber:

and filter fccding frcsh air irnto the

chamber
A check on the screening characteristics of this chamber produced positive
results even without a ground wire:

the radio receiver inside it could not inter-

cept any signals from the transmitter working outside.

Four radio receivers designed

to intercept 1 to 4,000-weter wavelengths were used in the experiment.

Receiver

lo. 1, used in the initial stage for 300-4,000-meter waves, was equipped with an

antennal loop for short vaves and anterna coils for long waves.

It had four high-

frequency tubes and a detectvr consisting of two low-frequency tubep,

Receiver

No. 2, introduced later, had a crystal detector (galena and pyrite) and a wire
antenna covering the entire length of the chamber (2 meters).

This device, capable

of intercepting still shorter waves, was equipped with a low-frequency amplifier.
Receiver No. 3 with a double heterodyne circuit was used to investigate the waves
on a 50-100 meter band and eesigned to include an "adjacent" wavelength in order
to damp the possible oscillations produced by (interference from) the exp:rimenter
inside the chamber.

Finally, receiver No. 4 with a round antenne loop (300 mnmin

diameter) was used for intercepting still shorter wavelength, from
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to ij mters.
t

The sounds coming through the telephone receiver, following s:he addition of the
heterodyne device for the four-meter wave, were of an unusual timbre and nature.
The people selected as test subjects were nervous-disease patients whose mental
activity could be stimulated to any degree by hypnosis.

Epileptics and pe.ple suf-

fering from hysteria were found to be the best percipients:

hallucinations of a

visual nature could be easily induced in them by hypnotism.

Sitting in the chamber

with the test subject, the experimenter, who was also a hypnotizer, recorded ail the
changes in the soundb heard rhrough the receiver microphone.
The most interesting results were obtained when receiver No. 4 was used.
Here is a translation of what Prof. Cazzamali recorded:
tenra waz ucually directed toward the test subject.

"The receiver No. 4 an-

lie frequently fell into an

autohypnotic trance as soon as I invited him to sit in the chir.

The noises I

then heard in the telephone were similar to radiotelephone signils.

The latter

were interrupted as soon as the subject woke up, and continued when he fell into a
trance again.

The stimulation of hallucinatory visions in the hypnotized test sub-

ject was followed by an intensification of the noises; these acc uired a speciiic
characteristic in keeping with the changing intensity of the induced emotions.
Some of the sounds were so characteristic that they were quite different from the
ord.nary ones produced by the rhythmic operation of the storage battery.

These

counds were intensified whenever the subject had a sponta::ocous hallucilation, as an
acoustic hallucination, for example.

The sounds diminished and faded out altogether

as the subject calmed down and woke up.

When the subjects emotion

(hallucinatory

visions in a deep trance) were intensified, the whistles and modulated tones heard
in the telephone resembled the sounds made by a violin equipped with a mute."
?rof. Cazzamali also made a study of quite normal people by stimulating them,
without hypnosis, to creative imagination, for example.

Vie inLensified cerebral

activity of these subjects also produced very definite sounds in the microphone.
But the experiments with people in a state of depression were not accompanied by
any distinctive sounds in the telephon3.
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According to Cazzamal!. hts experiments

prove that the radio rpceiver intercepted the souid oscillations emitted by the

nerve CncCr- of the human brain.
-*

Prof. Cazzamali's work was commented on in the Soviet and foreign press by
scientists and practitioners in the fields of neurology, psychiatry and radio communication.

There were also criticisms casting doubt on the Italian's statement

to the effect that he had succeeded in recording the radiation from the cerebr4.
nerve centers.
The work of the Spanish medical student E.R. Robles [561 is a metter of parZicular i"terest.

le himself refers to his idea as a "wotking hypothesis."

ourseiverQ, E.R. Roblc

Like

believes that the cen:rifugal fibers found in the receptor

sense organs play an important part in conducting the perceptions from the same
sense organs (vision, olfaction, acoustic) in the'brain, in addition to the cen..
tripetal fibers of the neuron tract (which conducts the sensation from the per.phery to the center).
I consider it appropriate to recall that, in my opinion, these centrifugai
fibers are part of the second half of the closed Thomson oscillation circuit in
the nerves (the first half is the centripetal tract) which plays the part of a
reverse communication in this circuit.

Herein lies the essential difference be-

tween Robles' views and our own.
Assuming that these centrifugal fibers are the branching ends of a condu.tor nerve-filum leading from somewhere to the receptor sense
it as the second end area of the nerve.

-.gan, Roble: s.Ls

But between these two ands (of the cn-

tripetal and centrifugal nerves) he assumes Lhe exiLekic- of a third, and ttrmina!.
element in the form of a branchy end of a third nerve filum, atid builds his hypothesis to explain the pobsible existence of an electric connection between these
three nerve endings.

He uses the analogy with the function of a triode radio tube

to explain that electric connection.
E.k. Robles suggests that every stimulation of the receptor organ, when a
particular sensation is sent to the brain, actually amounts to the esta!lishment
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of an electric connection between the three nerve ends in the receptor.
quently, every receptor apparatus has three different nerve elements:

Conse1) the

fibers of the centrtfugal nerve tract with onc typE of Lharge; 2) the fibers of the
centripetal tract with an opposite charge; 3) the fibers of the sensation-receiving
and controilling (guiding) nerve element which is occasionally represented by two
cells:

a receiving (the receptor itself) and transmitting cell.

The author com-

pares the function of such an apparatus to that of a triode tube developed by Lee
de Forest.
Developing his analogy further, E.R. Rabies compares the nerve cell, as a
receiving element, to an antenna tuned to a certain wavelength.

The second (con..

trolling) cell, which is electrically cotinected with the first, he compares to the
Stch bipol3r cells actually exist

grid of a triode tube connected to the antenna.

in the eye (retina), in the tiny olfactory cell gloinera of the olfactory organ, in
the nerve ends surrounding the epithelial (capillary) cells of the acoustic organ,
etc. and, finally, in the spinal cord ganglions.
E.R. Robles considers the muscles (muscle energy) as the source of nervous
energy.

Supplementing his analogy of the nerve elements, as components of a radio

tube, with an analogy of the muscle functions, as energy suppliers, he produces a
complete diagram of the "radio station" in the nervous system of a living organism.
Reading these analogies, T was gI.; Lo realize that they support, surlement
and develop my assumptions, made back in 1919, about the detecting, amplifyi.,g and
generating role of certain nerve elements which I compared to triode radio tubes.
Thus in addition to the Thomson closed oscillation circuit and the open vibrator
in the human ner aus system, the future researchers will have one more starting
point for their investigations in this field:

the triode rdio tube.

The rightful

claim of this assumption Ic suppurted by the latest achicvemcnts in radio engineiring.
At the time these lines were written (in 1960), a new device was developed
in radio engineering, the "solyon"; appropriately designed, that device can serve

i*1

as a radio tube and play both an

rpiiiying and detecting or generating role.

remarka',ie feature of this device is th~t its physical strucrure is

The

similar to that

the electric prcccsses in it occur not in metal parts or conduc-

of a live cell.

tors but in a liqu'd meditm, a salt solution, sifilar to the electrolyte of the
nerve substance.

Here are some of the characteristic features of that device.

The "solyon" is similar to an electrulycic cell:
immersed in electrolyte.

But between them is a porous partition through which the

ions pass on their way from one electrode to the other.
stream betwe(-

it also has two electrodes

The movement of Lhe Ion

the two electrodes can be affectcd by numerous causes.

may be an increase in Lie temperature of the electrolytic solution.

One of them
When the folu-

tion is heated and a tpmperature difference produced between.the heated portion of
the electrolyte (on one side of the partition, for example) and the unheated part
(on the other side of the partition), the current changes.
The change in the potential of the porous partition produces an intensified
change in the current, and "solyon" functions as an ordinary amplifying radio tube.
The partition functions as a tube grid:
ions.

it accelerates or slows the m6vement of the

We can see that this device can be used as a good illustration in the analogy

between its function and that of the cell generators in the central nervous system.
I was encouraged by yet another thought.

E.R. Robles' work was submitted for

publication (in 1931) by Prof. R. Hortega, a pupil and disciple of Ramon-y-Cajal,
the investigator into the
Robles' work.

istology of z.erves.

This bhows that

Lega appr.'J

This made me confident that the Spanish scientist would proba>,

have approved my working hypothesis too, if he had read it.
%s for Robles' belief that the muscles are the source of nervous energy, I
think it is less valid than Acad. V.M. Bekhterev's opinion, supported by Acad.
A.V. Leontovich, thaL Lb

source of nervous energy for each neuron are the Nissl

granules in the ganglion cell some.
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Interesting Observations In Canada
In 1959 V. Penfield,

foreign member of the USSR Acadeny of Sciences aud pro-

fessor of neurology dnd neuroburgery at i.he Montreal (Canada) univeraiLy,

published

[83] some conclusions from his 23-years' investigations of human psychic reactions
to the irritation of the cortex produced by applying an electrode to it, both with
and without a current.

These investigations included over 1,000 cases of trepana-

tion under local anesthetics, with the patient remaining fully conscious.

It may

be said that these efforts resulted in the investigation of practically every region
of the cortex.
Thus an electrode sending one-volt pulses to the cortex -- with a frequency
of 60 oscillations per second ,,nJ a pulse duration of 2 m/sec--produces a usual
optic sensation when held close to the optic region of the cortex.

The patient

sees light and distinguishes colors and shades as they move by him and assume
various forms.

The same electrode, applied to the cortical acoustic region, com-

pels the patient "to hear" sounds, hissing or knoeks.

An irritation of the central

gyrus produces a "creepy" sensation and a false sense of motion.

Worthy of attention is Prof. Penfield's belief that when the cortical region
of the optic center is stimulated by a current, the patient receives light stusations
S,

ot does not perceive the full cinematographic picture of such sensations.

ia.'ly, an irritation of the cortical mattcr in the region of the acoustic center

produces a sensation of ringing, buzzing: hi:sing and rapping In the ears bvt
nE.ver the sound of voice or speech.

in other words, an element of optic, auditary

or tactile sensitivity is activared each time, but not the recollection of past
events or experiences.
But there is an area on the cortical surface, covering part of both temporal.
lobes, which is known as the h

regio:; an electriL
~tei.ieti¢e

region ".ay call up a number of past expuriences."

irritation of that

Until recently 'he ncuropath-

ologists paid little attention to these cortical regions assuming that they had
little connection with the human psyche.
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But it may now be considered as an

establiFhed fact that "an electric irritation of this particular region occasionally
which may be divided into two types of reaction:

produces a psychic st-e

reactions

of reproducing past experiences and interpretational reactions."
rollowing is a aeries of experiments resulting in a psychic reaction of reWhen i charge electrode was applied to his temporal

producing past experience.
lobe: patient S.B. said:

"There was a piano there, and someone played it.

know, I heard a melody."

When the cortex was irritated again at about the same

spot, without the patient knoai:,g iL, he said:
and mentioned

.,,,

You

"Someone is talking to someone else

name but I could not quite hear it...

It was like in a dream."

When the cortex was irritated once more at the same sport, without the patient knewink it, he said quietly:

"Yes, Oh Mary, Oh Mary, someoned is singinz that sorg."

In a fourth attempt to irritate that part of the cortex, the patient said that it
was "a commercial song of a certain radio program."

After that (the fifth time),

the electrode was applied 40 mm closer to the front part of the upper temporal
gyr,, and the patient said:

"Something is racciling memories.

Up bottling company.., the Harrison Bakery."
patient probably "saw"

I see the Seven

The experimenter believes that the

two advertizing pusLers oL a Nontreal business fir,'..

Aftcr

that the surgeon warned the patient that an electrode would again be applied to
the brain.

The point is that the patient himself has no way of knowing when the

electrode is applied to his brain, if he ic , nt told so, as the hard '-hell of the
cortex is not sensitive to imichanical irritation produced by touc:i nt a solid
object.

Thus when the surgeon later applied the ele,:trode again, without cUrrL

and asked the patient what he felt, he replied "nothing at all ' (that is he Eel'
no venaLion).
Then a charge electrode was applied to the brain of a woman patient, D.F.,
she "heard" an orchestra p'aying a certein melody.

But the music of the same

"orchestra was heard" again (in the patient's sensation) when the electrode was
applied once more.

Moreover, at the requesL of the surgeon, the patient began to

sing the melody she "war hearing," as if following the orchestra -- it turnce out
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to be a popular song.

The surgeon repeated the irritation several timcs with the

patient invariably recalling the sounds of the 1.are song eaca time.

Every time

the song began with the same measure and continued in the usual tempo.

All the

surgeon's attempts to confuse tle patient's performatce of the song were unsuccessShe was under the impression that a phonograph was playing in the operating

Lul.

room, and kept assuring other people about it even several days after the operation.
A third patient, a boy named R.V.,

"heacd" his mother talking on the tele-

phone when an electrode was applied to his right temporal lobe.

When the irrita-

tion was repeated (% ithout the patient's knowing it), he again "heard" his mother's
This irritation was repeated a third time, and the boy

telephone conversation.

"My mother is saying r. my brother that he had put his overcoat on backwards.

said:

I hear both of them."

But when the surgeon asked the boy whether such a conversa-

tion had actually taken place, he ruplied:

"Oh, yes, shortly before I arrived

Asked whether he felt like in a dream, the boy said:

here."

"No, but I seem to

be confused."
A fourth patient, Zh.T., exclaimed in surprise as the elqctrode was applied
to his temporal lobe:
South Africa."

"Doctor, doctor, I hear people laughing.., my friends from

Asked why he was surprised, the patlcntz cpliud that be felt as if

he '.mself was laughing with his cousins Bessie and Anna, even though he realized
,ha:

.t

that moment (when he was supposed to be laughing) he was on the operating

table in Montreal.
Outlining the other (interpretive) results of a similar irritation of the
temporal lobe with an electrode, Prof. V. Penfield proves that in such cases the
patient reauons aid explains (interprets) what hi "sees,"
the electric irritation.

"hears" or thinks during

The patient may claim, for example,

ing something familiar, somethir,

that he i

he had allegedly seen or heard.

realizes that his present state or sensation is unreal.

At the/time he

Occasionally a patient is

gripped with fear and even panic without any underatandable reason.
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experienc-

k

Impressed by the information appearing in the press about the steady development of mental telepathy, the English physicist 0. Lodge stated in 1925:

"1 can

visualize the inevitable future iossibility of thought transference fron one brain
to another without the aid of such vibrations as we are now using in technical
radio communication" [2].
Prof. A. jurno, head of the electrophysiological laboratory of the medical
facuity at thLe Paris universicy, succeeded (in 1957) in developing a hearing aid
in the fcrn ef an artificial ear for a totally deaf man whose vembranas had been
dcstroyed in both ears.

He designed a miniature induction coil (25 mm long and

very thin) with two windingb of thin silver wire around a steel core.
was enclosed in a sealed plastic shell.

The'coil

One of the windings was connected to thc

undamaged fibers of the auditory nerve, and the coil inserted in the air canal of
the ear (behind the temporal bone) and left there until the auditory nerve healed
at the contact points.
sounds,

Tests were made three days after that operation.

The

signals and words pronounced by the experinienter were intercepted by a

microphone connected to an amplifier whose outlet was connected to tte second winding of the induction coil (in the patient's ear).

The patient began to perceive

light irritations and distinguish sparate words although, as he said, they were
muffled by interfering whistling noises.

After several months of training with

the use of a magnetic sound recorder, the patient was able to understand 75% of
VhaL he heard even though the soinulb he heard were (in
normal speech.

It

was found, however,

his opinlo.,) different Cr.m

that he began to distinguish sound vibra-

tions above and below the :ange normal for the human ear.

T:e first experiment

was followed by successful operations on other deaf patients.

Thousands of Kilometers Away
Similar efforts have been pursued abroad,
siderable scale since 1957,

especielly in the U.S.,

on a con-

but it appears that the main reason for that is that the

results might be of great military significance.

The U.S.

Army, Navy and ALrforce

departmentz began to evince quite an interest in such experiments.
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If in the past

several years the necessity fo'r such research was Still doubted, the collection of
numerous indisputable facts of telepathy that attracted the close attention of a
number of noted scientists (P. Jordan, Nobel prize winner, B. Hofmann of the famous

Linstein laboratory at Princeton, A. Bergson, etc.) made the AsztwnLe

sl.ptics

considerably more restrained in their objections.
Beginning with 1958, a nmbcr uf L;.rge and well-known American electric and
electronic firms opened their own research laboratories for the stuldy of telepathy
(Westinghouse in Friendship, Md.; General Electric in Schenectady; :-It Telephone in
Boston, Mass.).
ratories:

These are the major projects to be developed by the mentioned labo-

the establishment of the methods of telepathic transmissions; the develop-

ment of devices for recording and reproducing telepathic signals; the determination
of the amplitude and frequency of the telepathic transmission signals, etc.
Tn a memorandum to former President Eisenhower, the Rand Corporation suggested the utilization of the latest possibilities in the field of telepathy for
the purpose of obtaining informaLion by Lh

s .,rtn'

srl:'

ther: =ndcr

water beyond the Polar Circle (where ordinary radio communication is subject to
special interference).
Acting on a government assignment in 1958, the Westinghouse special laborstoiy of Friendship carried out a lengthy experiment in thought tiansference (visual
perceptions) from one person on land to another in the submarine Nautilus which
wac submerged 2,000 kilometers away trom the first person.

U.I. Naval end Air

Force personnel and transport facilities were involved in that experiment.
The following details are known from the reports on that experiment.

Col. B.

Bovers, director of the biological department of the Air Force's research institute,
was in rharge of the tests at the Friendship laboratory.
25 July 1958 and conlinued daily for 16 days.

The experiments began on

Operator Smith, a student of Duke

University in Durham (North Carolina) was confined to one of the laboratory buildings all through the experiments.
sensations.

He acted as an inductor, a transmitter of visual

Twice a %day, at a certair. hour, thc inductor started ou automatic
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;

machine controlled by a timing device; 1,000 cards of the Zener bysteml were
Five cards would drop out of the drum

shuffled in the machine's revolving drum.
at one-minute intervals.

The inductor would pick up each card (in the order it

came oat), concentrate on it trying to memorize the image on it, and at the same
time draw the figure of the card on a ih et of -2,cr.

On the same sheet he would

also draw the figure appearing on each of the following cards.

The result was a

sheet of paper with five figures on it appearing in a certain sequence.

Smith

would then seal the paper in an envelope, write down the time of the cxperiment,
would lock it in a safe.
sign the envelope and turn it over to Col. Borers ;.,,o
Somethine similar would rake place at the same time on hnad -,-ct== submarine Nautilus which ws sailing in the Atlaltic (2,300 kiiomnceru away).

jhere,

an operator-percipient (or an indicator, according to our theory), a navy lieuten.;',
by the name of Jones, was isolated in one of the state rooms.

His presence aboard

the Na,,wi-lus was surrounded with secrecy.
He was not seen by any member of the Nautilus crew from the time he boarded
the submarine from the pier until he was locked in a separate room, with the exception of one sailor who was at his service, and the captain of the Nautilus,
Andersen (who visited him twice a day).
any information "through volition."

During those 16 days Jones did not get

Every day (twice a day, at a specified tha"e

coinciding with the work of inductor Smith at Friendship) he would draw on a "h(eC
of paper, in whatever sequence he chose, any of the following ftgrco:
square, a cross, a star or three parallel wavy lines.

a c,, le.

The resuic would be ;- _oup

4
of five figures appearing on the 6lieet of paper In a cer,.; n succession.

Jones

would seal the paper in an envelope and hand it to captain Andeisen as he came into
his toom.

The latter would indicate the date and hour of che experiment on the

envelope, sign it and take it to his cabin and lock it in a safe.
When cuie Nautilus returned from her cruise to Groton, percipie:nt Jones and
his envelopes were immediately sent by cor, under escort, to tie nearest military
airfield, tiown to Friendship airport and from there taken by car to Col. Bovers'
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laboratory.

The latter compared the contents of the two groups of envelopes

(sealed by the percipient and inductor), and estabiished! that the figures Ln them
were identical in over 70% of the cases.

Percipient Jones had "guessed" three-

fourths of the images in inductor Smith's brain.
The U.S. Navy and Air Force have thus received expermenLal confirmation of
L,

....
c
h

co-uncaticn b e.......

two people, separaLed by long distances, can

be carried out through water, over the air and across metal barriers by means of
cerebral radiation in the course of thinking, and without conventional communication facilities.
One itaportant feature of the above-described experiment is worthy of attention.

The electromagnatic -:ves accompanying the thought-formation process (visual

perceptions) in the inductor'- bra-in reached the cells of the indicator's cortex
after having travelled a long distance, not only in the air and through water but
also through the metal hull of the submarine.
conclusions:

This would justify Lhe following

1) these electromagnetic waves were propagated spheroidally, not in

a narrow directed beam; 2) these waves penetrated through the submarine hull which
did not block them, that is it did not serve as a "Faraday cage."
We know,

for example,

that thu radio receiver in the marine laboratory of

the .oviet scientific-research ship Vityaz' ;ere able to intercept the electric
rav.es emitted in Lhe water by the torpedo fish. 2
submarines do not intercept these waves.

But thp radio receivers in the

Thic promptb the conclusion tl-nz some

electromagnetic waves of a biological origin possess yct another, still unknown,
characteristic that distinguishes them from conventional radio waves.

It is pos-

sible that out ignorance of that particular characteristic impedes the further developernt of research work in that field.

Indeed, scvcra! ycars h

those American experiments invo ',ing the Na.:ilu,
about any new ac1,iwuvei

* in this direction.
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passed since

but nothing is as yet known

Some Result, And Prospects
Unfolding before our eyes is an exciting prospect of cognition and the mastery
of a new and powerful weapon of LIcAiahific znd technical progress, the method of
biological radio communication.
It matters little that much is rtill unclear in this field and a great deal
is still subject to thorough scientific research (after all, everything that is
new and unexplored reaches our knowledge by that road!).
been made, but the fundamental search continues.

A beginning has already

We have a number ot cogent cx-

perimental work, produced by V.M. Bekhterev, P.P. Lazarev. A.V. Leontovich, B.V.
Krayukhin, V.A. Poderni, L.L. Vasil'yev, S.Ya. Turlygin, T.V. Gurshteyn, V.L.
Durov and others.

These works provide an ecellent basis for further theoretical

development and generalizations.
The most important results already achieved in this connection is, first ol'
all, the discovery of nerve elements resembling paired condenser armatures and
solenoid windings.

The existence in the nervous system of oscillatory bioelectric

currents functioning on the principle of a condenser and solenoid in a Thomson
oscillation circuit has been experimentally proved
currents within the organism has been established.

The induction effect of.these
A foundation has been laid

lor the theory of bio-electromagnetic wave generation by the cent%ql nervous system
in the process of thinking.
Numerous experimental ubservations of the life and behavior of man, animal,
birds and insects serve to confi=

Lte existence of bio-electromagnetic

waves and

bio-radiation emissions originating in the nervous system and other sources, biological vibrators.

Elements of biological radio communication between people (in

the process of thinking) as well as mental suneestion to animals by man have been
established by experimentr.
The emerging theoreLical foundation of bio-radiation communication among
people encourage us to look into the possibility of tho further deuelnpment of the
existing teaching method3 on a higher level.
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T.e tcachlng zlcments involved in thii

formation of .ajman consciousness in children and adolescents must be cnrichcd with

a new progressive elemenL,

the application of the mental suggestion method.

The

word, speech, visible and audible signals, a picture, a book, physical models and
objects could be supplemented by a direct mental transference of appropilate image
concepts, sensations and feelings.
In other words, we must apply a systematic and organized bie-radiation effect
(accordin; to a definite program) in the future by making use of the "telepathema"
emitted from the brain of the educator and teacher and beamed to ' - brain and
psyche of the student.

This, of course, will require that the program of disciplines

involved in the training of teachers include not only psychology but also the practical study of mental suggestion methods.

New physical devices may and should

eventually be developed to help the educator and teacher-carry out the mental
transmission of the necessary concepts and ideas.
One of the most serious difficulties of the nascent science of biological
radio cormunication is the lack of instruments c-?pble of recordinrg the bn-=riHt

wave parameters corcesponding to the thinking process.

The difficulty lies in the

ultramicroscopic size of the wave which cannot be studied at the present level of
radio instrumentation.

But this difficulty is not necessarily insurmountable.

It

w..ll surely be surmounted by the future achievements in soviet radio electronics.
As Acad. I.E. Tanon, Nobel Pri?.e winner, aptly put it, "the present siuat[oa
in biological science is similar to that in physics before the discovery of ur
fission and the methods of controlling atomic energy.

T believ

....

that the leno

role of natural science will in the relatively near future be shifted from piycics
to biology.

Biology will in the future, as physics does now, create new important

branches of technology which will, to some extent, determine its further develop.
meat."
These .ords apply also to the nascent Eranch of "biological radio cownrunication."

it is in this field that biology will supply us with a number of new apara-

tuses which are in principle identical with some of the live Tierv
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"apparatuses"

if,

by making a thorough study of the latter. we determire their exact role in

"biological radio conmunication."
Let us take a look at the possibilities in this direction.

Closely associated

with the devalcpmeat of sophisticated instrumentt and conductors possessing superc

,nd.ctii,iv,
when cooled to a temperature close to absolute zero, is the idea ad-

vanced by the soviet scientists about quantum radio engineering --

the so-called

molecular generators producing highly uniform electric oscillations over a lengthy
period of their utilization.

Another and no less important achievement in this

field is the creation of molecular ampiifiers zpabic of magnifylng the sensitivity
of the apparatus many times, and reducing th- noisee which have in the rpst distorted the reception and shortened the effective distances of the radio'communicarion facilities.

The possibility of applying the ideas of molecular generators and

amplifiers to the study of subtle physical phenomena accompanying the functions of
the brain in the process of thinking and thou;ht trensmissien, and the percpInr,
of a "telepathema" from a distance, is far from ruled out.
In summing up the ideas outlined in this writing, I feel like offering a
word of advice, or making an appeal, to the future readers of this book. May the
most energetic among you, especially our curious youths, the young teachers and
college and secondary school students, be impressed with the urgency and imbued
with the persistent desire to make a thorough study of the physiology of nerves
from the standpoint of "biological radio comunication."
Tackle the still unresolved problems in this field boldly anl fearlessly,
develop new hypotheses and new methods for the s.cccssful

-';;tion

of the mysterits

of biological radio communlcatlon.
Show no fear, build analogies, search, argue and experiment!
Just as the investigations into the internal world of the atom discovered its
mighty energy and placed it in the servicrman, so the full comprehensitn of the
thinking patterns will help us uncovet the greatest secret of living matter, its
ability to think, and still further enhance the power of reason over the blind
forces of nature.
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FOOTNOTES

Number

2

Page

(The Zunur system cards are especially designed for experiments in
telepathy. One of the following five figures appears on one side
of each card: a circle, a square, a cross, a star or three parallel
wavy lines. The colored "shiri" appearing on the other side wvs the
same on every card of the deck,)

159

r: 7 familis of electric fishes, includig 500 species, but

160

("he.e

only 20 of them have been studied. It is know-n that the torpedo fish
/or skate fish/ can produce a 60 kw disctarge. The electric fish
controls its discharges by a neural impulse. It is capable u, intercepLing exte.; l clc-.ctri energy from a distance by the uze o, I-t
special organs, electroreceptors.)
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